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My fellow inventors, mad scientists, hackers (both kinds), and buffs...I see a
bright future. We are headed straight for AN ELECTRONIC RENAISSANCE! As
our world grows more dependent on energy and machines, people will become
interested in basic electronics. Just like that famous Renaissance, this one will be
a voyage of re- discovery. Already, people around the world are experimenting
with theories in latent- energy retrieval that were first dreamt up by the likes of
Tesla. Other experimenters are tapping into crystal and rock energy in order to
heat and cool homes. Since consumer electronics have become disposable and
cheap, many folks have abandoned their benches. Now, it seems as if they will
be heading back in hordes.

Part B of my prediction is that the majority of neophytes will be practicing in the
discipline of energy creation and storage. Batteries -solar-charged and wind charged -will be a big hit; as gasoline, oil, and electricity prices climb upwards
to the stars. The great part about electronics is that it can be safe, fun and relatively cheap.
We at Poptronics will be here to guide you all through the splendor of the
upcoming Electronic Renaissance with the help of well- written features that
inform and inspire our readership. Our contributing editors will continue to bring
word from the front of breaking technologies and solid theory. There will also be
a few surprises along the way.

ORDER ENTRY
800- 827-0383
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of the equipment and circuitry
described in POPTRONICS may relate to or be
covered by U.S. patents, POPTRONICS disclaims
any liability for the infringement of such patents by
the making, using, or selling of such equipment or
circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested in
such projects consult a patent attorney.
Since some
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Personal
Oscilloscope

inailto: letters@gernsback.com

It Wasn't Me
Last month's fèature, "The MPX 2000,"
had a few errors contained within the
schematic. Capacitors C6, C7, C9, C10, C14,
C15, C31 C34, C39-41, and C43 should all
be in pico-farads (pF). Transistor Q6's part
number is 2N3906. Capacitor C20 is 1 ltf
and is not labeled (top right of schematic in
parralel with D13). Also, North Country
Radio has a message recorder that can be used
in conjunction with the MPX 2000. Picture a
contiuous loop of information being transmitted over the FM band. This could be usefulfor
churches, schools, or even family reunions.
Visit www.northcountryradio.com or send
mail to North Country Radio, PO Box 53,
Wykagyl Station, New Rochelle, NY I0ó040053, or call 914-235-6611.-Editor

well as your publication. Do you have
any must-reads for the electronic hobbyist beginner? Any input you can give
me on any of the above subjects would
be greatly appreciated.
Fledgling,

JUSTIN HASSLER

20 L/ISa,s Pen -Type Oscilloscope

static -a onE or connects
to our PC
Chi 3Center
Produ

tdthe Year

2 0
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0 0

dEPSUR W EMT

via e-mail

Justin,
Although electronic components are widely
available, it is still a learning experience
when one salvages parts from old units. An
excellent book that can teach you the ropes is

Practical Electronics for Inventors,
which is published by McGraw -Hill. This
handy reference will have you tinkering
along with the rest of us. Would anyone else
like to add to the list of references? Editor

world -wide smallest portable oscilloscope

-

Made in Germany

Pen -Type Oscilloscope V5.0 2000,

Learning Electronics
I just got interested in building eke tronic circuits about a month ago. I
work at a public library and started by
picking up some Electronic Theory
books. I am 20 years old, and for as long
as I can remember, every subject I've put
my mind to comes to me pretty easily.
Electronics I'm struggling with a bit, but
I like that. It's a challenge for me.
Anyway, I picked up an Electronics
Learning Lab from RadioShack, to
teach myself some of the basics. Things
are making more sense, and slowly I'm
learning more and more. Back at the
library, I found our Electronics Now
backfile of several years, and I'm slowly
working my way through them. I love
the magazine.
I am semi-familiar with BASIC programming and slowly learning NQC
(thanks to your nod to Lego Mindstorms
Robotic Invention System). Programming
makes sense to me, and I feel like I can pick
up most languages with ease.
Also, I got the idea to shop at thrift
stores and pick up old electronic devices,
such as computers, phones, radios, etc,
and strip them for parts. Is this a worthwhile endeavor, or are electronic com-

ponents cheap enough to purchase? If
nothing else, I figured it would give me
training in soldering and de- soldering.
Finally, I'm reading as many electronic texts I can get my hands on, as

A Good Turn

The "Basic Circuitry" column, "A
Right Turn" in the March issue was very
interesting to me as an engineering student. The circuits in there were very
helpful and useful. Please include more
robotic circuits in future columns.
JASON SLADE
via e-mail
Copy Rights
I have some comments to make on the
subject of "Pirates or Patriots," the "Net
Watch" column in the May issue. Having
had my own writing and programs plagiarized and pirated, I sympathize with the
music industry. Yet there is another side to
the story as well: the very valid impression
on the part of the public that they are being
taken for a ride.
It is clearly a LOT cheaper to make a
CD than to make a cassette. Blank CDR disks, complete with jewel case, cost
less than blank cassettes with a case. The
process of putting music or data on a
CD is just a matter of stamping it,

-

whereas putting music on a cassette
requires a lengthy recording process
high speed, to be sure, but time consuming.
So why does a music CD cost $15, while
the same music on a cassette is half the price?
All this is irrelevant, though. The

much larger problem is that the

supplied items. PC- Software with
Operator's Manual on 3.5" disk, Serial
PC- Interface cable (6ft), External Trigger
Cable with clip Ground Cable with clip,
External Power Cable

with Aligator clips

US$ 99.99
e

ailtal1ig

PM NO

rww,.a.Tw I.EC.ra.a

-

-

Software MS -DOS. Windows 3.1/9S/98 compatible

Palm Software includes 6ft Serial Cable
USS 8.99 (Option), for Palm OS 3.5

Battery PcwerPack includes two AA -size
batteries USS 9.99 (Option) up to 8h
continuous operation, typical alkaline
Add tl.hipment and handling cost total
USS 9.99. Delivered by Express Service
within 5 days, anywhere in the U.S. and
Canada.
Developed by Wittig Technologies AG
Sales (516) 794 4080 or Toll -Free (800) 247 1241
Fax (5 i6). 794 1855

sales@wittigtechnolog ies.com
Technical Support available by e-mail or fax, only.
su pportewittigtech nol ogies.com

All trademarks belong to their respective owners.

e

Wittig Technologies
www.vEittigtechnologies.corn
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recording industry is bullying Congress and equipment manufacturers,
infringing even on legal copying. For
example, the price of every blank audio
CD includes an extra amount, which
goes to record companies to reimburse
them for the supposed cost of piracy.
But if I use that CD to record my own
piano playing, why do I have to contribute to the recording companies? Or
if I want to make multiple digital
copies of that piano recording, why
does the Serial Copy Management
System (SCMS) in some recording
equipment prevent me from doing
that? To protect the big recording
companies, Congress and equipment
manufacturers have limited the rights
of the individual musician.
The trend for the future is even scarier.
At this rate, within the next few years, it
will become impossible for the small-time
musician to make and distribute any of his
own work. What a great way for the big
companies to kill off the competition!
PETER STARK
via e-mail

No Nightmare

In almost 40 years of reading
Gernsback publications, the article
J3

J2

J1

"Telemarketer's Nightmare" in the May
issue was the most useful and easy to
implement idea that I have ever come
across. I guess I'll have to implement it
with a PIC 16C54 on the first ring.

destroy the device.
Limiting discharge current will prevent damage, and is done in this way:
Replace R13 with a "short" and move
R13 so that it's now between Pin 4 of
IC2 and the positive terminal of C3,
replacing that "short." Replace the "positive" terminal of C3 and Pin 12 of IC1
with a 1k, /-watt resistor.
These changes will not degrade circuit performance at all, but significantly
enhance and protect it. For those of you
concerned with power consumption,
switch to only one 9-volt battery and
substitute a CMOS quad op -amp for the
LM324. A TLC274 would be a good
choice, and its much lower current
would allow a much longer "hold" time,
assuming low leakage across your PC
board -but that's another story.
SKIP CAMPISI

JACK WALTON
Short Hills, Ny

Improved Memory
Stanley J. York did a nice job on his
article, "Analog Memory Module"
(Poptronics, February 2001).
I have a couple of suggestions for
builders of this circuit, which concern
C3's operation. Firstly, in my own experience, I've found that typical electrolytic capacitors are so leaky (or soon get
that way!) that they do NOT make good
storage devices. Using a 1 -RF Mylar
(non -polarized) unit will give much better performance.
To maintain the author's specified
time constant, R13 should then be
changed from 47 ohms to 470 ohms.
(See. Fig. 1.) This leads us to my second
suggestion: If C3 should happen to be
holding a significant charge when power
to the device is turned off, it's possible
that a substrate "SCR" could be triggered in either IC, allowing C3 to discharge into it and possibly damage or

Jackson,

NJ

Service Suggestions
I have been a loyal reader of "Service
Clinic" since the Jack Darr days of the
early 1970s when I was in high school, in
a really cool electronics technical program that resulted in my first job as a
bench tech in a production shop. During
those high school years I learned the
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Fig. 1. York's "Analog Memory Module" receives a tune-up-compliments of Campisi.
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KEEP IN TOUCH
We appreciate letters from our
readers. Comments, suggestions,
questions, bouquets, or brickbats ...
we want to hear from you and fired
out what you like and what you dislike. If there are projects you want -o
see or articles you want to submit
we want to know about them.
You can write via snail mail to:

-

Letters

Poptronics
275 -G Marcus Blvd.
Hauppauge, NY 11788

Sending letters to our subscription
address increases the time it takes lo
respond to your letters, as the mail s
forwarded to our editorial offices.
Our e-mail address can be found
at the top of the column.
Of course, e-mail is fast.
All of our columnists can be
reached through the e-mail addresses at the head of each column.
And don't forget to visit our Web
site: www.gernsback.com.

value of repairing for fun, with the idea
that there were some electronics jobs
available that would never make me rich,
but whose rewards would be great for
me as a fulfillment of my skills and passions.
I stayed with that job for eight great
years. Then, I went to work for that
famous Seattle builder of tubular things
that fly, as a data communications technician. Fifteen years later I am proud to
say that I am still there, as a Network
Engineer. I have stayed with Radio

Electronics, Popular Electronics,
Hands On Electronics, and everything
in between, largely for the service articles, and the construction pieces.
I was thrilled with the return of
Service Clinic several years ago under
Sam Goldwasser's leadership
I agree it is time for some changes in
the column. I think every month should

be something different, if possib -e.
Some topics for consideration are:

Antique electronics servicing. I still
miss Marc Ellis, and I'm sure others
do, too.
Appliance repair -major and small.
While toasters can be bought for ten
bucks, ten bucks is still enough to get
a person into Monster Jam in
January!!!! Dishwashers are not ten

bucks, and there are viable jobs for
doing that work as well. The
mechanics magazine has abandoned
that area. Opportunity strikes.

Auto electronics-People look at me
like I'm crazy when I say I still work
on my own vehicles, but it isn't all
that hard if you are patient, have the
time, and are willing to learn. The
manufacturers have modularlized
most of the components, so all you
have to be is careful. Strange as it
may sound, a primer on basic maintenance might help our younger audience get interested in the electronics
side of things.

Context. Your article on "When to
service and when to throw away" was
great. More context-related stuff perhaps?
Also articles on component testing,
especially the use of ESR meters, and

construction articles about ESRs

College since

ASSOCIATES

-it

ACCREDITED
and BACHELORS DEGREES

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Self-paced degree programs allow you to

earn a college degree on your schedule.
Degree paths in Internet Engineering,
MIS, Web Design, and Computer
Programming. Transfer up to 50% of
coursework for A.S. degree and 75% of
coursework for Bachelors degree for
prior college credit or professional
certifications. Receive up to 8 credit
hours for directly relevant professional
experience. Textooks, software and
instructor support included in tuition.
VA/
military benefits & tuition
assistance provided by most employers
(see FAQ at www.grantham.edu).
34641 Grantham College Road
Slidell, LA 70469
Toll Free 888.423.4242

Case histories and Q &A are always
fun, as you suggested.

I work in the networking field, but
my perspective is that I don't feel electronics has died as a career choice at
all
has just been overshadowed by
software. How permanent are THOSE
jobs? Ask the Dot-commers who have
had three jobs in the last six months.
WALT ANDERSON
via e-mail
IO

1951

COMPUTER SCIENCE

would be good as well.

Range of careers in Electronics. The
high school program I mentioned to
you earlier managed to place 100% of
its third year students in entry level jobs
with growth potential, until the program ended in 1994.

Distance Education

Grantham

www.grantham.edu
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YOU CAN WIND

YOUR OWN COILS?
There's no trick to it except
knowing what you are do-

a unique, 106 -page
book you can become expert in winding RF, IF,
audio and power coils, chokes and transformers. Practically every type of coil is discussed and necessary calculations are given
with the mathematical data simplified for
use by anyone. Get your copy today!

ing. In

reiMail coupon to:

ELECTRONIC GAMES

Electronics Technology Today, Inc.

BP69 -A number of interesting electronic game projects
using IC's are presented. Includes 19 different projects

Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240

ranging from a simple coin flipper, to a competitive reaction
game, to electronic roulette, a

combination lock game, a
game timer and more. To
order BP69 send $4.99 clearance (Includes s&h) in the
US and Canada to Electronic
Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11782 -0240. US furxts only.
Use US bank check or International Money
MAO7
Order. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

P.O. Box 240

Please send me my copy of Coil Design and
Construction Manual (6P160).

I enclose a check or
money order for $8.99 to cover the book's cost
and shipping- and -handling expenses. NY state

residents must add local sales tax.
Name

Address
City

State

ZIP

All orders must be paid in U.S. funds only. Sorry,
no orders accepted outside of USA and Canada.

L

lease allow 8-8 weeks for delivery

ETU
5

For more information go to page 88A
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AC Clamp Meter
This Analog AC Clamp Meter ($59) features Lock Jaw clamp design, which
accommodates clamping around one
750 MM or two 350 MCM cables. The
jaw only opens when the meter is set to
measure current and remains shut
when the control dial is set to voltage or resistance. The meter also
features an analog display, a

Robot Kit
A condenser microphone
and a printed circuit board

control the COMET Robot
Kit ($53.95). Each time its

sound sensor hears a
command, it responds.
COMET possesses three
radical features: sequential
command, random control, and drawing capabilities. Drop a marking pen in
pen holder, and you can command it to draw.

data hold, and
adjustment dial.

ts

P.O. Box 3241

17141 Kingsview Ave.
Carson, CA 90746
310-515 -6800
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eechRecegnition Kit
The

Handy Meter
Easy to use with a simple
interface, the Fluke 1520
MegOhmMeter ($649) com-

bines insulation resistance
testing, AC/DC voltage measurement, and Lo -Ohms
function in one rugged and
convenient unit. It has a large
backlit LCD with an analog bar
graph and digital display, plus a
last- reading memory display. The
1520 comes bundled with a protective holster, heavy -duty 1.5m test
leads, large jaw alligator clips, lantern
tip test probes, carrying case with accessory storage, manual,
and four C cells.

FLUKE CORP.
PO Box 9090
Everett, WA 982069090
888 -492 -7542
www.fluke.com
CIRCLE 63 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD
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zero -ohms

GARDNER BENDER

OWI INCORPORATED

www.owirobot.com

a

Voice

Milwaukee, WI 53201 -3241
800 -624-4320
www.gardn erbender.. com
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Extreme (VE) Tookit($12

is a suite of cevelopment hardware an
graphical programming tools tlsat allows
entire speeca- enabled
applications in just a
few hours. The Tòolkit
comprises tvo boardsa main board with'
built -in speaker, mid
phone, LEDs, pos
regulation, switches, and
prototyping area, as wellf
as a remova_ale VE mod-,
tale containing the speech'-

processor

and

Flash,

Stop That Sorge
memory. The `T Tool Designed for standard low -speed
kit supports nearly all
data, communication, and signal
Sensorj's cudio tec
line protocols, the SLT Series of
nologies, inducing speaker-rode ±dom
Transient Voltage Surge Suppresspeaker -depend nt recognition.
sors ($39 /Pair) provide protection
SENSORY, INC.
against transient voltages. Each line
R,,ssell A;e.
is protected against surge current
Santa Clara, CA 94054 -2015
impulses up to l OkA. SLT suppressors
408-327-9000
divert harmful transient energies to
wwwsensor i,ic.com
ground while maintaining a tight
CIRCLE 61 ON FREE
clamp at the peak operating
INFORMATION CARD
voltage.

METER TREATER
INC.
1349 S. Killian Drive
Lake Park, FL 33403
561 -845-2007
www.metertreatercom
CIRCLE 64 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD
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Powerful Combination
The DualPower ($1799)

Benchtop Oscilloscope

The Model 5105A 150 MHz Analog/Digital Storage
Oscilloscope ($2295) is a

combines an air compressor and generator into a
single, portable unit. It
features an 11- horsepower overhead valve gas
engine and a large 5 -gallon fuel tank-enough
power for three nail guns and enough electricity for two
circular saws, all running at the same time. A fuel- saving
and noise-reducing idle control slows the engine down
when the air compressor and generator are not in use.

compact, easy-to-use bench-

top unit. It incorporates a
high -end digital scope
with a 200MS /s sampling
rate, and it can be connected to a PC. The
Model 5105A can store up
to two waveforms. After
acquisition, the data can be manipulated and displayed,
and the waveform can be compared to a "known -good"
waveform in memory.
B &K PRECISION CORP.

COLEMAN POWERMATE
3901 Liberty Street Road
Aurora, IL 60504 -8122
800 -445-1805

"Nearly

www.colemanpowermate.com
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Power less" Op-Amps

1031 Segovia Circle
Placentia, CA 98270-7137
714- 237-9220
www.bkprecision.com

Designed to meet the needs of
power -sensitive, high -speed applications, the MIC915 dual and MIC9I6
triple op-amps consume just 2.4mA per
op -amp. The devices are unity-gain stable,
and like the rest of the MIC91x family, they

CIRCLE 67 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

can drive any capacitance load. Low supply

MIC916

**1.1

110

MIC915

voltage, low power
consumption, and small
packing make these opamps ideal for portable
equipment. Check distributors for individual
prices.

MICREL SEMICONDUCTOR
Software Solution
The GageScope 3.0 software
($495) allows engineers to use
their existing scopes, generators,
etc. from multiple vendors without having to learn a new programming environment. Users can
view data from multiple DSOs on
the same screen, create signals using
advanced equations, perform advanced
signal analysis, share and archive data,
print to any standard
printer, and load and
store any number of
setups and signals.

1849 Fortune Ds:
San Jose, CA 95131
408- 944 -0800

Digitally Synthesized Function/
Arbitrary
Waveform
Generator
($2999) simulates many types of
waveforms and stores an arbitrary
waveform of up to 16,000 points in
memory. The Model 9302 generates
sine, square, triangle, ramp, and noise
waveforms with sampling rates up to
40MS /s. All waveforms, except noise, may be
swept over their entire frequency range.
Waveforms can be created and edited from a PC
and transferred to an ARB over an RS -232 connection or
using front -panel control.
PROTEK T & M
40 Boroline Road

www.micrel.com
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GAGE APPLIED,
INC.
2000 32nd Ave.
Lachine, PQ
Canada H8T 3H7
800 -567 -GAGE or
514- 633 -7447

Waveform Generator

The two- channel Model 9302

Allendale,

GageScope

Nj 07401

201-760-9898
mow

www.hcprotek.com
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NEW LITERATURE
The Public Domain: How to Find & Use Copyright -

Newnes TV & Video

Free Writings, Music, Art & More

Engineer's Pocket Book,

by Stephen hichnum

Third Edition

Nolo.com
by Eugene Trundle

950 Parker St.
Berkeley, CA 94710-2524
510-549-1976

Newnes, Butterworth -Heinemann
225 Wildwood Ave.
Woburn, MA 01801
800-366 -2665 or 781 -904 -2500
www.newnespress.com

www.nolo.com

$34.95
Want to know what is and what is
not in the public domain? This
book, the first of its kind, is the
definitive guide to creative works
that are not protected by copyright. It explains how to determine
whether a work is in the public domain and
provides tips on how to find public domain
works, including listings of hundreds of
resources.

$29.95
This book is an essential tool for
service engineers and a handy reference for students and hobbyists. It
presents a wide range of data and key information in a compact form, covering TV reception,
satellite and cable TV, video recorders, color
camera technology, and more. This edition
had been updated, with new chapters on
digital camcorders and VCRs, digital
TV, Dolby sound systems, and home
theater.

Servicing
TV/VCR Combo Units
by Honni Davidson
Sam's Technical Publishing
5436 W. 78th St.
Indianapolis, IN 46268

800- 428-7267
www.samswebsite.com

$34.95
A comprehensive look at the troubleshooting
and repair of TV/VCR combinations, the well -

illustrated guide offers
straightforward troubleshooting tips, therrr, and
advice on specific models,
as well as case histories in
Tab

Electronics Guide to

Understanding Electricity
and Electronics, Second

Edition
by G. Randy Slone
McGraw -Hill
2 Penn Plaza, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10121
800- 2MCGRAW
www. books. mcgraw -hill. com

each chapter. Typical
Beyond Contact: A Guide to
VCR mechanical assembly schematics for sevSETI and Communicating with
eral major brands are
included. The first
Alien Civilizations
half of the book coyby Brian McConnell
ers problems with` O'Reilly and Associates, Inc.
the TV, and the second half deals
101 Morris St.
with VCR problems.
Sebastopol, CA 95472
800- 998 -9938 or 707 - 829 -0515
www.oreilly.com

$24.95
This book explores in -depth the
search for intelligent life in the
universe and how inter -stellar
communications could work.
Starting with the history of SETI,
the author shows how SETI

$24.95
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From a pared -down course
in quantum physics to suggestions for removing solder,
this beginner's guide covers
the entire field of electricity
and electronics. Readers learn
basic electronic concepts,
schematic symbols, and commonly used equations. There
are instructions for building
25 practical projects.
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research has led to technological
improvements in astronomy,
computers, and wireless communications. He also explains how to
build a general -purpose symbolic
language.

Components &

Production Tools
from Future Active Catalog
Dept. SF0501
41 Main St.
Bolton, MA 01740
800-655 -0006

Troubleshooting Microsoft Windows
by Stephen W. Sagman

[17E--A,..51rnrA]

www.future -active. com

Free
This monthly catalog lists
over 115,000 semiconductors, production tools, and
supplies from the leading
manufacturers, including
Tektronix, 3 M, Fluke,
Philips, and Microchip.

Microsoft Press
P.D. Box 1038
Buffalo, NY 14240-1038

YOUR
LL- DRESSED

'

MONTHLY

800 -MSPRESS

IS HERE

mspress. microsoft. com

ü

$19.99
Part of

a series that provides
quick and easy solutions to the
most common computer glitches, the book allows users to do
their own troubleshooting. The guide contains easy-to -follow flow charts and checklists that assist
users in diagnosing PC software and hardware problems, as
well as quick fixes for common ones.

11.3.0 .1.01101.1000.

The

Opera 5.x Book:

Browsing The Web With
Speed And Style
by J. S. Lyster
No Starch Press
555 De Haro St., Suite 250
San Francisco, CA 94107
800 -420 -7240 or 415 -863 -9900
www.nostarch.corn

$29.95
your browser slowing you down or
taking up too much
space? The Opera Web
browser is the fastest and
smallest available. This
book provides inside tips
on using this software,
and the included CDAlgorithmic and Computational
ROM contains trial
Robotics: New Directions
versions of Opera 5.0
edited
by
Bruce Randall Donald,
for BeOS, EPOC,
Kevin Lynch, and Daniela Rus
Linux, and Windows,
A K Peters Ltd.
as well as plug -ins and utilities.

OPERA 5.x

0BOO
Lighting Controls Product
Catalog CD -ROM
from Leviton Manufacturing Co. Inc.
59 -25 Little Neck Parkway
Little Neck, NY 11362 -2591
800- 323 -8920
www.leviton.com

Free
Divided into easy -to -use
sections for architectural
Lighting Controls,
dimming systems, lighting
Product Catalorr
controls, occupancy sensors, and home -automation
products, this CD -ROM is
a single reference for these
products. The CD includes
photographs for every
unique product group and
products and shows typical
application environments.
A technical section provides general operating information,
wiring diagrams, and dimensional drawings.

63 South Avenue
Natick, MA 01760 -4626
508-655 -9933
www.akpeters.com

$55
Algorithms that control
the computational processes

are indispensable for
robot navigation and for
the perception of the
world in which robots
move. An interdisciplinary
group of scientists gather
every two years to document
the algorithmic foundations
of robotics. The topics addressed at the most recent gathering
are covered in this volume.
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A LOOK AT

TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY

Business Buzz
RELIABLE STORAGE
White Electronic Designs recently introduced a new family of solid -state Flash
IDE Drives with up to 128MB of 100%
reliable data storage. The 1DE15s are nonvolatile, mass -memory devices built with
Intel StrataFlash components. Use of the
random access memory components is a
new approach providing increased data

Active Safety Systems
The Next Step

storage reliability. Intel's StrataFlash
incorporates Multi Level Cell (MLC) storage techniques, which allows 2 bits of
information to be stored in one memory
cell. Since there are no moving parts, the
IDE drives are inherently shock and vibration resistant, making them ideal for
mobile computing and critical data -storage applications.
A SIGN OF THE TIMES
The mm225 videophone from Motion
Media Technology has been selected as
the communications platform for a new
nationwide service providing deaf people

with immediate access to an interpreter.
The crisp, clear picture of the mm225
videophone makes signing clearly recognizable. CSD (Communication Services
for the Deaf), the largest provider of video
interpreting services in the US, is in the
process of setting up videophone installations in locations such as hospitals,
municipal offices, and other key facilities.
The service will eventually be available
seven days a week, 24 hours a day.
NEW WAVE
The DigiWave Filter has been designed as

solid -state alternative to mechanical filters. Many rear-projection TVs use white
light from a lamp that must be filtered into
sequential red, green, and blue wavelengths to create a full -color image. The
DigiWave Filter relies on a compact laminate of red, green, and blue layers. As
each layer is electrically activated in turn,
the light is reflected onto a display chip,
creating a high -definition, full -color image
without the noise or excess bulk of a color
wheel. The filter appears like a thick, flat
glass element, sandwiching layers of sub wavelength microdroplets of a unique
electro -optic material. This type of photonic technology is expected to contribute
to the replacement of the CRTs in televisions and computer monitors.
a
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SensorCar's forward- looking radar can recognize pedestrians and working with a computer can determine if they are in danger.

There are two ways to prevent
injuries and fatalities in automobile
accidents -provide protection in an
accident or prevent the accident in the
first place. To date, safety technology
has been mostly passive techniques to
protect occupants. Ford Motor Co. and
its Volvo and Madza divisions are developing active systems to prevent accidents as well as to protect pedestrians.
According to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, about a
quarter of the crashes result from driver
inattention. Other accidents occur because
other vehicles or darkness hides dangers, or
the driver is distracted by traffic. Nearly all
lane -change collisions result when drivers
simply do not see the other vehicle. In
many parts of the world, pedestrian accidents account for a significant proportion
of traffic accidents when drivers do not see
the person until it is too late to stop.

CamCar
Drivers may not be able to see pedes-

trians stepping off the curb or vehicles
edging into traffic from either side.
Thus, Ford is developing active safety
systems to provide complete visibility in
all directions in its CamCar program.
CamCar technology, which is being
demonstrated in a Lincoln Navigator
SUV, uses pencil -size cameras, sophisticated computer processing, and three
switchable video screens in the instrument panel.
The CamCar's TrafficView uses two
forward-facing video cameras-one
mounted on either side of the vehicle
over the front wheels -providing 22
degrees of coverage to see around
obstructions. A driver behind a truck
could check for oncoming traffic before
making a left turn or could see pedestrians hidden by a large vehicle. Two other
TrafficView cameras present a 49- degree
view of the adjacent lane area to the rear
that is far broader than side mirrors, so
drivers could monitor traffic before
making lane changes.

A panoramic array of four miniature
cameras at the back offers an enhanced,
160- degree rear view in four separate
images. These images are fed to a computer program that compares and overlaps them and then combines the result
into a single, seamless panoramic view.
With a joystick, the driver can pan and
zoom the synthesized panoramic image
on an instrument panel display.
When the vehicle is put in reverse,
the NightEye low -light camera provides
a detailed view of the area immediately
behind the vehicle, in daylight or even in
extremely low light. This Nigh tEye
video picture is far more detailed than
the typical view through the rear window. A second hitch camera shows
where a trail hitch is aligned with respect
to the bumper.
The instrument panel houses a central video display with an additional display on either side. The images on these
display panels change to provide the
most important information to the driver, tailored to the individual situation.
For example, normally the two side displays show rear -looking side views but
when the driver needs to see around a
forward obstacle, a pushbutton switches
the displays to the two forward -looking
cameras.
The automotive environment poses
unique problems for display panels. TVtype units present too much glare, and
some flat -panel screens cannot respond
properly in cold weather and have problems with some viewing angles. Thus,

A CCD sensor monitors traffic behind the

SensorCar. If a rear -end collision is imminent, motorized retractors tighten seat
belts.

Ford is using a new type of display with
Candescent Technologies Corporation's
ThinCRT technology. These no- glare,
thin- screen displays offer fast response
time, viewing from any angle, and high
tolerance to temperature changes.

SensorCar
Another active safety technology that
warns the driver of a potential collision
with pedestrians is SensorCar technology, which is being demonstrated in a
Madza 626. A grille- mounted laser radar
scans over a range of 4 degrees in elevation and 23 degrees of azimuth for
pedestrians in front of the vehicle. The
system can detect a pedestrian entirely
dressed in black at nearly 150 feet and a
pedestrian clad in white -which offers
more reflectivity-at up to almost 200
feet. It can discriminate between people
and stationary inanimate objects with a
similar profile, such as trees or light poles.
An onboard computer uses the sensor
data to determine potential danger with
mathematical algorithms comparing the
pedestrian's distance and direction of
travel. For example, a pedestrian stepping directly in front of the vehicle poses
no danger if the vehicle is stopped at a
traffic light, so no alarm is needed. If the
system determines the pedestrian will
enter the vehicle's path and there is
potential for an accident, the system
sounds a beeping alarm through the
front speakers and a lighted icon warning appears on the instrument panel. If
the vehicle speed and the distance to the
pedestrian indicates that hard braking is
required to avert a collision, SensorCar
also sounds the vehicle's horn.
It also detects possible rear-end collisions and if one is imminent automatically activates motorized safety belt
pretensioners to minimize injury. Two
sensors installed in the SensorCar's rear
bumper constantly monitor rear vehicle
traffic. The computer compares distance, approach angles, and closing rates
of the other vehicles to determine
whether any of them is about to collide
with the SensorCar. If a significant rear
impact is probable- contact at a closing

Research Notes
CLEANER ICs
A new technology application called
SCORR developed at the DoE's Los
Alamos National Laboratory could all but
eliminate the use of hazardous corrosives
and the production of wastewater in IC
fabrication. It focuses on photoresist
removal -using carbon dioxide at high
temperature and pressure, known as
suprercritical carbon dioxide (SCCO2), in
place of the hazardous materials.
Designed as a closed -loop system,
SCORR reuses the carbon dioxide in the
process, adding no greenhouse gas to the
atmosphere. A key element is a tiny high pressure sprayer that pulses the SCCO2
/cosolvent onto the silicon wafer to assist
in dislodging the photoresist. It's believed
that the process has the potential to save
hundreds of millions of gallons of water
every year even if installed in just one factory.

SUPERCOMPUTERS
What may be the most powerful parallel
supercomputer of its kind, the "SGI 512 processor Origin 3000" recently came to
life at NASA Ames Research Center.
Working with SGI, Ames scientists suggested connecting many computer
processor chips in a new way. Since these
machines include many CPUs, the suggestion was to modify the computer systems to act as if each one had one large
memory unit. To make the prototype 512,
Ames and SGI combined two 256- processor machines. The next step is connecting
two commercial 512 machines to make a
test bed 1024 -processor SGI computer,
which is expected to be up and running by
the time this is published.
FALCON CHIP
Sandia National Laboratories engineer
Ken Condreva has built a better stopwatch. It's smaller than a dime, accurate
to 125 picoseconds, and can be produced
inexpensively. The inspiration for his
invention was the need to accurately
record critical timing signals in weapon
test flights. His invention became the FALCON, an IC that uses his patented "Pulse
Stretcher" technique to increase resolution up to 200 times for a low -power electronic clock. The circuitry provides
greater resolution by lengthening duration
of the output signal making it last 64-200
times longer than the input signal.
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> Now That's Fast

electric car has been developed that is capable of 0 -100 km/h in
4.1 seconds. AC Propulsion, the San Dimas, CA company that built the
electric car (called the t -zero) has spent four years developing the car.
Recently they took it for a series of tests with a private Ferrari owner, and
A new

The tiny displays for Donnelly's VideoMirror
Camera Vision System mount on the rearview mirror and flip out of the way when not
needed.

-it

rate of 6 mph or greater
sounds an
alarm from the rear speakers and illuminates a warning icon. If the approaching
vehicle speed is great enough that hard
braking would be required, a motorized

retractor immediately tightens the
front -seat lap-and -shoulder safety belts.
This positions the driver and front passenger closer to the seat backs and headrests, reducing the distance they will
move backward as a result of the rear
impact. The system works whether the
vehicle is stationary or in motion, as
long as the engine is running.
EyeCar
In another move toward improving
the driver's field of vision, Volvo's
EyeCar technology locates the eyes of
each driver and positions the driver at
the optimum position for best visibility,
regardless of the driver's height. After
the sensors locate the driver's eyes, they
then trigger motors to automatically
raise or lower the seat to the optimum
height as well as adjust the steering
wheel, pedals, center console and even
floor height. An innovative, relocated Bpillar in the concept Volvo car reduces
the blind spot in the driver's vision while
providing added crash resistance.

the results were nothing short of astounding. The t -zero was clocked at
4.1 seconds, showing unbelievable acceleration for an electric car.
The t-zero is drivable with one pedal, since it brakes as soon as the foot
is lifted from the accelerator. This turns the kinetic energy of the tires into
chemical energy for the batteries. Its major drawback is its lack of range.
It can only go for 145 km before it needs to be recharged, and the recharge
lasts for a full hour.
AC Propulsion only expects to sell about 100 cars, but their hope is that
major auto manufacturers will adopt their technology in the near future.
Co- founder of AC Propulsion, Alan Cocconi says the innovation lies in the
drivetrain, because it charges the side -mounted batteries making the
engine a lot lighter than other electric cars, which have a separate charger.
"The drivetrain is the innovation," said Cocconi. "We just built the car
to show it off."
vehicle is shifted into reverse, the driver
is provided an enhanced view of what is
behind the vehicle. When the small display is not needed, you simply flip the
screen up and out of the way. By changing the angle of the camera slightly,
ReversAid can be modified to become
TowChek to make hitching up a trailer a
one -person job. BabyVue uses a similar
camera, but mounted in the vehicle's
headliner to allow drivers to view infants
in reverse -facing infant seats. If you
don't have a baby, simply orient the
camera to provide the driver with a view
of all rear -seated passengers in the vehicle's cabin and thus the system becomes
CabinVue. For more information: 800297 -2555 or www.donnelly.com.- by Bill
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Avoiding Collisions
The Port Authority of Allegheny

County recently started the largest
Video Mirrors Already Here
While Ford and other companies are
working on systems of the future, the
Donnelly Corp. is already offering its
Donnelly VideoMirror Camera Vision
System in several versions, including
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ReversAid and BabyVue. The ReversAid
system features a small flip -down hideaway screen that is mounted on the
vehicle's rearview mirror. The screen displays images from tiny cameras mounted
in the rear of the vehicle. When the

field test of Intelligent Vehicle Technology

by a public transit agency in the United
States
year -long test of the side collision avoidance system installed on 100
Port Authority buses.
The sensors on each bus are spaced
approximately six feet apart and mounted between 30 and 50 inches above the
road surface. An on -board computer
measures the time it takes an emitted
sound wave from any or all of the sensors to return after bouncing off a hard

-a

object within six feet of the side of the
bus, extending to an area four feet
beyond the rear of the vehicle. The system is designed to detect typically stationary roadside objects at least 12
inches in diameter when the bus is moving and to detect an automobile while
both the bus and the car are in motion.
The sensors are active at all times
when the bus engine is running, and the
system alerts the operator visually when
an object is detected. The visual indicators, one above and to the left of the
dashboard and one near the door, are
easily seen and mounted in such a way as
to be in the operator's field of view when
he or she is looking at either of the side
mirrors. When the system detects an
object while the turn signal is activated,
the visual warning will be accompanied
by an audio signal.
The second -generation technology
will be an integration of the side collision avoidance systems being tested here
and front -end collision systems that will
be field tested by the San Mateo County
Transit District (SamTrans) in San
Carlos, California.
"This technology provides transit
and other members of the automotive
industry with dependable means for reducing accidents from side impacts," said
Edward Thomas, Associate Administrator
for Research, Demonstration and Innovation
for the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA). "Furthermore, as we look ahead,

000 otyp
the information derived from the
Pittsburgh test can be used to help
develop pedestrian collision avoidance
technology."

Are Internet Cars
Coming?
These days it seems there is a worldwide race to bring mass appeal to

Telematics-an emerging industry that
provides "smart" information for drivers. Telematics has been touted as one
of the biggest growth areas for the auto
industry. Companies have begun offering products and services to drivers such
as GPS, traffic updates, remote diagnostics, virtual advisors, multimedia entertainment centers, as well as Internet
access. It may sound like something
from a science fiction novel, but it is
becoming a reality.
The results of a new collaboration
between Acunia NV and BMW was
shown at the CeBIT 2001 Information
Trade Fair in Germany
live demonstration of the "dynamic downloading"
of Telematics services as a part of its
"ConnectedDrive" strategy. BMW's
"ConnectedDrive" brings together
communication devices, Telematic systems, electronic platforms, networking
bus systems, intelligent computation
through Internet connectivity, and the
detection of the driving environment. It
accomplishes this daunting task through
sensors that are integrated into an innovative and comprehensive concept that
assists the driver.
Ericsson, Volvo, and Telia recently
announced the formation of WirelessCar
Corporation. The company will develop
and market complete solutions for
mobile e- services to vehicle manufacturers and fleet operators.
Also recently introduced in Europe
was a new 152 -Kb mobile connection
developed by MegaCar. MegaCar, in
conjunction with IBM, is developing
this Internet access software for
Mercedes, but is also expected to begin
selling it to other manufacturers this
summer. It maintains a stable connection at high driving speeds like those
found on the autobahn and is able to
download at twice the speed of cable

-a

Internet service.

With this service, drivers and passengers have the ability to navigate the
Internet on a touch screen with large,
easy-to -see and -use buttons. By the end
of this year, the company hopes to also
include a voice -activated system, which
better addresses driver -distraction concerns. If introduced on a mass scale, it is
believed that this service would add
approximately $2000 to the price of the

An introduction
to Light in Electronics
Taken for granted by

An Introduction to

us all perhaps, yet this

Light in
Electronics

book could not be read
without it, light plays
such an impressive role
in daily life that we may
be tempted to consider
just how much we
understand it. This book
makes a good start into
this fascinating and
enlightening subject. It
has been written with
the general electronics
enthusiast in mind.

car.

This high price of innovation has
been one of the major deterrents in the
mass appeal of Telematics thus far.
Other factors leading to the slow adoption of Internet services in the car have
included slow connection speeds, the
quality of content available, a lack of
industry standards, and limited networks for wireless coverage.

To order Book #BP359 send $6.99 plus $3.00 for
shipping in the U.S. and Canada only to Electronics Technology
Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762.0240.
Payment in U.S. funds by U.S. bank check or International

Money Order. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
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From Not -Worki

to Networking!
Troubleshooting
Local-Area Networks!
Now, complete for the first

time in one detailed booklet
Gain a fuller knowledge of network
fundamentals and how they
developed from the early days of
main frames, from XNS to Ethernet
technology, the OSI stack for
interconnecting different computers,
basic and specialized test instruments, etc. Several
tough LAN case histories brings you from theory to
the practical side of troubleshooting.
CLAGGK Inc., Reprint Bookstore
P.O. Box 12162, Hauppauge NY 11788
Please rush my copy of From Not -Working to Networking." I enclosed
payment of $4.99 which includes shipping charges. U.S. -First Class,
Canada and Overseas- Surface Mail.
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

All Payments must be in U.S. funds. Send check or money order payable to
CLAGGK Inc.-do not send cash or stamps. New York State residents add
applicable sales tax. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery
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RETAILERS THAT SELL OUR MAGAZINE
EVERY MONTH
Maryland

Mar Vac Electronics
4747 Holt Blvd.
Montclair, CA 91763

Arizona
Elliott Elec. Supply
1251 S. Tyndell Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85713

Mark Elec. Supply Inc.
11215 Old Baltimore Pike
Beltsville, MD 20705

T &M Elec. Supply, Inc.
472 East Main Street
Patchogue, NY 11772

Unicorn Electronics
Valley Plaza
Johnson City, NY 13790

Mar Vac Electronics
5184 Hollister Blvd.
Santa Barbara, CA 93111

Massachusetts

14928 Oxnard Street
Van Nuys, CA 91411

Mar Vac Electronics
2537 Del Paso Blvd.
Sacramento, CA 95815

Electronic Hook -Up
104 Main St.
Milford, MA 01757

California Electronics
221 N. Johnson Ave.
El Cajon, CA 90202

Mar Vac Electronics
2000 Outlet Center Dr. #150
Oxnard, CA 93030

"You- Do -It" Electronics

Parts Express
725 Pleasant Valley Drive
Springboro, OH 45066

40 Franklin Street
Neeham, MA 02494

Oregon

Electronics Plus, Inc.
823 4th St.
San Rafael, CA 94901

Mar Vac Electronics
12453 Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90066

Michigan

Electronics Warehouse
2691 Main Street
Riverside, CA 92501

Metro Electronics
1831 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Ford Electronics
8431 Commonwealth Ave
Buena Park, CA 90621

Orvac Electronics
1645 E Orangethorpe Ave.
Fullerton, CA 92631

HSC Electronics
5681 Redwood Drive
Rohnert, CA 94928

Say -On Electronics
13225 Harbor Blvd.
Garden Grove, CA 92643

Acme Electronics
224 Washington Avenue N.
Minneapolis, MN 55401

HSC Electronics
4837 Amber Lane
Sacramento, CA 95841

Colorado

Missouri

Centennial Elec. Inc.
2324 E. Bijon
Colorado Springs, CO
80909

Gateway Electronics
8123 -25 Page Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63130

Washington

New Jersey

Tukwila, WA 98188

California
All Electronics

Halted Specialties Co.
3500 Ryder Street
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Kandarian Electronics
1101 19th Street
Bakersfield, CA 93301
Mar Vac Electronics
2001 Harbor Blvd.

Connecticut

Mt. Prospect, IL 60056

Dalton

Texas

The Elec. Connection
37387 Ford Road
Westland, MI 48185

Computers Electronics Etc.
110 E. Medical Center Blvd.
Webster, TX 77598

Minnesota

Electronic Parts Outlet
3753 B Fondren
Houston, TX 77063
Tanner Electronics
1301 W Beltine
Carrollton, TX 75006

Supertronix Inc.
16550 W. Valley Hwy.

New York

Tri State Elex
200 W. Northwest Hwy.

B.

Purchase Radio Supply
327 East Hoover Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
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Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Barnes & Noble

Norvac Electronics
7940 SW Nimbus Avenue
Beaverton, OR 97005

Lashen Electronics Inc.
Broadway
Denville, NJ 07834

Cables & Connectors
2315 Berlin Turnpike
Newington, CT 06111

Illinois

Mar Vac Electronics
1759 E. Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91106

Ohio

LNL Distributing Corp.
235 Robbins Lane
Syosset, NY 11791
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Taking Control

Packing
Power

Get a grip on your gear with tne
Home Theater Master MX-500 learning
remote control ($189). It's preprogrammed for more than 1000 audio
and video components and is capable of learning 530 functions from

According to Panasonic, its AA -size
nickel-

(NiMH)
'
battery, when used
iI
with the five P
hour Fast Charger
($29.99 for four
batteries and the charger), lasts almost
2% times longer per charge than standard- capacity AA nickel- cadmium bathydride

E

Multichannel

atermaster.com.
CIRCLE 50 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

1600 mAh

..v

original remote controls. The MX500 can operate a total of ten audio
and video components and offers
three different types of macro functions.
Universal Remote Control, 500
Mamaroneck Ave., Harrison, NY
10528; 914- 835 -4484; www.homethe

teries. Developed for use with
today's digital consumer electronics, the NiMH batteries can be
recharged hundreds of times.
With full Direct Stream Digital
Four batteries can be charged
resolution on all six channels, the
simultaneously in just five
SACD 000 Super Audio CD player
hours.
($1999) draws the listener into a three Panasonic Industrial Company,
dimensional listening experience. The for Two Panasonic Way, 7A -3,
mat uses a sampling frequency 6 4 times
Secaucus, NJ 07094; 877 -726higher than that of

SACD Player
1

a

The,

CD.

SACD 000

2228; www.panasonic.com/
batteries.

=`

Flatly

can play DVDs,

Affordable

and supports CD -R and CD -RW playback.

Using only a third of the desktop
space and about 70% of the energy
required by a similarly sized CRT
monitor, the SyncMaster 570vTFT 15inch flat -panel monitor ($499) beasts
enhanced TFT viewing with 0.297 dot

1

CDs,andVCDs,

"'

CIRCLE 52 ON FREE
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Philips Consumer Electronics North
America, 64 Perimeter Center East, Atlanta,
GA 30346; 800-531-0039; www.philips.com.

pitch and a maximum
resolution of 1024 X 768
pixels. It has built -in Plug
and Play capability. The
monitor's screen can be
detached from the base
for wall mounting.
Samsung Electronics

America, Digital Infor-

mation Technology
Division, 85 West Tasman
Drive, San Jose, CA 95134;
800 -SAMSUNG; www.samsung
monitorcom.
CIRCLE 53 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Home
Theater
in a Box

The Cinema ProPack 600
($1199) is a complete multi -channel
home theater in one
neat package. It consists of a five -disc
DVD changer, a Dolby
Digital /DTS receiver, a
5.1- channel speaker system, a full- function remote control, and all
interconnection cables. The receiver offers
MP3 decoding and Logic 7 digital signal processing. The speakers are said to provide clear, detailed,
powerful surround sound from compact enclosures.
JBL Consumer Products, 250 Crossways Park Drive,
Woodbury, NY 1797; 516- 682 -3523; www.jbl.com.
1
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Hi8 Camcorder

Weather Clock

Canon's ES8200V Hi8 camcorder ($449) sports a sleeker
look than its predecessors,
thanks to a newly designed,
lightweight 22X optical zoom
lens (700X digital).The camcorder features a 2.5 -inch
color LCD viewscreen, six
auto -exposure functions, an image -stabilization system,
and digital special effects in both record and playback
modes.A photo mode allows still shots to be recorded
on the cassette tape.
Canon U.S.A., Inc., One Canon Plaza, Lake Success,
NY 11042- 198; 800 -OK- CANON; www.usa.canon.com.

Royal's WS44 ThermoSolutions clock
($69.99) provides at-aglance temperature read ings as well as the date
and time. The desktop

weather station comes
with a remote sensor that
allows it to display indoor
and outdoor temperature and
humidity readings. It also shows a weather forecast and
the daily minimum and maximum temperatures and
humidity levels.
Royal Consumer Business Products, Olivetti Office

1
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For
the Long
Run

USA, 765 U.S. Highway 202, Bridgewater, NJ
08807 -0945; 908 -526 -8200; www.royal.com.

According to Tributaries, its

CIRCLE 57 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

YCS S-

Video Separator Cables allow

°*

the highest quality
separation of an S-

Video signal's luminance and chrominance information. Each
cable features two multistranded copper

conductors wrapped

Information

aluminum /Mylar,
terminated at the
combined cable end with a gold -plated brass
Agfa's SnapScan e50 scanner
S -video connector.The cables are available in
($199) gives consumers an easy
straight or right -angle BNC ($77.50), straight
way to accurately capture photoor right -angle RCA male ($65), or straight
graphs and artwork. The e50
RCA female ($65).
scans originals and automatically
Tributaries 1307 East Landstreet Road
formats them for the Internet,
Want to achieve that home Orlando, FL 32824 -7926; 800-521-1596;
word processing, text conversion
theater feel in dorm, bedroom,
www.tributariescable.com.
(OCR), or image -manipulation prohome -office, or kitchen? Add the
CIRCLE 56 ON FREE
grams. It provides 42 -bit color depth
Gemini Philips Magnavox Simply
INFORMATION CARD
at a resolution of 1200 X 2400 dpi.
Surround system ($79) to an existing
Slides can also be scanned.The
receiver,TV, and stereo VCR to create
e50 comes with Corel Print
a surround effect for very little mone y
Office 2000 and Readlris
The system includes a pair of two software.
way adjustable bookshelf speakAgfa Corp. -CDI,
ers, a control box, 50 feet of
200 Ballardville St.,
speaker wire, and quick -fit conWilmington, MA
for
installation.
nectors
easy
01877 -1069; 978Gemini Industries, Inc., 215
658- 5600; www.us.
Entin Road, P.O. Box 1115,
in

Age Scanner

Pseudo
Surround

Clifton,

07014; 973 -471
9050; gemini- usa.com.
NJ
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Smart Cards
A 512 -MB Compact Flash (CF) Memory Card
($799) -said to be the world's highest capacicard -recently
ty, standard CF Type
debuted, along with a high- capacity 128 -MB
SmartMedia Memory card ($189). Designed
for three- and four-megapixel, high- resolution digital cameras and Internet music players,
these cards can store hundreds of high -quality digital
images, MP3 music files, or even video.
SanDisk Corp.; 866- SANDISK; www.sandisk.com.
I

Color Me Blue

HighPerformance

Wireless

BIueDSL ($350), from French company
Inventel Systemes, is an ADSL gateway that
includes both a Linux
router and a Blue tooth radio module. Targeted for
New features for the ORINOCO wireless
both home or
networking system are available for curSOHO markets,
rent users as a free download on the Web
it has an estimatsite below. For the residential gateway proded range of over
300 feet and can
transmit both voice

Networking

CD-RW

System Update

The TEAC 16 X 10x40 CD-RW
Drive ($279) writes data or audio
files at 6X (CD -R), rewrites at
10X (CD -RW), and can play
back at 40X (CD -ROM)
speeds. Capable of writing an
entire 650 -MB CD -R disc in
I

and data. BIueDSL
can handle up to
seven simultaneous links and up

to sixty-four Bluetooth devices.
Inventel Systemes;www.inventel.com
Press Office;
Fax: 3 12 -222 - 237.

or French Technology
1

uct, the RG- 000, the software adds Point -toPoint Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE), and it
1

Keeping
Watch
Designed for business or home

implements Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP).These two changes mean
that the system can be used with almost
any broadband connection.
Agere Systems; 866 -ORINOCO
(US)

or 610 -712 -8081; www.orinocowire

Iess.com.

less than five minutes, it stores
data and /or audio; and it can

also record mixed music CDs
using .wav and MP3 files. The

16x 10x40 comes
with Easy CD Creator.

bundled

TEAC America, Inc.; 323 -7260303; www.teac.com.

security, the Image Vault DVR 6.0 (Digital
Video Recorder) replaces videotape
recorders to capture digital images that are saved on a computer hard drive. Models range from four ($2600) to 16 cameras ($9900)
and 209- to 240 -gigabyte hard drives.Version 6.0 can also be programmed
to record audio constantly or just when an alarm is triggered.
Fire King International, Inc.; 888 -462 -4382; www.fireking.com.
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Test Procedures for Bask

Electronics. #61063.

Oscillator Crcurrs and Projects,

- $19.95

#61111.

Many useful tests and measurements

are covered. They are reinforced by the
appropriate basic principles. Examples

PROCEDURES

for those

who want to know more about osciltato

circuits. You can build and er¡oy the
informative and entertaining projects

of test and measurement setups are
given to make concepts more practical.

fco BQSrt fi=tt,C+nitS

- 52495

A Textbook and protect book

detailed in this book Complete informa
Lion is presented in an easy-to- follow

7 3/8 x 9/1/4". 356 pp. paperback.

manner. 7 3/8 a 9 1/4", 249 pp.

paperback.

[

Build Your Own Home Lab.

#61108

- $2935

Troubleshooting and Repair

Guide to TV.

Shows you how to assemble an efficient

#61146.

- $34.95

Repairing and troubleshooting a TV is
very simple and economical with help
from the information in this book. It is

working home lab, and how to make it
pay its own way Includes projects for

creating your own test instruments too.
7 3/8 x 9 t/4", 249 pp, paperback.

the most complete and up -to -date TV
repair book available, with tips on how

to handle the newest circuits.

8 1/2 x

t t

"263 pp.

paperback.

rttww tam* t.rulae
01111.11111

Set
Complete VCR Troubleshooting and
Repair. #61102.

4,40ec;c ±c-

- $34.95

Computer Monitor Troubleshooting

Tic"?Ne5#1+;+[:<i:..1ar*e1 w°rts3ta

and Repair_

Though VCRs are complex. you don't
need complex tools or test equipment to

repair them. This book contains sound
troubleshooting procedures that guide
you through every task. 8 1/2 x 11",
184 pp, paperback.

ü dto

Yaks

et

n

uteri.

showing you how to fix. it yourself.
Tools, test instruments, how to find and
solve problems are all detailed.

8 1/2

Joe

Buyer's Guide

- $19.95

Cr

smraommrt trre3d t3aettt

#61181. -- $29.95

.

*c

workbench to you. They will spark new
ideas in your day -to-day use of circuits

specialty items; computers and components. Source listings include complete

and help solve frustrating problems.

256 pp, paperback.

address, phone. fax. email and website
t ".

308 pp. paperback.

Easy-to- build, useful circuits from Carr's

video equipment and materials; electronic
products and surplus; pro recording and

t/Z x t

t t ',

Circuit To

loe Carr's Grcuit Toolkit.

Save up to 90% off list prices. Audio and

addresses. 8

.a

Einttrsat

Wholesale & Discount

#CP-1.

#6110a - $34.95

This book can save you the money and
hassle of computer monitor repair by

Contact Jim Surface.

72 pp.

paperback
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orde the products you would like to buy on the page above. calculate the
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using in the form below and send it to us. Please allow 4 - 6 weeks for
standard delivery.
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A PEEK INTO THE GERNSBACK ARCHIVES
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Dateline: August 1951 (50 years ago)
Radio-Electronics featured General

Electric's

miniature magnetron vacuum
tube. This device was a breakthrough in oscillator
technology. The Z-2061 was used as a local oscillator in UHF TV receivers, CBs, and RF generators.
Also included in this issue was an editorial by Hugo
Gernsback entitled "Service Technicians' Trials," in
which Mr. Gernsback explored the numerous guises
of nuisance customers like the Parts Putterer and
Suspicious Sue. (Tubes are slowly making a comeback in DIY electronics. Audiophiles in particular are
rediscovering the warmth of tube - driven amplifiers.)
(then-)

new

Z -2061
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Dateline: August 1981 (20 years ago)
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The Incredible Shrinking IC" was the cover story
for Radio-Electronics, August 1981. This feature
told the history of integrated circuitry from its humble beginnings with KIby's and Noyce's ResistorTransistor Logic experiments in the first half of the
last century to Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI)
ps of the late 70s and early 80s. A construction
article was also included in the magazine, which
instructed the readers on how to build their own
eight- foot-tall satellite antenna for television use. (A
driving force behind IC technology has always been
the U.S. Department of Defense. Today, scientists
are still pushing the envelope to decrease the size
and increase the speed and complexity of ICs.)

BUILD VO TAGE DOUBLERS FOR HIGH- VOLTAGE PROJECTS

ctirnnics

E:r3dit
Dateline: August 1991 (10 years ago)
Why spend close to S 10,000 for a spectrum anawhen you can build your own for around
S300. Radio-Electronics once again provided its
readership with plans for building practical and
affordable test equipment. The "Spectrum Analyzer"
article helped readers construct their very own PCboard- mounted spectrum analyzer that operated
from 0.1 to 800 MHz and was able to demodulate
FM signals within that range. In another article in
the August issue, an author presented plans for an
EKG. (How handy would such gadgets be for the
armchair technician?)
lyzer,
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SURVEYING THE

DIGITAL

REID GOLDSBOROUGH

DO

d

KEEPING ThE
A

battle is raging between those
feel Internet users should
control their own time online and those
trying to wrest that control away. The
battlefield is advertising.
The Web can be an ideal medium
for putting your message out, with its
space flexibility and multimedia possibilities. New developments in Web
advertising are making it an equally
ideal medium for putting your foot in
your mouth.

ri1who

Banner ads, however, have come
under criticism for failing to deliver the
promised eyeballs. Fewer people click
through banner ads to the promoter's
own Web site. According to The State
of Internet Advertising, a report issued
recently by market research company
AdRelevance at www.adrelevance.corn,
click- through rates are at their lowest
ever.
Web marketers have been scrambling to devise more effective alternatives. They're using TV as a model,
reasoning that if annoying TV commercials a la the classic Mr. Whipple's
"Please, don't squeeze the Charmin"
can be effective marketing gambits,

20

why worry about annoying Web consumers with repetition, intrusiveness,
and loss of control.
The stakes are high. Web sites that
need ad revenue to survive aren't getting it. As the online ad market falters
along with the rest of the cyber economy, established media companies
such as CNBC.com are laying off

Advertising

Active

Banned Windows
Options
Intelligent

About
Some words from one of our sponsors%
Welcome to e Tripod Member Page%
refreshes every two mutes%

ProHoeting Banned%
The eFST for You -

now -

ti&

CLICK
-%
FREE Web Space %
ViANt.OAD.de - Des Downbaderchiv
orne to DutchTopStesl%
KEEP THE
FREER%

me

The Web standard for enticing people to visit your site is the banner ad,
the typically small, rectangular box that
Web sites place on other Web sites.
It's the banner ad that allows the bulk
of the Web to be free, just as the TV
to be free.

Nn FREE

Aiivclh:onq Kdtei I:1

VIRTUAL BILLBOARDS

commercial allows network television

mailto: digitaldomain@gernsback.cnm

Bienvenue sur tote pegs peso MuBMriis%
Short Sponsor Message%
http: tAt etspece .net888.netAndex.esp7my %

Advertising Killer quickly deactivates pop -up advertisements. A simple interface allows users to add
specific types of windows to the kill list.

employees and ad- driven Internet
sites such as Living.com are shutting
down completely.
You'll likely see larger, flashier, and
more intrusive banner ads in the near
future. In February the Internet Advertising
Bureau, at www.iab.net, announced
new standards for bigger Web ads.
The standards include lengthwise ads
called skyscrapers that run down the
side of a Web page, large square ads,
and pop -up ads that spontaneously
appear in a new browser window when
you arrive at a Web page.
Pop -ups, sometimes ridiculed as
"whack -a- mole" ads, are controversial

You'll likely see video in banner ads
as well. Online advertising technology
company Bluestreak, at www.blue
streak.com, has recently introduced a
technology it's calling StreakingMedia
that lets advertisers include streaming
audio and video in their Web and email marketing campaigns.

QUESTIONABLE TACTICS

because they degrade your browsing
experience by forcing you to close
them to see the content underneath.
Some Web sites, including computer news site CNET, are experimenting
with larger ads offering Flash animations, those in- your -face special
effects loved by some and hated by

The most vexing Web ad developments involve various techniques that
try to prevent you from leaving a Web
site. "Mousetrapping" disables your
browser's back and forward buttons,
requiring you to type in a Web address
or go to your Favorites or Bookmarks
menu to leave the site.
Another technology, called multiple- window exiting by proponents and
browser hijacking by critics, doesn't
even let you do this. First appearing
with pornographic Web sites, the technology continually throws new browser

others.

windows at you when you try to leave a site.
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Nonags is a site dedicated to the distribution offreeware. Members and non -members alike can revel
in the large inventan of useful applications.

Try backing out of a site, opening
another site, or quitting your browser,
and another browser window pops up.
Try closing that window and still another window pops up. This happens
repeatedly, the purpose being to generate mindless "hits" or frustrate you
into reading what they're forcing down
your throat. The only way to get out is
to keep clicking, ad nauseam.
This technology is so obnoxiously
intrusive that only those Internet bad
boys such as Sanford Wallace, the former self -proclaimed "Spam King,"
could embrace it. Check out his site,
PassThisOn.com at www.passthison.
corn, for a taste, but expect to be left
with a bad taste. Woe to mainstream
sites that fall for these kinds of
shenanigans -beware of the backlash.
Clearly, however, the Internet ad
industry needs to improve response
rates. The trick, a devilish one, is to do
it without alienating Web surfers. Most
people will tolerate a reasonable level
of advertising in their surfing activities.
Most won't stand for getting shoved
around.
Ultimately, the personal computer
revolution, upon which the consumer
Internet is based, is about personally
controlling your experience. Fortunately,
technology can also come to the rescue here.
Advertising Killer, at www.buypin.
com/akiller.php, is a free program that
automatically closes pop -up ads as
soon as they appear, and the similarly

named AdKiller, at www.adkiller.com,
masks banner ads. Commercial software such as Norton Internet Security,
at www.symantec.com, include controls for banner ads and pop -up windows, as well. While we are on the
subject of software applications, let's
discuss some alternatives to the commercial products available.

SHARE AND
SHARE ALIKE
Whatever you use your PC for,
chances are you can do it more productively, whether you're a computer
guru or newbie. And you can do it without spending a dime with free software
programs and Web services.
Nerds may not all be saints, but
there's a long history in the computer
world of programmers sharing their
work for free.
Today you can still download "free ware" from the Internet. These typically are small programs released by their
developers to the public without
charge, sometimes out of sheer generosity. Some developers have other
no -less -valid motives, such as promoting their consulting business or offering a limited free version of their work
in the hope that users will upgrade to a
beefed -up pay version.

THE SPLENDOR OF OPEN
SOURCE
Typically programmers prohibit you
from selling their program or altering

its source code. A growing number of

"Open Source" adherents, following
the example of the Linux operating
system, release their program's
source code to the public over the
Internet without restriction in a worldwide collaborative effort to create the
best possible product. The Open
www.open
Initiative at
Source
source.org offers further information
about this phenomenon.
On the Web, some e- commerce
companies are moving beyond the
advertising -only model and are now
charging for their services in a scramble to survive the dot -corn shakeout.
Most Web -based services remain free.
All this seems antithetical to our
market economy and to the very
nature of capitalism, and it flies in the
face of common sense notions of how
to profit from your labor. How well can
you be doing if you're pricing your
product at zilch? And, from a consumer perspective, how valuable can
something be if doesn't cost anything?

FREEWARE PERILS
It turns out that the best of the free
software programs and Web services
nullify the notion that there's no such
thing as a free lunch. These are excellent tools. As with anything, there is a
potential downside here.
One negative with a free program is
that you probably won't get the same
tech support as with a pay program
(though good tech support with pay
programs is never a certainty). Another
negative, which is true any time you
tweak a PC, is the risk that something
will go wrong, which in a catch -22 can
necessitate tech support.
One way to protect your system with
Windows PCs is to make back -up copies
of two files that together comprise part of
the inner workings of Windows called the

"Registry." You can do this with the help
of software, though it's simple enough to
do it manually.
If you're using Windows 95, 98, or
ME, just copy the files system.dat and
user.dat in the Windows folder to a Zip
or similar removable drive, a back -up
tape, or another folder on your hard
disk.
In case your system does get corrupted, which is possible but highly

unlikely with any given tweak, you can
correct things in most cases by simply
copying these Registry files back to
21
the Windows folder.

POINT AND CLICK
AdKiller
wwwadkillercom
AdRelevance
www.adrelevance.com

Advertising Killer
www.buypin.com/akiller.php

Bluestreak
www bluestreak. corn

CNBC.Com
www. cnbc. corn

CNET
www. cnet. corn

Internet Advertising Bureau
www.iab.net

Living.Com
www living. com
Norton Internet Security
www.symantec.com
Open Source Initiative
www.opensource.org

PassThisOn.Com
www.passthison.com
If you're using Windows NT or
2000, you should use the Backup utility included to back up the Registry
and, if need be, to restore it.

DSL modem users (www.
microsoft.com/ntworkstation/down
loads/po we rto ys /networking /n ttwea

NOW Find the right Part

for your VCR

YersWOEKbt

With the

15m. VCR
CR055 REFERENCE

THE GOOD, THE BAD,
AND THE CHEAP

This 172 -page reference contains
both model and part- number cross references updated as of Feb, 1997.

The above is just a sprinkling of
what's out there. You can test out other
interesting sounding programs at
virus -free download sites such as
Nonags at www.nonags.com and
Download.com at www.download.
cnet.com. If you could look beyond the
barrage of bulk -mail, violent advertising, and sinister programming -the
Internet is not that bad.
P

VCR's are made in a few factories
from which hundreds of different
brand names and model numbers
identify cosmetically- changed identical and near -identical manufactured
units. Interchangeable parts are very
common. An exact replacement part
may be available only a few minutes

away from you even though the
manufacturer supplier is out -of- stock.
You may be able to cannibalize scrap
units at no cost!

MULTIMEDIA

Here's a sampling of the best free
productivity- enhancing computer tools:

22

Cross Referenre

kui.asp).
PC Pitstop. This Web -based service scans your PC for viruses,
checks your hard disk for errors
and fragmentation, and diagnoses
your Internet connection (www.
pcpitstop. com).
Atomica. Formerly called GuruNet,
this combination utility/Web service
is a reference gem. While connected to the Internet, you hold down
the ALT key when clicking on a word
in any Windows program. Atomica
offers a dictionary definition and
then the option of reading a concise
encyclopedia entry, translating the
word into foreign languages, or
searching further on the Web
( www. atomica. com).

A SAMPLING
OF FREEBIES

PowerDesk. With this utility, you
can copy, move, or otherwise manage files on your hard disk faster
than you can with Windows' own
tools. PowerDesk also includes
built -in tools for handling Zip -cornpressed files (www.ontrack.com/pow
erdesk).
JConnect Free. Formerly called
JFax, this Internet -based service
lets you receive faxes as attachments to e -mail messages, which is
much handier than using a fax modem (www.j2.com).
Tweak UI. This Microsoft utility,
which works with Windows 95 and
all versions after it, makes it easy to
tweak the Windows user interface.
There are dozens of options -one
of them lets you log on automatically at boot -up, convenient for cable

VER

and

The ISCET VCR Cross Reference
is pre -punched for standard looseleaf binding. ..$29.95 includes shipping in the United States for each
Reference.

on the PC!
What is Multimedia? What can
it do for you? It can do lots
of nice things! This 184 -page
book helps you create your own
multimedia presentation. Multimedia applications by people like you can
revolutionize educational and business applications as
well bring more FUN, FUN, FUN into your leisure
computer activities.

Claggk Inc.
VCR CROSS REFERENCE OFFER
P.O. BOX 12162
HAUPPAUGE, NY 11778
Name

I_Mail coupon

to:
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Back in the early 70s, there was a
TV series called The Six Million
Dollar Man. It was based on a 60's

novel by Martin Caiden called Cyborg
and detailed the exploits of Steve
Austin, an astronaut supposedly the
last person to walk on the mocn.
Gravely injured in a test of a lifting
body (this was years before the Space
Shuttle was actually in service), Austin
has his damaged limbs replaced with
bionic ones.
The Steve Austin in the novel wasn't
quite the superman that Lee Majors
played in the TV series. On the TV
series, whenever the Bionic Man (and
later the Bionic Woman and even Bionic
German Shepherd) needed some additional features, they were simply
wheeled into the operating room, and
Dr. Rudy Wells "upgraded" them.
It's now about 30 years later, and
while we don't have bionic people, we
do have PCs. And we can, as the introduction to the TV series intoned, make
them "Faster, more powerful..."

KNOWING WHEN TO SAY
WHEN
Past columns and feature articles in

Poptronics

have detailed various
upgrades that greatly extend the life of a
typical PC. We've looked at new sourd
and video cards, DVD and CD -RW drives, and even processor upgrades. At
some point, however, you come to a
roadblock when the features and capabilities of your PC's motherboard have
reached their limits. For example, one of
the earlier upgrades discussed last year
was adding a 500 -MHz Pentium Ill to an
NEC Dimension PC that originally carne
with a 333 -MHz Pentium II. The Intel
motherboard that was installed in the
NEC PC supported the upgrade, but just
barely. Any faster CPU simply would not

_

work. Nor did the original motherboard
provide a fast 133 -MHz front -side bus. At
the time it was made, 66-MHz was the
standard speed for the FSB, and 100 MHz was only for performance PCs.
It

becomes uneconomical to continue

to upgrade an existing PC-it simply
makes more sense to relegate the old PC
to a task where performance and features
are no longer relevant. Where this point
is, however, depends a lot on how up -todate you keep the other components in
your PC. In the year that's passed since
we bumped the NEC up to a 500 -MHz
Pentium III, we've added PC133 memory,
a faster and larger hard disk, better video
card, and a new, fast CD -RW drive. All of
these components are still state -of- the -art
and very serviceable. It's just the motherboard that's a bit outdated.
The solution, at least in this case, is

simple-replace the motherboard. As
long as we are replacing the motherboard, we'll swap CPUs as well.

DECIDING ON A
REPLACEMENT
The economics of this upgrade are
actually quite attractive. The original
NEC Dimension makes a good base
for this particular upgrade. The case is
a mid -tower, with plenty of room and a
slide -off side panel design that's found
on many of the latest PCs. Even the
power supply, 235 watts, is sufficient
for what we need, though there are
numerous third -party suppliers of ATX
power supplies if we wanted one with
a heftier rating.
We actually obtained two different
motherboards to try for this upgrade,
an Intel D815EEA and a Soyo SY7VCA-E. Each provides a slightly different feature set, though they both are
in the same $130 $150 price range.
For our upgrade, we added a 1 -GHz

Most motherboards, such as this Intel, come
with accessories, including IDE cables and the
proper drivers.

Intel Pentium III CPU. At the time this
column is being written, a boxed CPU
costs about $280. If this is a bit rich for
your blood, you can perform the motherboard upgrade and go for a less
expensive processor. An 850 -MHz
Pentium III that offers the same FCPGA (flip chip -pin grid array) Socket
370 mounting is about $100 cheaper
than the 1 -GHz model. If the motherboard really breaks the bank, consider
adding a VIA Cyrix Ill CPU. It doesn't
provide anywhere near the performance of a P3, but at $70 for the 700 MHz version, it's an affordable way to
fill the Socket 370 until you can afford
better. Priced in the middle of these
two types of CPUs are various iterations of Intel's Celeron processor,
which can also be used in the two
motherboards detailed here.
Intel and VIA are not the only alternatives, though these two processors
do use the same type of socket
Socket 370. Various processors from
AMD are also available. The AMD
Athlon is the higher end CPU from this
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keep static charges from damaging the
boards and chips.
Before doing anything, unplug all
cables and power cords from the PC.
Make sure that you have some tape
that you can write on to label internal
cables before you disconnect them. A
digital camera
take photos of
where cables are attached
also a
great idea if you are unfamiliar with
how things are connected.

-to

Here's the inside of the NEC before we started.
Notice the Slot I CPU and the maze of cables
that must all be carefully labeled.

vendor, while the Duron competes with
Intel's Celeron processor. The sockets
for AMD CPUs are different than those
for Intel and VIA processors, so make
sure that you choose a motherboard
that's compatible with the CPU line
that you intend to stay with.
You also need to choose a motherboard that will fit the cutouts at the rear
of the case. Some cases come with a
removable panel, and the Intel motherboard was supplied with a replacement with the cutouts in the proper
placement. If your case does not provide this feature, and you can't find a
motherboard with the proper port
placements, you will either have to
make your own cutouts with a small
hacksaw or rotary cutter or deep six
this particular project.

TREAD LIGHTLY
One thing to keep in mind as you
approach an upgrade like this is that
most of the electronic components
inside your PC are very sensitive to
static electricity. That means that you
should pick your work area carefully
(no rungs if at all possible), wear non synthetic clothes, and make sure to
use a grounding strap on your wrist.
Also, choose your working surface
with care. It should be large enough to
comfortably accommodate the PC that
you're working on with room left over
for components.
Before you start, take a nice -sized
piece of cardboard, perhaps from an
old shipping box, and cover it with aluminum foil. If you can, attach a ground
wire to this and place it on the table
that you'll be working on. You'll use
this as a resting place for the components that you remove from the old
motherboard while you're waiting to
24 transfer them. The aluminum foil will
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OUT WITH THE OLD...
The most difficult part of a motherboard upgrade is not replacing the
boards. That's actually pretty straightforward. The real work is in the details.
There are a multitude of cables
attached to the motherboard. Most of
these (such as the power connectors
and cables to the disk drives) are pretty easy to keep track of. The ones that
you must be sure to label before
removing include: the cables to the
internal speaker, reset button, hard
disk activity lamp, and any other cable
that you aren't certain of its function.
Use a piece of masking tape and a
permanent marker.
Once you've labeled all of the
cables, carefully remove the RAM
chips and set them aside on the foil covered cardboard. If these chips
aren't rated for the bus speed you'll be
running on the new motherboard,
you'll probably have to replace them.
Next, remove the peripheral cards and
place these on the foil- covered cardboard. Disconnect the cables and then
the power supply connector.
At this point, locate all of the places
where the motherboard is screwed to
the case and carefully unscrew the
fasteners, placing them in a container
for safekeeping. The motherboard
may also be held in place by plastic
spacers that either pop off the case
and motherboard or move in slots provided in the case. Carefully remove the
old motherboard and set it aside.

IN WITH THE NEW
Installing the new motherboard is
pretty much the reverse of the process
that you just performed. The one difference is that the mounting holes on
the new motherboard may not be
exactly in the same places as those on
the old board. All new motherboards
are supplied with new hardware, so
carefully examine the hardware supplied, select the appropriate spacers

SOURCE INFORMATION
Intel Corp.
408 -765-8080

http://developerintel.com
Soyo
510-226-7696
www.soyousa.com

and screws, and carefully install the
new motherboard.
When the motherboard is secured,
install the RAM chips and new CPU
first, then the other cables, and finally
the peripheral cards and power connector. Power up, and you should be
able to set the BIOS settings on the
new motherboard.

MAKING THE CHOICE
There are plenty of motherboard
manufacturers around. While we used
an Intel and Soyo motherboard, Abit,
ASUS, Gigabyte, MSI, and FIC are
among the other vendors that also
offer motherboards.
Exactly which one is your best
choice depends on what you want and
need. The Intel D815EEA provides five
PCI slots and will let you use RAM
chips up to a maximum of 512 MB of
total memory in its three DIMM sockets
(one 256 -MB DIMM and two 128 -MB
DIMMs.) It has onboard audio and a
4X AGP slot for a video card, along
with a built -in 10/100 BaseT Ethernet
adapter.
The Soyo SY- 7VCA -E also has five
PCI slots, but has an ISA slot for older-

style peripheral cards, as well. The Soyo
lacks the Intel's on -board audio and
Ethernet capability, but its three DIMM
sockets can each accommodate a 512 MB DIMM module, giving the Soyo an
amazing 1.5 -GB capacity. Both motherboards offer the latest ATA/100 IDE controller, so you can use the very latest and
fastest hard disk drives.
Before you run out to buy a new
motherboard, one final word of caution.
Not all PC cases have the same holes
on the rear panel. Most cases that use
a particular style of motherboard (AT,
ATX, Micro -ATX, NTX) have the cutouts
in the proper place. However, make
sure that you match the replacement
motherboard form -factor with the one
that's being upgraded. Various motherboard vendors maintain a wealth of
information on their Web sites, so check
those first.
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VIDEO VIEWERS
J. RONALD EYTON

projects involving video imaging are now relative ly easy to undertake because of the availability

of low -cost CCD video modules that capture
scenes in either black- and -white or color. The audiovisual (A /V) outputs from these
modules can be directly

connected to the A/V
inputs of portable television receivers or to LCD

display modules that lately
have become much
more affordable. Most
projects involve only simple connections of the
video camera to the TV or
LCD display and then adding
a power supply.
The two projects described in
this article involve readily available components from many of
the dealers advertising in this maga-

tion are reflected from earth's surface features in a
unique manner. Healthy growing deciduous (leafy)
vegetation, for example, reflects large amounts of
solar infrared radiation. In photographic prints made
from black- and -white infrared film, this leafy vegetation will appear light toned (almost
white). Water features do the
opposite, appearing jet -black
because the infrared radiation is quickly absorbed by
rivers, lakes, wet soil, etc.
built the Infrared
Video Viewer to demonstrate the environmental
interaction of solar infrared
radiation to students taking a first course in the principles of remote sensing, a subject
that involves the interpretation of aerial
photographs and satellite images. An infrared LED
spotlight was also added to the system in order to
demonstrate the process of infrared viewing in a
darkened classroom.
I

although configurations and
power requirements may vary. the connections are
essentially the same. The first project outlines the steps
needed to assemble an Infrared Video Viewer that
allows photographers to preview a black- and -white
infrared image of the real world before capturing the
scene on infrared black- and -white film. The second
project involves the construction of a Video
Stereogram Viewing System that acquires and displays
video images in 3D and allows for experimentation
with them.
zine;

Construction. The viewer (see Fig. 2) consists of a
black- and -white video camera module that is infrared
sensitive, with an infrared transmission filter attached
to the front of the camera lens, that is connected to
an LCD display (see Infrared Video Viewer Parts List);
these components plus a power supply were then
placed in an appropriate housing. A fixed -focus pinhole -lens video module was used to avoid having to
continually focus the camera. The infrared -sensitive
Infrared Video Viewer. About 44% of the radiation camera was mounted on a 3- x 2- x -inch
emitted from the sun and arriving at the surface of the RadioShack project box. The entire assembly was then
earth is in the visible part of the spectrum and is com- attached to a 7- x 5- x 3 -inch RadioShack project box
prised of wavelengths of light from .4 µm through .7 µm that was used to house the LCD video-viewing module.
(see Fig. 1). About 37% of the emitted solar radiation
Wiring simply involved connecting the white wire
entering our atmosfrom the camera to
See how the wo
you
phere and also arrivthe white wire of the
ing at the earth's surand the
looks in black
-w hite
or color LCD display
face is the invisible
black wire from the
infrared radiation slight- 3D with these two easy -to -build video viewers. camera to the red
ly longer in wavewire of the LCD dislength than red visible radiation (beyond .7 µm), but play. Both the camera and the LCD display were
considerably shorter in wavelength than the emitted wired to a 12 -volt SPST switch -controlled receptacle
thermal infrared radiation normally associated with mounted on the bottom of the project box. plugged
the varying earth's surface temperatures in wave- in an automobile cigarette lighter adapter cord,
lengths roughly ranging from 9 µm through 13 µm.
which either connected to my car battery (via the
Photographic film is sensitive to the very short wave- cigarette lighter socket) or to a smaller 12 -volt sealed
lengths of incoming solar infrared radiation in the .7- lead -acid battery that placed in sa mall canvas
µm through .9 -µm range. These wavelengths of radia- carry-bag.
1
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CCD CAMERAS
1. The above chart illustrates the wavelengths of infrared light. Notice how CCD-cameras are
sensitive to both visible and partial infrared sources.

Fig.

The handles for holding the viewwere plastic drawer -pulls,
obtained from a hardware store,
which attached to the sides of the
project box. The hardware store

er

I

also provided the plastic plumbing
pipe (see Infrared Video Viewer
Parts List) that made up the viewing
baffle shown in the picture and
diagram. The "plumbing" is necessary to shield the LCD display from
direct sunlight when using the viewer outside.
The infrared components are the
filter placed in front of the camera
lens and the IR- emitting LEDs
attached in a cluster to the top of
the camera. There are two types of
IR filters that can be obtained from
the Edmund Scientific Corporation
and used in front of the camera
glass (more expensive) filter and a
plastic (less expensive) filter.
Both filters work well
cannot see
any difference in the image rendition
even though the filters differ somewhat in how they transmit IR radiation. The glass filter, over time, should
probably withstand cleaning and
abrasion better than the plastic filter.
found a washer that could be press26 fit to the CCD camera lens and
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cemented the filter to the washer
with a few drops of superglue.
The IR LED spotlight was constructed from a kit (see Infrared
Video Viewer Parts List) and
attached to the top of the camera
system, using half of a plastic drawer-pull as the mount. The LED spotlight was wired to the 12 -volt power
receptacle through a separate
SPST switch. A 12 -volt LED was
added to indicate the on and off
state of the spotlight (you can't tell
if it is on or off by looking at it!).
use the IR viewer and LED spotlight in a completely darkened
classroom to demonstrate how the
system works and then take students and viewer outside to let
them see how the world appears in
infrared. The viewer should also be
of use to photographers who might
want to preview a scene before
capturing it on IR black- and -white
film, as well as for individuals who
are interested in monitoring animals at night using a more intense
source of infrared radiation such as
an IR filtered sealed -beam flashlight.
An interesting experiment demonstrates that hot objects such as a
soldering iron or a stove -top elecI

tric element will emit not only heat
radiation, but near -infrared radiation, as well. As these objects heat
up, they emit shorter and shorter
wavelengths going from around 9
µm -13 gm, down to the near infrared at around .tm and finally
(at least in the case of the stove)
will emit visible radiation as the
stove -top element becomes red
hot
now also emits .6 .tm-.7 tm
visible radiation. A soldering iron or
stove -top element (set at medium
heat before it glows red) will be visible in the video viewer as a near infrared emitter and will appear as
a bright or white-toned image.
1

-it
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Video Stereograms. Stereograms
are usually constructed from two
photographs placed side by side
that provide a left- perspective
view and a right- perspective view
to our binocular vision apparatus
a pair of eyes. Specialized stereo
cameras using two lenses spaced
the same distance apart as our
eyes (normally about 2'h to 3 inches) produce the two film negatives
from which the stereogram prints
are made. Using two video modules to capture a left- and right-

-
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Fig. 2. The Infrared Video Viewer depicted above. although of simple design, can yield remarkable
effects. An LED -array is used for illumination and an inexpensive CCD -camera is used for image

capture.

perspective view and then displaying these views on two portable
LCD televisions placed side -by -side
can duplicate this process.
Because the LCD TVs are a bit
larger than the left and right
images of a normal photographic
stereogram, a set of viewing lenses
that incorporate wedge prisms is
needed. Inxepensive plastic lensprism stereoscope viewers can be
obtained from Cygnus Graph cs
(see Video Stereogram Parts List) to
facillitate the 3 -D viewing process.
With all of these parts, a video
stereo image acquisition and display system can easily be constucted (see Fig. 3).
What is the value of a video system over a photographic system?
The principal advantage is the flexibility for experimentation with different stereo configurations such os
close-up stereo (hypostereo) viewing, normal stereo viewing, and distance stereo (hyperstereo) viewing. In addition to demonstrating
the stereo viewing process in "real time," this setup could also be used

for the development of a helmet
video stereo display-part of a roving video stereo image capture
system. This application is discussed
briefly at the end of this article.

Building A Stereogram. The Video
Stereogram Viewing System was
constructed by fastening two
RadioShack portable LCD TVs to a
RadioShack control console cabinet (8 x 10 x 4 inches), using corn mon plastic mirror wall-mounts or
fasteners and wing nuts. The mirror
fasteners were used so that the TVs
can be easily loosened and
moved to access the on /off switch,
plug in the appropriate A/V cables,
adjust the brightness and contrast,
and replace the three AA batteries
needed to run each TV set.
The control console cabinet was
mounted on a 12 -inch x 16 -inch x
3/
-inch pine board, along with the
four C -cell battery holder that is
used to supply the power to the
video cameras. A 2 -inch x 16 -inch
x 3/4-inch strip of pine was glued to
the main board and was used to

Here is the completed Infrared Video Viewer.
Note the LED -array and the lens of the CCD camera.

attach the video cameras. Two
project boxes (6 x 3 x 2 inches)
were used to mount the color
video modules on the outside of
the box. The video modules were
mounted on the left and right side
of the project boxes so that the
lenses could be as close together
as possible when the two boxes
were placed side by side.
A bolt was used to attach the
project boxes (with video camera
modules) to the pine strip that was
glued to the main board. Standard
cables were used to connect the
video modules to the A/V inputs on
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Fig. 3. This Stereogram takes advantage of binocular vision effects in order to produce an apparent
three -dimensional image. Two LCD screens provide both a left- and right-perspective image.

the Ns. The extra lengths of cable
were "stuffed" into the empty cavity of the control console cabinet
that was used to mount the TVs.
Using Lenses. The lenses in the
used are capable of
cameras
focusing objects as close as inch.
When the mounted video modules
are placed side -by -side (lenses
about two inches apart), objects
placed in front of the two lenses at
a distance of several inches can
be sharply focused. Either of the
two stereogram viewers indicated
in the parts list can be hand held
and used to view the left and right
images displayed on the two Ns as
a video stereogram. Viewer #1 has
about a 10 -inch focal -length lens
and the strongest prism effect. It is
probably the easiest viewer for
beginners to use.
Try using the viewer with or without eye glasses (if you wear them)
at about a 10 -inch distance from
the TV images. Viewer #2 has
about a 7 -inch focal-length and
not quite as strong a prism effect as
the #1 viewer. However, it does
allow for a closer look (7 inches
from your eyes to the N images)
and hence produces a slightly
28 magnified image. The stronger
I

1)6

prism effect of Viewer

#1 makes it
easier for individuals to merge the
two separate images contained in
a stereogram when the distance
from the center of the left image to
the center of the right image is
greater than the normal separation
of your two eyes.
The plastic viewing lens systems
(see photo) are inexpensive, and
recommend that you try both. It
might also be possible to mount
either plastic lens viewer permaI

nently above the two Ns using
some sort of side supports connected to the project box. This, however, would make it awkward to turn
on or adjust the Ns. Viewing dis-

Here are two examples of lenses used for three dimensional viewing. The added-dimension
prism lenses (top) and the Aotec viewer (bottom) are available from Cygnus Graphics for
under $5.00.

tances with the plastic lens viewers
differ slightly between individuals
making the fixed distance resulting
from mounting the viewer impracticable.
Visual Gymnastics. Free fusion eliminates the need to use either of the
plastic lens viewers and can be
accomplished by forcing your left
eye to look at the left N image
and, at the same time, forcing your
right eye to look at the right N
image. The two images will register,
and you will see a 3 -D scene without the use of viewing aids. This
effect occurs when your eyes are
made to diverge or swivel apart. It
occurs when you look at far
objects, as opposed to looking at
near objects, which causes your
eyes to swivel in or converge.
One method for achieving free
fusion is to focus on a faraway
object such as a clock on the
opposite side of a room and then
quickly look down at the stereogram (the two N images in our
case) and refocus on the images.
The argument is that your eyes will
still be diverged for a far look and
when you refocus on the two N
images in the video stereogram
your left eye will still be directed
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Fig. 4. A good invention has practical applications. Depicted above is a mobile surveillance unit.
The observer watches from a helmet -mounted viewer, as a robotic -rover equipped with 3 -D imaging
sensors scans its environment.

towards the left and view only the
left TV (image), and the right eye
will still be directed towards the
right and view only the right TV
(image). Another possibility for free
fusion is to view the two TV images
by crossing your eyes.
Some individuals can perform
this task, involving extreme convergence, much more easily than tying to force a divergent view. If you
want to try cross-eyed free fusicn,

you will have to switch the positions
of the two TV images. The easiest
way to do this is to interchange the
cables so that the left camera is
hooked up to the right TV display
and the right camera is hooked up
to the left TV display.
The stereo depth effect is enhanced with increasing separation
of the camera modules. Holes with
different spacings in the mounting
board for the two cameras allows

for placement of the video modules so that the lenses can be set 2
inches apart (from center of one
lens to the center of the other lens),
6 inches apart, and 16 inches
apart. At 2 inches apart and using
close focusing (around 4 inches),
small objects can be viewed in
stereo. A spacing of 6 inches provides for a slightly exaggerated
depth while viewing objects at dis(Continued on page 45) 29
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The Yremu tous Bear
STEVE DANIELS

Modulation
effects -like tremolos and
vibratos -are favorites for adding depth and
soul to the sound of an electric guitar.
However, not all amplifiers have tremolo, and the built in effects are sometimes not as flexible as you might
like. Here's a tremolo

pedal that's guaranteed to warm your

heart-and your play-

ing. The Tremulous Bear
can do it all, from slow,

1

1

throbbing pulsation to

machine -gun -like

the use of either. "I knew that the 555 generates
square waves," you say, "but where do the triangle
waves come from ?" To understand this, you have to
look at how the 555 works.
Figure shows the internal components of the chip
inside the dotted lines,
with the external connections and components that make it run
as an oscillator. Opamps U and U2 are
connected as comLevel
parators; the chip's
internal resistors bias

Speed

Depth

repeat percussion. You
can set up lots of weird
modulations, and you
can easily hack the circuit to drive other
effects. If your amp
already has tremolo,
you can create inter-

t

U2 so

that

its

output

will change states if

the voltage at the
inverting
input
is
greater than
of V +.
As you can see, this
will
happen when
The
T1'emult'!us
Dear
esting sounds by using
external capacitor C
the built -in effect and
üy
Deal E Irotorto4
charges to that level
the Tremulous Bear in
through resistors RA
series, setting them to
and RB. When U2's
different speeds and
output goes low, flipintensities.
lop FF toggles and turns
on transistor Q. The capacitor now discharges to ground
What Is Tremolo And How Is It Produced? Tremolo is through RB and the
drain -source of the transistor.
amplitude modulation -continuous variation of the When the voltage on the
cap is down to about 'h of
volume -of an audio signal. Most circuits for creating V +, comparator U1
changes states. The flip -flop is
it use a low - frequency oscillator (LFO) with a range of
cleared, the discharge path is closed, and the chargabout to 12 Hz, and the LFO output is made to con- ing cycle starts again. We get
a square wave from the
trol the level of the guitar signal. In some circuits, the output of the flip-flop,
and the triangle wave at pin 2
LEO varies the bias of an
results from the charging
amplifier stage through
and discharging of the
`Shake
Up'
Your
G
Playing
With
which the guitar signal
capacitor. What kind of
passes. Other circuits use
This Versatile Tremolo Pedal!
interface can we use to
the LFO to drive a lamp
couple that signal to
or LED. The pulsing light shines on a photoresistor, and another circuit? After
all, any load on the capacitor
the component's varying resistance controls the will keep it from charging properly.
Take a look at the
amplifier stage. You get different sound qualities Tremulous Bear circuit in Fig. 2.
depending on the shape of the signal from the LEO
and the devices and circuit used in the modulating How It Works. IC2 is wired as the
LFO, and a simple togamplifier.
gle switch, S2, lets us choose either the square wave or
The heart of the Tremulous Bear is a somewhat the triangle wave.
The selected signal is coupled to
unusual setup of the popular 555 -timer. The CMOS ver- the gate of Ql, a power MOSFET,
by diode D2 and the
sion is used here for its low current drain. took advanDepth control R10 -R11. With S2 in triangle -wave mode,
tage of the fact that the 555 generates both square Q1 is controlled by the voltage that
charges C7, but its
and triangle waves and added switching that allows high -input impedance doesn't
load the oscillator. The 31
1

uitar

I

TO
+V

U

Voo

1__.J

wave is
Fig. I. This schematic shows the internal wiring and operation of the 555 IC. A square
obtained from the output of the internal flip -flop, and a triangle wave from the charging of the exter-

nal timing capacitor

voltage divider consisting of R12, off half the time. Modern guitarists
sometimes like to set uneven duty
R13, and R14 sets a bias that just
cycles to get unusual effects. As it
LED2
and
LED1
barely illuminates
when the voltage of the control sig- happens, getting an uneven duty
nal from IC2 is at minimum. As the cycle from a 555 oscillator is easy; it
voltage of the control signal rises works this way naturally. Go back
and falls, so does the bias on the to Fig. for a second. We said eargate of Q1 and therefore the lier that the timing capacitor in a
brightness of the LEDs. LED1 gives a 555 circuit charges through two
resistances, RA + RB, but only disvisual indication that the effect is
charges through RB. Because of
high
is
a
LED2
while
operating,
brightness type that excites pho- this, we can't get equal charge
toresistor LDR1. Blocking diode D2 and discharge times. This is fine, if
prevents the voltage divider from we want an odd effect, but now
influencing the charging and dis- how do we get that standard 50%
charging of C7. A germanium duty cycle? Take a look at Fig. 2
device is preferred here for its lower now. Diode Dl is switched in or out
forward voltage drop; fortunately,
these are still commonly available
through RadioShack.
Why use a power device for Q1
when the LEDs only draw a couple
of milliamps, and why the voltage
1

regulator? Experienced DlYers will
have guessed this: By making Q1 a
power device, we can drive an
lamp. The natural
ó incandescent
from heating and
resulting
lag
time
Ñ
cooling of the filament of a lamp
produces a warmer, mellower audio
Q output. The voltage regulator lets us
choose either a low- voltage incan2 descent lamp or an LED without
$- changing the circuit design.
a
The control signal in a built -in
tremolo is usually fixed at a 50%
32 duty cycle -on half the time and

The unit is complete and ready to be closed. An
internal battery .fits snugly inside the project
box.

to take care of this problem. With
Si open (the "Variable" position),
discharges
C7 charges and
through two resistances. With Si
closed (the "50%" position), C7
charges mostly through R1 + R2
because the forward resistance of
the diode is much lower than the
combination of R3 and R4.
Capacitor C7 then discharges
entirely through R3 and R4,
because the diode blocks in its
reverse direction. Since D1 creates
separate charge and discharge
paths for C7, it is easy to set R1 and
R3 for equal on and off times.
The simple amplifier contained in
ICl a provides constant input
impedance for a guitar. The parallel resistance of LDR1 (a cadmium
sulfide /selenide photoresistor) and
potentiometer R22 determines the
input level to ICIb. By bypassing
the photoresistor, R22 acts as a
"blend" control; it allows the mixing
of an un-modulated signal with the
modulated signal coming through
LDR1. The blending does two useful
things: It helps compensate for the
volume loss that results when LDR1
is in its high resistance state, and it
lets you set the percussive -ness of
the effect. The more un-modulated
signal in the mix, the softer the
resulting sound. A convenient way
to match the output level of the circuit to your taste and a low output
impedance for easily driving
effects chains are both provided
by IC1b. Switch S3 is a DPDT alternate- action type. In the position
shown in the schematic, it bypasses
J1 directly to J2 and also disables
the LEO by grounding it through
R28. Pressing S3 switches the guitar
input to C3 and connects the
effect output to J2.

Construction- Beware Of Ticks! Not
the six -legged variety...audio ticks!
While the Tremulous Bear circuit
isn't very complicated, this is a
design pitfall that you should know
about. Looking at Fig. 3, notice that
the PC board layout clearly separates the LFO from the modulator.
This also makes it easy to physically
separate the leads that go off board from the modulator from
those for the LFO. If you hand -wire
or create a different PC board layout, strongly suggest that you folI
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Fig. 2. The chosen waveform from oscil ator 1C2 varies the bias on Q1, and therefore the brightness
is a visual indicator, and LED2 varies the resistance of LDRI.

of the LEDs. LED/

low these guidelines. They help
keep the switching action of the
555 from radiating an unpleasant
"tick" into the output, which is a
common problem with tremolo circuits. If you build the Tremulous
Bear as shown here, you'll find that
it is tick -free.

the section on bypass switching
below), give particular care to
locating and drilling the holes for

this component. Since bad PC
board traces are the cause of a lot
of problems, now is a good time to

To fit everything in the specified
Hammond box, it's important to keep
the profile of the board low; used
axial -lead electrolytic capacitors
rather than radials for Cl, C5, and Có,
and mounted Ql and IC3 flat as
shown. This leaves as much headroom
as possible for the parts that mount on
the box. The potentiometers should be
miniature types (the part numbers are
given in the parts list).
If you make a PC board, you can
I

use any standard method; toner
transfer or positive photo- resist will
work well. The foil pattern is shown
in Fig. 4, or you can order a toner

transfer from the author. Drill the
holes as shown in the layout drawing. If you expect to use an onboard switch and make your own
actuator for bypass switch S3 (see

The Tremulous Bear is shown here prior to attaching the external components to the top
Switch S3 is in the center of the board.

of the

case.
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ment with a variety of light sources
and sensors. Not just any photoresistor will work for LDR1; you need
one that hits the right range of resistance and also shifts quickly
between its high and low resistance states. You might find a suitable device in an assortment, but
don't count on it. have successfully used both the Clairex and Silonex
types shown in the parts list, and
they are readily available by mail order. When you install the photoresistor on the board, secure it in
place with a drop of quick -setting
epoxy glue.
I

The Depth Control. A 10- megohm

potentiometer for Rll gives the
widest range of control, but 5
megohms is the highest value I've
seen in current catalogs. One workaround is to use a 5- megohm

J1

J2

I

R22
S2

Fig. 3. This component layout keeps oscillator and modulator separate. Don't forget the three
jumpers shown in dotted lines.

test every trace for continuity.
Insert the components according to the parts-placement diagram in Fig. 3, starting with the resistors and the capacitors. The jumpers
shown in dotted lines are just short
pieces of bare copper wire. The ICs
and power MOSFET Q1 should be
inserted last. You may want to read
the next section before you install
S3, because it explains how handled the bypass switching and
what your choices are.
I
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Bypass Switching. The switch specified for S3 is usually used in instrumentation applications. It provides
double -pole, double -throw switching in a push -on /push -off arrangement and is designed to mount
directly on the PC board. It is actuated by a BOB (Bypass-On- Board)
actuator that can be homemade
from common hardware (see Fig.
5). The bushing is a hacked-up '/-

potentiometer and increase R10 to
4.7 megohms. Then add an SPST
"range" switch wired to short out
R10. This arrangement is shown in
Fig. 6. If you're really determined,
you can create a 10-megohm
potentiometer as did by modifying the 4.7- megohm unit called out
in the parts list. Bear in mind that
not every make of control will permit this mod; if you want to try it,
order the one specified. After you
cut the shaft down to %-inch long,
remove the resistive element by
prying up the tabs that hold the pot
together. The element is the semicircle of carbon composition material that has been painted on the
phenolic base that also holds the
contacts. Measure the resistance
of the element by puffing an ohmmeter across the outside terminals
and then sand the carbon a few
strokes -very evenly and gently
and from end to end -with 220 -grit
paper. Repeat the process until
you have the maximum resistance
you need. Clean the element with
a Q -tip moistened with acetone
and then re- assemble the control.
At this point, you should have soldered all of the on -board components in place. Before you wire in
the external components, locate
and glue down the spacers on
which the board sits. The spacers
are '/ -inch high and tapped for 440 screws. To position them, place
the board on the lid of the box.

inch phone jack, and the plunger is
a sólid brass rod to which a cornpression nut has been sweat-soldered. This approach is inexpensive, and it eliminates confusion
about how to wire the switch.
However, it takes some skill with
hand tools to make the actuator.
Also, all of your mechanical positioning has to be dead -on to make
the plunger of S3 line up with the
actuator shaft.
have posted a
step-by -step guide to making a
BOB actuator on my Web site. If
you're not comfortable with rolling
your own, use a standard Carling
DPDT stomp switch. These are
sometimes hard to find locally, but
you can order one by mail from the
source in the parts list.
I

Seeing The Light. Using a separate
photoresistor and LED for LDR1 and
LED2 rather than a pre -assembled
photocoupler freed me to experi-

3 14-INCHES

Fig. 4. You can make a PC board by photocopying this actual-size pattern.
transfer is available from the author.

If you prefer, a toner

Hammond.
Cut the template for the cover to
size and fasten it down with double -sided Scotch tape. Use a
scratch awl to mark the center of a
hole. Drill and de -burr the holes for
the pots and switches. Follow the
same procedure to drill the holes
for the jacks on the side walls.
To get a durable, professional looking finish, sand the surface
thoroughly with 220 -grit paper.
Then clean up every particle of dirt
and grease with acetone. Put
down two coats of spray primer
and then two coats of enamel.
When the paint is dry, put the
pieces in a small toaster oven (you
can find one for beans at any flea
market) at low heat (less than 200
degrees) for about an hour. You
can add decals on the resulting finish and then brush on an epoxy
sealer.

Poke a felt -tip pen through each
mounting hole and mark the place
where each spacer will go. Sand
the area of each position mark with
220 -grit Carborundum paper and
clean up the residue with a Q-tip
soaked with acetone. Insert a 4-40
screw in each of the four mounting
holes and secure it finger-tight with
a threaded spacer. Clean the

edges and bottom of each spacer
in the same way that you cleaned
the mounting areas -sand and
clean up with acetone. Mix some
quick -setting epoxy cement and
apply a small dab to the bottom of
each spacer. Carefully place the
board down on the lid, centered
between the channels and hold it
in place until the glue sets. Remove
the screws, mix some more epoxy,
and add it around each spacer.
Now you can also glue the battery
holder in place.
Finish the board by soldering
leads to it for the off-board parts
used stranded wire for this and
applied a dab of epoxy on each
lead as a strain -relief. Then make
the connections to the jacks, the
pots, and S3 if you are using an offboard stomp switch.
I

Tooling The Case. This part

is

fun

-

once you've been through the
pain of learning the ins and outs.
The Hammond 159OBB is a popular
model for stompboxes; used it
I

"upside-down," mounting the board
to the lid and using the case as a
"cover." The layout shown is not
cramped, because sweated a lot
of hours to make sure that all the
I

GRIND DOWN THE HEX SIDES
14
INCH
COMPRESSION
6OR7COILS
NUT
SOLDERED
OF 5/16-INCH
TO BRASS ROD
O.D. TENSION
SPRING .020
WIRE DIAMETER

14 -INCH
DIAMETER
BRASS ROD

END OF SPRING
FEEDS THROUGH
HOLE IN BUSHING,
SOLDERED AT
BOTH ENDS

Setup And Testing. Do this test
before you fully assemble the
pedal. With the cover open and
the room light lowered, connect a
9 -volt battery to the battery clips
and your guitar and an amplifier to

and J2. All of the potentiometers
and the bias trimpot R13 should be
at about midrange to start. Press
S3, and the LED should begin to
flash. If you hear the effect when
you play, congratulations! You can
continue with setup by adjusting
the bias trimpot, R13.
To set R13, set Depth control Rl
to minimum. Then adjust R13 so
that you can just barely see LED2
illuminated. Now set Depth control
R11 about 3h of the way up and
play your guitar a bit with the other
controls at various settings. Tweak
R13 to your taste if necessary. Like
the controls in other sophisticated
tremolos, the ones in the Tremulous
Bear interact with each other; it
takes some practice to learn what
J1

1

BUSHING IS
-INCH PHONE
JACK WITH
CONTACTS
SNAPPED OFF
14

Fig. 5. This is a cut -away view of the Bypass On-Board switch used in the author's prototype.

parts would fit. If you don't follow
my layout, plan carefully what you
are going to do! It is very frustrating
to do all the work of making a

board and find that something
inside the case is in the way of
something else. Drilling -templates
to locate the holes for the potentiometers, jacks, and switches are
essential. You can download
copies from my Web site, or make
your own with a drawing program if
you are using a case other than the

ADD THIS SWITCH

R10

INCREASE TO
4.7 MEG

R11

4.7 MEG OR 5 MEG POT

Fig. 6. The schematic above shows the addition
of a SPST switch in parallel with RIO.
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PARTS LIST FOR THE TREMULOUS BEAR
SEMICONDUCTORS
ICI -TL082 dual op- amplifier
or TS555 CMOS timer
(RadioShack 900 -6262)
IC3- LM317T adjustable voltage regulator
Q
IRF510 power MOSFET

IC2- TLC555

I-

D1 -1N914

D2 -IN34 germanium diode (RadioShack
276 -1123)

D3-1N4001

LED1-Light -emitting diode, low current
(RadioShack 276-310 or similar)
LED2-Light -emitting diode, high-brightness
red (RadioShack 276 -307)

RESISTORS
(All resistors are % -watt 5% units unless

otherwise noted.)
R1, R4, R22-500,000 -ohm miniature,
linear-taper potentiometer (RadioShack
900-7900 or similar)
R2, R3- 22,000 -ohm
R5, R14, R18- 1- megohm
R6 -1.5- megohm
R7- 100 -ohm
R8, R27 -1000-ohm
R9-1500 -ohm
R10-2.2- or 4.7- megohm (see text)
R11 -5- or 10- megohm linear taper
potentiometer, see text (RadioShack
900 -5979)

R12-4.7-megohm
RI3 -2-megohm trimmer potentiometer
(Mouser 569- 72P -2M)
R15, R16-2200-ohm
R17, R19, R20, R21, R25, 826I00,000 -ohm
R23- 10,000 -ohm
R24 68,000 -ohm
R28- 10,000 -ohm miniature, audio- or
linear-taper potentiometer (RadioShack
900 -7897)

CAPACITORS

Cl, C6- 100-11F,

15 -WVDC, electrolytic
I5 -WVDC, electrolytic
C3, C4 0.1 -0, mylar or polystyrene
C5 -5011.F, 15 -WVDC, electrolytic
15 -WVDC, electrolytic,
preferably tantalum
C8, C9-0.01 -µF, mylar or polystyrene

C2-22 -1.1F,

settings you find pleasant for the
kind of music you are playing.
When you are happy with the
adjustment of R13, finish assembling the pedal by mounting the
pots and jacks and closing up the
case.
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Troubleshooting. If the LED doesn't
flash, it's time to break out the multimeter. Remember that the input
jack switches the battery voltage,
so you have to have a plug in J1

ADDITIONAL PARTS
AND MATERIALS

LDRI-Cadmium

sulfide photoresistor,
Clairex CL705HL (Mouser 621 CL705HL) or Silonex NSL -5542
B1
-volt battery
J1 -1/4 -inch, open -circuit stereo jack
J2-1/4 -inch, open- circuit mono jack
J3-external DC -power jack (RadioShack
274-1582 or -1583)
Single-pole, single -throw miniature
toggle switch (RadioShack 276 -634)
S2- Single-pole, double -throw miniature
toggle switch (RadioShack 276 -635)
S3- Double-pole, double -throw alternateaction switch (Carling 316 -PP or E-Switch
IXJN002UEE [Digi -Key EG- 1016-ND])
Case (Hammond I590BB or equivalent),
Knobs (RadioShack 274 -415 or similar),
9 -volt battery connector, 9 -volt battery
clip, 'A-inch high X 4 -40 threaded spacers,
square rubber feet (RadioShack 64 -2342 or
equivalent)

-9

Sl-

The RadioShack items whose part numbers
start with 900- are available from the
RadioShack mail order service,
www.RadioShack.com, or call
I -800 -813 -0087.
The following items are available from Small
Bear Electronics: Carling DPDT
Switch $9.00, E- Switch IXJN002UEE
(for BOB) $2.50, toner transfer of PCboard design on Press -N -Peel blue
material$7.00. $ .50 shipping and
handling per order to U.S. addresses, $1.00
to non -U.S. addresses. Kit including all
parts, unfinished case and Carling switch,
toner transfer and blank phenolic
board$64.95 plus postage for lb.
U.S. customers pay by personal check,
money order or PayPal to
smallbearelec@ix.netcom.com. Overseas
customers pay by PayPal, International
Postal Money Order or bank check,
denominated in U.S. Dollars. Checks must
be drawn on a U.S. bank. Mail orders to:
Small Bear Electronics LLC, 123 Seventh
Avenue #156, Brooklyn, NY 11215.
I

when you take measurements. First,
make sure that pin 8 of the 555 has
about 8.4 volts on it and that there
is about 3.2 volts on the output of
the voltage regulator. If you don't
see these voltages, review all of the
power connections and test the
continuity of the associated board
traces. When you have the power
straightened out, start testing the
continuity of every joint and trace
in this part of the circuit. Once the
oscillator is working, try the effect

again.
If there are problems with the
sound, first check the supply voltages on the modulator side. You
need to have +9 volts at pin 8 of
the chip and +4.5 on pin 3 and pin
5. If the voltages are there, see if
you can narrow the trouble to one
stage by using the guitar amp as a
signal tracer. Again, you may have
to check each connection with an
ohmmeter.
Mods And Substitutions. Without
changing the circuit, substituted a
RadioShack miniature 1.5 -volt
lamp, p/n 272 -1139 for the combination of LED2 and R16. By simply
readjusting the bias trimpot, was
able to get perfect, slow, up -anddown ramping of the lamp. By
increasing RI and R4 to megohm,
got an even slower rise and fall.
The filament lamp adds a beautiful
warmth to the sound, but its current
drain requires powering the pedal
from a wall -wart (AC /DC adapter).
You could also use a larger box
and build in a small 9 -volt supply.
Say that your amplifier doesn't
have tremolo, but you want to do
some trem- over-trem experiments.
Take another look at Fig. l; notice
that pin 5 is marked vco, for
Voltage Controlled Oscillator. The
chip designers included this function to allow control of the output
frequency by an external voltage.
haven't tried it (no time), but I'm
sure that applying a varying voltage here from a second LFO (or
maybe from a swell pedal ?) would
do something suitably gnarly.
Obviously, the LFO can also be
extracted as a circuit fragment for
driving vibratos, choruses, phasers,
flangers, and stereo panners. Have
a field day...
I

I

1

I

I
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The idea for using the 555 as a tri-

angle wave source came from a
response to a reader question in
this magazine. If you don't already
subscribe to Poptronics, what are
you waiting for? Also, the good
engineers at Clairex and Silonex
were most patient with helping me
to find the right photo devices for
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Wireless Control
FRANK MONTEGARI

Today remote wireless controls of one sort or
another are used almost everywhere for almost
everything. There are devices available that are
designed to transmit audio and video signals or security and computer data from one point to another.
They're also used to open garage doors and turn on
lights -the applications
for wireless controls are
infinite.
However, for a specific
control or pulse application not
covered by one of the available devices, it's usually
necessary to build your own.
Unfortunately, in the past,
building a simple and reliable RF transmitter and sensitive receiver was not an
easy task. And even if the

hobbyist

were

assemble such a
system, the circuits required diffi-

able

to

'"".-

The Transmitter. A schematic diagram of the Wireless
Control's transmitter circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit
is comprised of three integrated circuits, several
diodes, the transmit module, and a few additional
support components. The signal applied to the transmitter is fed to the circuit through SO1 (a 3- position
screw -type terminal block). From there, it travels across
Cl and through R3 to the non- inverting input of IC1 -a.
The output of IC1 -a
divides along three paths.
In the first path, the output
of IC1 -a is
applied to the
inverting input
of ICI-b, which
then outputs the complement to the input signal.
That complementary signal
is fed to the inverting input
of IC1 -c through C3 and
D2. In the second path, the
non-inverted output of IC1a is fed to the inverting
input of IC1 -c through

cult measurements
and complicated adjustments in order to set the sysanother capacitor /diode
tem's operating frequency, minimize harmonic radicombination (C2 /D1), makation, and maximize sensitivity. But now, thanks to ing both phases of the input signal available to IC1 -c.
matched transmitter (TXM- 418 -LC) and receiver (RXM- The output of IC1 -c is fed to the Inverting input of IC1418-LC) modules from Linx Technologies, those prob- d, producing an output signal that is applied to pin 6
lems are things of the past. The modules-operating at of IC2 (a HT680 312 address encoder). That causes IC2
418 MHz, with a range of better than 300 feet-are
to generate three groups of bits containing data and
based on surface acoustic wave (SAW) technology for address information, which is serially transferred to
accurate frequency control and have excellent stabil- MODI (the transmitter module).
While that's going
ity and sensitivity.
Build a remote-control transmitter/receiver on, the two phases of
Most wireless deinput signal (pickvices that are not
that allows you to control almost any the
ed up from the outdedicated to or a
part of a video, electronic device.
connect the transmitter puts of IC1 -a and
IC1 -b) are also fed to
audio, or computer
system simply re- to a trigger source and the appropriate output IC2 at pins 3 and 4,
spond to the pressing
the receiver to the circuit to be controlled, causing it to generate unique codes for
of a pushbutton or
and you're in business!
positive and negaclosing of a switch.
tive transitions at the
But the Wireless Control system outlined in this article, unlike other such sys- input. All of that causes MOD1 to produce an RF signal
tems, is designed so that the transmitter can accept that is transmitted through ANTI
Encoder IC2 can be programmed via S1 (a 4 -posiinputs from mechanical and electronics switches; and
other electronic devices -such as phototransistors, tion DIP switch) for 16 different addresses so that more
than one pair of transmitters and receivers can be
microprocessors, computers; as well as other sources.
The matching receiver features three sets of compleused in close proximity without interfering with each
mentary outputs- momentary, latched, and sequential
other. Resistor R1 (a 100k unit), which is connected
giving it the versatility to handle almost any application.
between the +5-volt source and the bias terminal of

pair

just

of

,

-
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The Wireless Control's transmitter circuit is comprised of three integrated circuits (ICI -1C3),

a proprietary transmit module (MODI), and a handful of support components.

S01, allows an external potentiometer or resistor added to the
circuit to provide sensitivity and
threshold adjustment. The maximum current available from the
bias terminal is 50 pA. Component
R2 serves as a pull -up resistor, while
R4 (which serves as a feedback
resistor) provides hysteresis for
switch debouncing and noise
immunity.
The transmitter circuit is powered
from a 9 -volt transistor radio battery
(B1), whose output is regulated to 5
volts by IC3 (a TC55RP5002EZB low -

dropout, micropower regulator).
Diode D5 is connected at the input
of IC3 to provide reverse -polarity
protection. Transmitter standby current is less than 10 p A, and the
average transmit current is about 2
mA.

The Receiver. The RF signal output
by the transmitter is picked up by
ANT2 of the receiver circuit
38

-a

schematic diagram of which is
shown in Fig. 2. The signal picked

up by ANT2 is applied to MOD2 (the
receiver module), which extracts
the original data and address information from the RF signal and outputs same as a sequential data
stream. That information is fed to
IC4 (an
HT692
310
address
decoder), where it is stored and
compared with previously pro-

grammed data. If a match is
detected, one of IC4's data outputs (pins 3 and 4) goes high and
remains there as long as a valid
data stream is being received. That
coding technique ensures that only
valid data gets through and random noise pulses are rejected. The
decoder can be programmed via
S2 (a 4- posiition DIP switch) for 16
different addresses to match the
output of the transmitter.
The decoded data outputs of
IC4 at pins 3 and 4 are fed along
several paths. In one path, the two
outputs are fed to IC5 -one of
three TC4427 dual, level- translating
power drivers, which are used to

provide complementary

12 -volt

outputs that can source or sink 200
mA. The three power drivers
accept 0- to 5 -volt levels and output 0- to 12 -volt, push -pull signal
levels that can be used to drive
external loads. The driver outputs
are also applied to three bi -color
LEDs, which are used to denote
that data is being received; green
indicates a low -to -high transition at
the transmitter input and red a
high -to -low transition. Any driver
output that is not high can sink up
to 200 mA. The two IC5 power drivers (IC5 -a and IC5 -b) supply
momentary pulses that can be
used to trigger whatever load is
connected to its output terminals.
In a second path, the two data
outputs of IC4 are applied to IC6 -a
(half of a CD4013 dual D -type flip flop) through S3 (a 4- position DIP
switch). Switch S3 can be used to
program IC6 -a to be both set and
reset by IC4's outputs or to be set
by one of the outputs and reset by
pushbutton switch S4. It can also be
reset by one of the outputs and set
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Fig. 2. The Wireless Control's receiver circuit is composed of seven ICs (IC4 through ICIO), a proprietary receive module (MODI), three bi-color light- emitting diodes (LEDI- LED3), and several
support components.

by S4. The latched outputs of IC6 -a
are fed to IC7 -a and IC7 -b, whose
outputs are used to drive LED2
(another bi -color LED that indicates
IC6 -a's output state).
The pin 3 output of IC4, following
a third path, is also fed directly to
IC6 -b at pin 11 (its clock input),
causing the flip-flop's outputs (pins
12 and 13) to alternately trigger
high or low. The latched outputs of
IC6 -b are fed to IC8 -a and 108 -b,
which, like the other power drivers,
provides complementary source/
sink outputs. LED3 indicates the output state of IC6-b.
The six power driver outputs are
fed to SO2 (a 9- position screw -type
terminal block), through which the
circuit is connected to the chosen
load. The momentary outputs of
IC5 at terminals and 2 of SO2 can
1

be used to drive a buzzer. It can
indicate a transmitter input closing
or opening, or can indicate both if
two buzzers are used with different
tones.
The outputs of IC7 at SO2 terminals 3 and 4 can be programmed
via S4 to latch in different states
and thus exactly correspond to an
input closing and opening, or they

can be programmed to latch on
closing only or opening only and
be manually set or reset by S4.
Doing that is useful to store the
results of temporary events, such as
a mailbox door being opened by
the postman.
The outputs of IC8 at terminals 5
and 6 can be used to sequentially
turn a lamp on and off through a
relay each time a contact is closed
at the transmitter. Since the power

drivers supply 12 volts and can
source or sink 200 mA continuous
amp peak, all
and more than
sorts of load devices can be driven
either directly or through mechanical or solid -state relays.
Power for the circuit is provided
by T1 (a 12 -volt, 200-mA DC wall
transformer), plus a pair of fixed voltage regulators (IC9 and 1010),
along with assorted filter capacitors. Power for MOD2, IC4, and IC6
is provided through 1010 (a 78L05 5volt, 100 -mA fixed voltage regulator), while power for IC5, 107, and
IC8 is provided through IC9 (a 7812
12volt, -amp, fixed- voltage regulator).
1

1

Construction. The transmitter and
receiver circuits were assembled
on a pair of double -sided printed circuit boards. A set of templates 39
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the Parts List can not offer the
modules separate from the
board. However, those who
wish can purchase the modules directly from the manufacturer in large quantities.
Contact Linx Technologies, Inc.
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technologies. corn) for details.
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A

are

addition, the modules
not certified by the

Federal Communications Corn mission (assembled kits cannot be sold as a product without being FCC certified). The

are intended for personal
or experimental use only.
kits

Once you've obtained all
of the components listed in
the Parts Lists, construction
can begin. Parts -placement
diagrams of the transmitter
and receiver boards are
2 5/16 INCHES
a
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
B
respectively. Begin assembly
Fig. 3. The transmitter circuit was assembled on a douby installing the resistors and
ble -sided printed- circuit board. A set of templates (measuring 2Ym by Ph inches) for the transmitter board is capacitors, followed by the
non -socketed semiconductor
shown here.
ctponents. The bi -color LEDs
(measuring 2h by lx inches) for the (on the receiver board) should be
transmitter board is shown in Fig. 3, mounted with the long lead conwhile a pair of templates (measur- nected to point R and the short
ing 33A6 by 23/6 inches) for the receiv- lead to G on the circuit board.
er board is shown in Fig. 4. The douNext, install appropriate DIP
ble -sided boards provide a good sockets wherever DIP ICs are indiground plane for the transmit and cated; do not insert the ICs into
receive modules.
their respective sockets at this time.
Note: The transmit and receive Install the terminal blocks, DIP
modules are surface -mount units switches, and antennas on both
that are supplied already mounted boards. For antennas (ANTI and
to their respective double -sided PC ANT2 on the transmitter and receivboards. Due to a prior agreement er boards, respectively), the author
with Linx, the manufacturer of used 6.7 -inch lengths of stiff wire.
these modules, and their minimum
Then connect a 9 -volt battery
order policy, the supplier listed in connector to the transmitter board
TABLE
XMIT
INPUT
CLOSED
OPEN
CLOSED
OPEN
CLOSED
OPEN

SETTINGS
S3-c

1

-53

53-a

53-b

ON
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
ON

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

OFF
OFF

ON
ON
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
ON
ON

53-d

CLOSED = Transmitter nput at a down level
OPEN = Transmitter input at an up level
R, G = Red or Green LED indicates a terminal at an up level
*
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= Momentary - terminal at up level for two seconds
= Can be reset to opposite color by pressing SD

TOG = Toggles to opposite color
NC = No change

SWITCH SETTINGS

1"

TERMINAL BLOCK NUMBERS

2

3

R

G

R

S
TOG

R **

NC
TOG

G
R

G

R
G

4

NC
NC
G **

NC
NC

NC
TOG
NC

6
TOG
NC
TOG
NC
TOG
NC

PARTS LIST FOR THE
WIRELESS- CONTROL

TRANSMITTER

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC 1- MAX934 (Maxim) quad ultra -low,
single- supply comparator, integrated
circuit (Digi -Key MAX934CPE)
IC2-HT680 (Holtek) 312 address
encoder, integrated circuit (Digi -Key
HT -680)
IC3- TC55RP5002EZB (Telcom) +5volt, fixed -voltage regulator, integrated circuit (Digi -Key 10001)
MOD -TXM- 418 -LC transmitter
module (see text)
D1D5- 1N914B general -purpose,
small- signal, silicon switching diode
1

RESISTORS
(All resistors are a-watt, 5% units.)
R1, R7- 100,000-ohm
R2-3-megohm
R3- 240,000 -ohm
R4 R6- 10- megohm
R8- 390,000 -ohm

CAPACITORS
C1- 0.01 -1F, 50-WVDC, metalizedfilm
C2, C3, C5-0.1 -µF, 50 -WVDC,
metalized -film
C4- 100-µF, 10-WVDC, low -leakage,
electrolytic

ADDITIONAL PARTS
AND MATERIALS
51-4- position DIP switch
ANTI -6.7 -inch antenna wire
SOI -3- position terminal block (see
text)
BI
-volt transistor-radio battery
Printed- circuit board, IC sockets, 9 -volt
battery connector, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

-9

as indicated in Fig. 5. Connect Tl

(the wall transformer) to the receiver board, as indicated in Fig. 6.
Note: S4 and the LEDs of the receiver board should be connected to
the receiver board through short
lengths of wire so that they can be
mounted in a convenient location
on the unit's enclosure.
Check the construction workmanship of each board very carefully, looking for cold solder joints,
solder bridges, or misoriented or
mistakenly placed components;
and correct any deficiencies
before proceeding. Finally, install
the ICs in their respective sockets
on the transmitter and receiver
boards.
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and

LED3

should change
color. Open the
input switch, and
LED1 should bink
green, LED2 shodd
light green and

RFR3

0

lit,

0
0
0

0
0

o ro

III

o

remain lit, and
LED3 should remain as it was.
If the two circuits perform as
expected, set S3a and S3 -d to
the "off" position,
S3 -b and
to the "on"
position. Press
S4 to change
LED2 to green
(assuming that it
is not already

and
S3-c

green). Close the
test switch con-

nected to SO1
of the transmitter board; LED1
of the receiver
board should bank
red, LED2 should
3-3/16 INCHES
light red and reB
main lit and LED3
Fig. 4. Like the transmitter, the receiver was assembled on a double -sided
should change
printed -circuit board (this one measuring 3n6 by 2%6 inches). Both foil patcolor. Open the
terns are shown here.
input switch; LED1
Testing. Connect a 9 -volt battery should blink green, LED2 should
to the connector on the transmitter remain red, and LED3 should not
board. Plug the receiver's wall change. Press S4, and LED2 should
transformer into a receptacle. Set change to green.
Set 53-a and S3-d to the "on" posiall the individual switches of S1 (on
the transmitter board) and S2 (on tion, and 53-b and 53-c to the "off"
the receiver board) off, on, or any- position. Press S4 to change LED2 to
where in between. Just make sure red, assuming that it is not already red.
that, however you set the switches, Close the test switch connected to
the setting of S1 matches that of S2. S01, and LED1 should blink red, LED2
Temporarily connect a SPST switch should remain red, and LED3 should
between the input and ground ter- change color. Open the test switch;
minals of SO1 on the transmitter and LED1 should blink green, LED2
board. Next turn your attention to should change to green, and LED3
should remain unchanged. Press S4,
S3 on the receiver board. Set S3-a
and S3-b to the "on" position, and and LED2 should change to red.
Repeat each of the above tests
S3-c and S3 -d to the "off" position.
a few times after changing the S3
LED1 should be extinguished, while
LED2 and LED3 should light either
switch settings, as some toggling of
the latch may occur during the setred or green.
illusClose the test switch connected ting of the switches. Table
to SO1 of the transmitter board; trates the functions.

input toggles from low to high, likewise when it goes from high to low.
A low is defined as any voltage
below a threshold of +1.2 volts
(extending down to -50 volts). A
high is defined as any voltage
greater than +1.2 volts (up to +50
volts).
The transmitter inputs can be driven from TTL or CMOS devices and
circuits, or from a computer, microprocessor, or other logic circuit. In

fact, the input device can be
something as simple as a pushbutton switch connected between
the "IN" and "GND" terminals of SO1.
In such an arrangement, when the
switch is open, the input is pulled
high through R2. Closing the switch
grounds the input (pulls it low).
Although a pushbutton switch is
used as an example, most any type
of switch -magnetic reed, thermostat, a pair of metal probes (in a
moisture -detector arrangement),
interlaced printed- circuit traces (a
homebrew touch -switch arrangement), light- dependent resistor,
transistor, etc., to name a few-can
be used as the trigger device. In
the case of the homebrew touch switch and other arrangements
wherein a bias voltage may be
required, a potentiometer can be
connected from the "BIAS" terminal
to the signal IN terminal of SO1,
allowing you to set the transmitter's

1

LED1

on the receiver

board

should momentarily light red (blink)
for two seconds and then turn off,

Applications. The transmitter sends
a unique digital code when the

Fig. 5. Use this parts - placement diagram as a
guide when assembling the transmitter board.
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PARTS LIST FOR THE WIRELESS- CONTROL RECEIVER
SEMICONDUCTORS
IC4 -HT692 (Holtek) 310 address decoder, integrated circuit (Digi -Key HT-692)
IC5, IC7, IC8- TC4427 (Telcom) dual
1.5 -amp peak, inverting, FET power driver, integrated circuit (Digi -Key
TC4427CPA)
IC6 CD4013 dual D-type, flip-flop,
integrated circuit
IC9 7812T 12 -volt, -amp, fixed voltage regulator, integrated circuit
IC10 -78L05 5 -volt, 100 -mA, lowpower, fixed- voltage regulator,
integrated circuit
LED1LED3 -Bi -color light -emitting
diode (Mouser 604- L937EGW)
MOD2- RXM-418 -LC receiver module
(see text)
1

RESISTORS
(All resistors are z -watt, 5% units.)
R9-390,000 -ohm
R10, R11- 1-megohm
R12R14 470 ohm

CAPACITORS
C6- 1000-p.F, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic
C7, C8-0.1 -µF, 50 -WVDC, metalized film
C9- 100 -p.F, 10 -WVDC, electrolytic

http:/Awtvwglolab.com: A complete kit of
parts for the transmitter- containing an
etched, screened, and drilled double -sided
printed -circuit board with mounted transmitter module and all resistors, capacitors,
ICs, etc.; instructions and schematic-for
$39 (specify part KT418S2); a complete
kit of parts for the receiver-which includes an etched, screened, and drilled double -sided printed -circuit board with mounted receiver module and all resistors, capacitors, ICs, etc.; instructions and schematic
for $58 (specify part KR418S2); an etched,
screened and drilled double -sided transmitter PC board only with transmitter module
mounted, instructions and schematic-for
$26 (specify part BT4I8S2); an etched,
screened, and drilled double -sided receiver
PC board only with receiver module
mounted, instructions and schematic-$35
(specify part BR418S2). Add $5. shipping
for all orders. New York State residents
please add appropriate sales tax. Please
allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

ADDITIONAL PARTS
AND MATERIALS
S2, S3-4- position DIP switch (Jameco
139002)
S4 -SPST momentary contact, pushbutton switch (Mouser 101 -0461)
T1 -12-volt, 200 -mA DC, wall
transformer (Jameco 114825)
ANT2 -6.7 -inch antenna wire
(American Electromechanical
ANT6.7)

-

S02 -9- position terminal block (see text)

Printed -circuit board, IC sockets, LED
standoffs (Mouser 593- STD280),
wire, solder, hardware, etc.
Note: The following items for the Wireless Control are available from Glolab
Corp., 134 Van Voorhis, Wappingers Falls,
NY 12590; e -mail: kits @glolab.com; Web:

input trigger level.
At the other end of the circuit
chain, the output of the receiver
can be used to drive any number
of devices. For example, a light-

emitting diode along with an
appropriate current -limiting resistor
or a buzzer can be tied between
any output and ground to indicated the occurrence of some event

detected by the transmitter.
Alternatively, an optoisolator/
coupler (with transistor, digital logic,
or SCR output) or a relay (mechanical or solid state) could be connected to any output along with a
current-limiting resistor and used to
trigger some other circuit.
The possible applications for the
Wireless Control's transmitter/
receiver pair are immense, limited
only by your imagination.
P
Only You Can Prevent

Forest I ñes.

qik

40'

ELECTRONIC
SECURITY DEVICES
book for project
éteclronic
quite common to
5< urity
associate the term 'Security
Devices" with burglar alarms of
various types. However in fact it
can refer to any piece of equipment that helps to protect people or property. The text is divided into three basic sections:
Chapter 1 covers switch- activated burglar alarms and includes
exit and entry delays. Chapter 2
discusses other types of burglar
alarms and includes Infra -Red, Ultrasonic and Doppler Shift Systems. Chapter 3 covers other types of security
devices such as Smoke and Gas Detectors; Water,
Temperature and Baby Alarms: Doorphones. etc. Most
circuits are simple. and stripboard layouts are provided.
A

great

builders.
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It is

Fig. 6. Guided by this parts -placement diagram, assemble the receiver board, making sure all components are installed in the proper locations and that the polarized components are properly oriented.

To order Book BP56 and send $5.99 includes shipping
and handling in the U.S. and Canada only to
Electronics Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240,
Massapequa Park. NY 11762 -0240. Payment in U.S.

funds by U.S. Bank check or International Money Order.
Please allow 6-8 weeks tor delivery
ET09

Backpack Triple Play
CD- ReWriter
Enjoy mega -storage capability on the go with
parallel, PC card, or USB connectivity.

Storage media trends are taking
a drastic turn towards optical

technology. CDs have become
the discs of choice, especially
those that have rewriting capability. In the past, people have complained about the price and compatibility of CD- rewriters, but what if
you could get a CD-rewriter that is
hot pluggable with all three of its
included interfaces-parallel port,
USB, and PC card -for under $300?
Say hello to the new triple play
backpack CD- rewriter that retails
for $269. recently had the chance
to push this box to its limits. Let's
take a look at the results.

triple play
cd- reuRifr

8x speed and

I

For The Love Of Mobility. The triple
play's PC card interface was the
first contender. slapped the card
into a 500 -MHz Compaq Presario
1200 laptop while it was running. As
advertised, Windows ME automatiI

cally detected the unit and led me
through the installation. In no time,
was using the packaged Adaptec
software for creating data and
.way backup discs. After successfully saving and resaving about fifty
text files, disconnected the unit
and tried both the parallel port and
USB adapters. You can actually witness the difference in data transfer
rates between the three interfaces.
All three jacks were hot pluggable
as claimed and no glitches occurred.
Since it's an external unit, the triplle
play can be swapped between
workstations in a snap. As far as
complete mobility, you still need on
AC power source for the drive (a
14 -watt adapter is included).
I

I

3

interfaces in
1

package

CDs can be recovered from misprints). had such an experience with
I

the triple play, but it was an acceptable flaw. The media used was a
cheaply made discount brand, and
the 8X speed was too fast for the disc.
The manufacturer told me that they
recommend discs that are at least
rated at 4X speed. After following
their advice, was pleasantly rewarded with four successful copies from
the triple play.
Here is a bit of advice: Don't skimp
on your storage media. Sure, discs
are available for pennies now, but
you always get what you pay for in
the marketplace. An investment in
high-quality storage media will insure
safe and successful backup capability, and you won't have to be afraid
of pumping out platter after platter of
dysfunctional CDs.
I

Easy

As

One, Two, Three. The

Platter Production. When people
complain that their burner put out
a platter, it means that their CD-

Adaptec software included with the
unit allows users to quickly drag and
drop files from their hard drive onto

writer malfunctioned during the
recording process. Glitches like this
will ruin a single -use disc (rewritable

CD -Rs or CD-RWs. File formats like
MP3 can be easily converted into
.way files for your listening pleasure.

The average CD can hold up to 700
MB of data. That's equal to nearly 400
standard 3.5 -inch floppies. Some
large file formats, such as Tagged

Format File (TIFF) and
Encapsulated FbstScript (EPS) can be
stored on CD without devouring precious hard drive space.
More and more people are opting to use CD storage because of
declining price and easy-to -use
software. Owners of the triple play
can shop around for the best software applications suited for their
needs. The triple play will work with
virtually any Windows-based system.

Image

at barely
five pounds, the triple play can fit into
a modest-sized briefcase or sit unobtrusively upon a desktop. The unit is
very quiet and barely puts out any
heat. A couple of blank CDs are
included -one single -use CD-R and
one multi-use CD-RW -in order to get
owners started with using the device.
Nifty Options. Weighing in

Besides three -way compatibility
and hot plugging, the triple play
offers pass- through printer capability that allows a printer to share the
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TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASE

backpack triple play
cd -rein

impossible for us to verify the claims of advertisers, including but not limited to product
availability, credibility, reliability and existence
of warranties. The following information is provided as a service for your protection. It is not
It is

EXTERNAL CD -RW DRIVE
PARALLEL PORT, PC CARD AND USB
Model
Number

S

Parallel Port

USB

Write, Rewrite,

Interface

Read Speeds

Card

PC

Interface

Interface

193200

8x4x32

193250

8x8x32

PECIFICATIONS

TRIPLE PLAT PERFORMANCE. 958 Type
PC

1-

EPP/ECP

write, 4X rewrite, 6% read (max.)
8X write, 4X-81 rewrite, 241 read (max.)
4X write, 4X rewrite, 81 read (max.)
4X

II

DATA SUFFER

2MB

TYPICAL ACCESS TIME

350 milliseconds 12cm disc 1/3 stroke

S UPPORTED MEDIA

High Siena,

RECORDING MEDIA

CD -RW, CD -R

B UNDLED SOFTWARE

Adapter° DirectCD" and Easy CD Creator'

WRITE SPEEDS

1/4 2X, 4X,

REWRITE SPEEDS

2X,

READ SPEED

32X

4X.

-

(193200)

(193200)

2X 4X,

IX, 2X, 41,

CD,

MultiRead

80

Rewrite

CD -RW,

CD-ROM

discs

write

Use CD -RW discs

-

Use CD -R discs

-

to 700MB of data
to update and rewrite data

like
-

II

a

MPC 2

diskette
compliant with

Device drivers for Windows- (95', 98, Me,
2000 and NT 4') included

100 - 240 VAC

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

41 °F - 95 °F (5 °C

MTSF

120,000 P0H @ 20% utilization

-

APPROVALS

UL, CSA,

- Can be daisy-chained

3/16"(h)

5.6cm (h)

Woo NT
WARRANTY

utility to remove
software drivers from Windows-

- Includes un- install

35C)

class B, CE, TÜV, SEMKO

x 7
x

1/16"(w)

x 11

3/4 (1)

year

P/N

539

P/N M KT-CAS ECO

backpack

PC

Card

with other

- Smart pass- through

17.9cm (w) x 29.8cm (I)

port (for your printer)
allows you to print without disconnecting
the drive when attached to the parallel port
- Uses industry standard Universal Serial Bus
(USB), PC Card and Micro Solutions' patented
parallel port interface technology
- Supports LPT1 - LPT3

ADD -ON OPTIONS FOR ALL
EXTERNAL CD -RW MODELS
P/N 1336

Plays both CD -ROM program and audio CDs

backpack drives

4lbs, Soz. (20679); power supply - 8oz. (227g);
parallel port cable - 5oz. (142g); PC Card and
cable - 3.3oz. (95g); 1.158 cable - 2.5oz. (69g)
1

USB, PC Card and

EPP/ECP
-

Also available: backpack

-

backpack U58 adapter with attached cable
backpack cd- rewriter soft-sided carrying case

CD -ROM,

hard and

diskette drives

adapter with attached cable

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
-

IBM compatible Pentium

port, PC Card slot or standard EPP /ECP
parallel port
- Microsoft Windows- 95', 98, Me, 2000 or NT 4'
- 16MB RAM min., 32MB RAM recommended
USB

MicroSolutions
port.abllity leader.

The

600.890.7227 (US. /Canada)
815.756.3411
815.756.2928 (FAX)
132 W. Lincoln lingo
Detalb, IL 60115. U.S.A.

/

http: /www.micro-solutions.com

-

10MB free hard drive space per minute of
music to be recorded

w.:.°N::d..
x.:aw.<,w.m..r.,w«.,R.,..,«.....w.,...>aG.w,w
r«r..aller ..«r. a.

we,r.`.e á...m°..

yr

E+r,..rñrR«w..r.wo.«

The table above shows the leading particulars

for the

Confirm price and merchandise information
with the seller, including brand, model, color or
finish, accessories and rebates included in the
price.
Understand the seller's return and /or refund
policy, including the allowable return period, who
pays the postage for returned merchandise and
whether there is any "restocking" or "return"
charge.
2.

Use CD -RW discs

14 watts, universal power supply included

2

both audio

for archiving or distributing

LINE VOLTAGE RANGE

DIMENSIONS

-

intended to constitute legal advice and readers
are advised to obtain independent advice on
how to best protect their own interests based
upon their individual circumstances and jurisdictions.
1.

and read

for up to 700MB of
rewritable storage per disc

-

Powell CONSUMPTION

FCC

CD -R

Create your own custom CDs
and data

up

(193250)

8x (193250)

1.0MB /s max. with USB Type I
2.5MB /s max. with PC Card Type
1.2MB /s max. with EPP /ECP

-

Includes CD creation tools software for both
audio and data CDs

9660, CD-ROM KA, Photo
CD -RW, CD -R and CD -audio format
LSO

81"

-

Attach to USB port, PC Card slot and Parallel
Port
perfect for desktop and notebook PCs
- Hot Pluggable with USB, PC Card and Parallel
Port
attach and detach the drive without
restarting your PC under Windows' 99, 98,
Me and 2000
-

-

- -

Card Type

PRODUCT FEATURES

.M.rIr.G.«a.,CaL.d..

rr-0a5 w-01

CD- rewriter. Note, that all data- transfer

speeds are dependent upon the host PC.

Understand the product's warranty. Is there
manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it for a
U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Note that many
manufacturers assert that, even if the product
3.
a

comes with a U.S. manufacturer's warranty, if you
purchase from an unauthorized dealer, you are
not covered by the manufacturer's warranty. If
in doubt, contact the manufacturer directly. In
addition to, or instead of the manufacturer's warranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In
either case, what is covered by warranty, how
long is the warranty period, where will the product be serviced, is there a charge for service, what
do you have to do to obtain service and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You may want
to receive a copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
Keep a copy of all transactions, including
but not limited to cancelled check, receipt and
correspondence. For phone orders, make a note
of the order including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and salesperson's name.
4.

If the merchandise is not shipped within the
promised time, or if no time was promised, within 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and get a refund.
5.

same LPT port as the CD- rewriter.
The days of deciding which peripheral is higher on the food chain or
installing arcane A/B switches to
incorporate multiple devices are
quickly coming to an end. tried
out the pass- through capability by
rigging an Epson 740 into the setup. Once again, the product
worked as advertised. was able to
print to the printer and scan the CD
in the triple play without disconI

I

necting anything and without
buggy IRQ conflicts.
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and achieved all published claims.
Only one disc was harmed in the lab
and that was due to the storage
media's incompatibility. Anyone
who is shopping for a CD- rewriter
should check out the triple play.
MicroSolutions, the corporation
responsible for the backpack product line, has a plethora of CD-based
products. Starting as low as $ 149 for a
24X parallel -port CD-ROM and working its way to the triple play, backpack has something for everyone.
You can visit www.micro-solutions.
corn for more information or contact

A Job Well Done. The triple play

their offices at MicroSolutions, 132

receives a hearty handshake of
approval from this test bench. The
product performed well under test

West Lincoln Hwy., DeKalb, IL 60115;
800 -890 -3411; or circle 80 on the Free

Information Card.

6.

Merchandise substitution without your ex-

press prior consent is generally not allowed.
If you have a problem with your order or the
merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the
pertinent information and keep a copy.
7.

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from
the seller, contact the consumer protection
agency in the seller's state and your local Post

Office.
If, after following the guidelines, you experience a problem with a mail order advertiser
that you are unable to resolve, please let us
know. Write to Advertising Department,
Gernsback Publications Inc., 5006 Bi -County
Blvd. Farmingdale, NY 11735.
Be sure to include copies of

all correspondence.

PARTS LIST FOR THE
INFRARED VIDEO VIEWER

VIDEO VIEWERS
(continued from page 29)

tances of 3 feet to 30 feet and provides good depth perception for
features in the 30- to 100 -foot
range. Moving the cameras 16
inches apart produces stereo
images with greatly exaggerated
depths for close objects, but does

PARTS LIST FOR
THE VIDEO STEREOGRAM
VIEWER

1-Control console cabinet, 8 x

I-Infrared sensitive CCD camera with pin
hole lens, available from Ramsey
Electronics (www. ramseyelectronics.com),
MiniPeeper CCD Video Camera Module,
Cat. No. CCDPH -2, $69.95
1

1

10 X 4 inch,

OPTIMUS 2.2 ", RadioShack Cat. No. 1
6 -178, $99.99 each The new RadioShack
2001 catalog shows essentially the same
2.2 -inch LCD TV with A/V input jack as
Cat. No. 16 -3053, $99.95 each.

x 2 x inch, RadioShack
Cat. No. 270 -1801, $1.99
x 5 X 3 inch, RadioShack
Cat. No. 270 -1807, $5.89

-Right -angle adapters,

accepts I/8 -inch
stereo plug -fits 1/8 -inch stereo jack;
needed to connect 1/8 -inch plug of
Y- adapter cable to LCD TVs at right
angles (keeps TVs close together),
Radioshack Cat. No. 274 -372,
$2.99 each

I

x

metal-panel -mount coaxial DC input
Radioshack Cat. No.
274 -1563, $1.69

1- Cigarette lighter power cord, standard

12

VDc fused 8 ft., RadioShack Cat. No.
270 -1533, $4.49 (has tip with a 5.5 -mm
O.D. and 2.1 mm I.D. to fit jack listed

above)

Conclusion. The 3 -D video -viewing
system cescibed in this article
could also be reconfigured as a
helmet-display system to be used in
conjunction with a roving vehicle/
stereo cameras combination. A
non -stereo roving video system was
discussed by John lovine (April
2000, Popfronics, "Amazing Science Telepresence", pp. 49 -51, 56) and
provides the basis for the diagram
shown in Fig. 4 for a 3D version.
Those of you more capable and
ambitious than might want to give
this a go!
P
I

1-Infrared filter, Edmund Scientific
(www.edmundoptics.com), either -inch
diameter Optical Cast IR Longpass Filter
(plastic), Stock. No. K43 -948, $5.25 or
12.5 -mm diameter Longpass Glass Color
(IR- visually black) Filter, Stock No.
K54 -662, $11.25
1

2 -Color video cameras -such as:

6 X 3

-Jack,

2.1 -mm I.D.,

No. 270 -390, $1.59

2- Project boxes with aluminum covers,

indicator, 12 volt red diffused
with holder, RadioShack Cat. No.
276 -011, $2.29

Cat. No. 275 -634, $2.79 each

I-Battery holder, 4 C-cells, RadioShack Cat.
Ramsey Electronics Inc. (www.ramsevelec
tronics.com) Color CCD Camera with
wide -angle 3- mm/f3.6 92- degree lens on
three connected PC boards, Cat. No.
CCDCC-1 $129.95 each or Jameco
Electronics (wwwjameco.com) Sony
Color 2PC Board CCD Camera with a
3.6mm/f2.0 lens focussing from 10mm to
infinity, Part No. 139571 $199.95 each

-LED panel

2-Toggle switches, Mini SPST, RadioShack

2 -Two -phono plugs adapter, back to back

2

1

1-Project box, 7
I

RCA jacks needed to connect input plug
of Y- adapter to output plug from TV
camera module, RadioShack Cat. No.
274 -1553, $2.49 each

-IR LED spotlight, available from Jameco

1- Project box, 3

2- Y- adapter cables, 1/8 -inch stereo to 2
RCA plugs, 3 ft., RadioShack Cat. No.
42 -2475, $4.49 each

available from
Parts Express (www.parts- express.com),
Color 4" LCD Video Module, #205 -050,
$139.80

Electronics (wwwjameco.com),
BG Micro IR Illuminator Kit, Part No.
157964, $14.95

RadioShack Cat. No. 270 -216, $16.49
2-LCD color TVs with A/V input jack,

-Video display module,

provide excellent depth perception for features that are hundreds
of feet away.
The cameras could also be easily mounted on a long 2 -inch x flinch piece of lumber with separations of 4 feet, 8 feet, etc. to produce depth sensation in very far
away scenes such as the unobscured hills or mountains visible on
the for side of a lake. One consequence of this extreme hyperstereo view is that the landscape
will appear as a minature model of
the real world to the observer of
the stereogram. This phenomena,
associated with long -base stereo
involving a large separation between the camera lenses, is known
as the Lilliputian effect and is
thought to be the way in which the
larger dinosaurs perceived their
local landscape as a result of the
wide spacing between their eyes.

Practical PIC
MIcrocontroller Projects
This book covers a wide

The following items were obtained from
hardware store:

range of PIC based projects,

a

including such things as digitally controlled power supplies,

transistor checkers, a simple
capacitance meter, reaction

3- Plastic drawer pulls (for handles and
attaching IR LED spotlight to infrared
video viewer)

tester, digital dice, digital locks,
a

1-4 -inch

tronic music systems. In most

X 3 -inch ABS coupling (to
construct the viewing baffle)

cases the circuits are very simple and they are easily con-

2 inch, used to mount the color

video cameras, RadioShack Cat. No.
270 -1805 $3.69 each

2- Hand -held stereo lens viewers Added
Dimension prism -lens viewer, $3.25 or
Aotec Viewer, $1.75 both available from
Cygnus Graphic, P.O. Box 32461,
Phoenix, AZ 85064 -2461

stereo audio level meter, and

MIDI pedals tor use with elec-

I

-3 -inch ABS male adapter (to construct the
viewing baffle)

structed. Full component lists
and software lis.ings are provided. For more information
about PICs we suggest you take a look at BP394 -- An

Introduction to PIC Microcontrollers.
1

-Unit of Poxy Weld cold -weld- adhesive
(metallic gray color) (to construct the
viewing baffle and weld it to the large
project box)

order

To

shipping

in

Book #BP444

send

$7.99

plus

$3.00

for

the U.S. and Canada only to Electronics Technology Today

Inc., PO. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240. Payment in
U.S. funds by U.S. bank check or International Money Order. Please

allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
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BUDGET PROJECT AND COMPUTER BOOKS
-A

BP282- Understanding

BP294
Concise Introduction to Micro -soft
Works $6.99. You can use the word processor to
your advantage to type, edit, print and save documents.
This book explains how Works can be used to build up
simple spreadsheet examples, edit them, save them,
print them and retrieve them. It informs you how to create simple macros, and to simplify long repetitive tasks
and to customize the program to your own needs.

Electronic Board Games $6.99. Twenty
board games that you can build
from the plans in this book. Whether you are interested
in motor racing, searching for buried treasure on a barren island or for gold in Fort Knox, spinning the wheel
of fortune, or doing a musical quiz-there is something
for you to build and enjoy!

fBP350novel electronic

BP378

-45

that can be built by an absolute beginner. Projects are
assembled on terminal blocks using only a screwdriver
and other simple hand tools. No soldering is required.

1-71317432-Simple Sensor Terminal Block Projects
1$6.99. This book is the next logical step from the
above book (BP378), by the same author. This is an
open sesame to the practical world of electronics for
youngsters or beginners.

flBP367-Electronic projects for the Garden $6.99.
!Electronics enters the Garden! Gardeners can build
simple gadgets to promote success where the elements
work against you. Some of the projects are: over /under

temperature monitoring, dusk/dawn switching, automatic plant watering, warming cables, etc.

f1BP368- Practical Electronics Musical Effect Units
$6.99. There is a constant hullabaloo for musical
effects projects by the hobbyist community. This book
provides practical circuits for several projects that range
in complexity and are sure to work. All the circuits are
easy to build and use readily-available parts.

¡-lBP385-Easy

Interfacing $6.99. The built-in

measurement interface, biofeedback monitor, and many
other useful interfaces.

fBP396 -- Electronic

Hobbyists Data Book $7.99.
!This book contains details of a modern five -band
resistor code or an old color code for a ceramic capacitor, the formula for parallel resistance, and basic data on
an NE5534AN operational amplifier.

r1BP343-A Concise Introduction

to Microsoft
(Works for Windows $7.99. This book explains how
the the Works for Windows package fits into the gener
al Microsoft Windows environment; how to use the
word processor to your advantage; how to use
Microsoft Draw to create and edit graphics and place
them in your documents; how to build up simple
spreadsheet examples; and how single, and multiple
charts, or graphs, of differnet types can be generated.
And there's much more!

PC!
on the
$14.95.
Multimedia can do lots of nice things! This 184 page book helps you create your own multimedia presentation. Multimedia applications by people like you can revolu-

Intro to the Macintosh System
The System
and Finder, what they are and what they do; how to use
the System and Finder to manipulate disks, files and
folders; configuring and printing files from the Finder;
getting the most from the system utility programs; and
running MultiFinder.
I

tionize educational and business applications as well bring
more fun, fun, fun into your leisure computer activities.

land Finder $5.99. This book explains:

BP404 -How To Create Pages for the Web Using
HTML $7.99. HTML is the language used to create
documents for Web browsers such as Mosaic, Net scape and Internet Explorer. These programs recognize
this language as the method used to format the text,
insert images, create hypertext and fill -in forms. HTML
is easy to learn and use. This book explains the main
features of the language and suggests some principles
of style and design. Within a few hours, you can create
a personal Home Page, research paper, company profile, questionnaire, etc., for world -wide publication on
the Web.

n

BP316- Practical Electric Design Data $7.99. A
comprehensive ready- reference manual for electronic enthusiasts with over 150 practical circuits. It covers the main kinds of components (from pig -tail leads to
surface mount), pinouts, specs and type selection. Basic
units are defined and most used formulae explained. Five
additional sections are devoted to circuit design, covering
analog, digital, display, radio and power supply circuits.
In

Practical Electronics

$6.99. This book provides basic essentials for the
builder and 30 easy-to -build fun projects with which
every experimenter should toy. Printed -circuits designs
are included to give your project the professional touch.

_ BP451-

Troubleshooting Your PC Printer $8.99.
Explains the different printer types, their suitability
for different tasks, the costs of running them, how to con-

BP379-30 Simple

nect them and get the driver software running and, of
course, what is most likely to go wrong and what you can
do for yourself. Most important of all, it warns you of what
you should quite definitely NOT try to do for yourself.

IC Terminal Block Projects
$6.99. Here are 30 easy -to -build IC projects almost
anyone can build. Requiring an IC and a few additional
components, the book's 'blackbox' building technique
enables and encourages the constructor to progress to
more advanced projects. Some of which are: timer projects, op -amp projects, counter projects, NAND-gate

nIPCP112- Digital Electronics Projects $10.99.
the beginner to build with the minimum of equipment -from instrumentation to home security, and a
few "fun" projects too. With one exception, all projects
are battery powered, and therefore, are completely safe
for the beginner or young constructor.

Address
State

Zip

Allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery

projects, and more.

BP401-Transistor

Data Tables $7.99. The tables
this book contain information about the package
shape, pin connections and basic electrical data for each of
in

the many thousands of transistors listed. The data includes
maximum reverse voltage, forward current and power dissipation, current gain and forward transadmittance and
resistance, cut -off frequency and details of applications.

(RPCP107- Digital Logic Gates and Flip -Flops
$10.99. This book seeks to establish a firm foundation in digital electronics. It is for the user who wants
to design and troubleshoot digital circuitry with full
understanding of the principles. No background other
I

than

a

-A

Practical Introduction to Surface Mount
Devices $6.99. This book takes you from the simplest possible starting point to a high level of competence in working with Surface Moint Devices (SMD's).
Surface mount hobby-type construction is ideal for
constructing small projects. Subjects such as PCB
design, chip control, soldering techniques and specialist tools for SMD are fully explained. Some useful constructional projects are included.
BP411

nBP345- Getting Started

n(ETT1- Wireless & Electrical Cyclopeia $4.99.
Step back to the 1920's with this reprinted catalog
from the Electro Importing Company. Antiquity displayed on every page with items priced as low as 3
cents. Product descriptions include: Radio components,
kits, motors and dynamos, Leyden jars, hot -wire

basic knowledge of electronics is assumed.

I

HBP317- Practical Electronic Timing $6.99. This
!book provides the time measurement theory and
backs it with a wide range of practical construction projects. Each project has how -it -works theory and how to

meters, carbon mikes and more.

check it for correct operation.
¡

-A

concise User's Guide to Windows 3.1
$6.99. Understand what hardware specification you
need to run Windows 3.1 successfully, and how to install,
customize, fine -tune and optimize your system. Get into
BP325

understanding the Program Manager, File Manager and
Print Manager. Tips on the word processor, plus how to
use Paintbrush. More on the Cardfile database with its
auto-dial feature, Windows Calendar, Terminal, Notepad, etc.

SHIPPING CHARGES IN
USA ONLY

$0.01

to $5.00

I

-jBP76 -Power

Supply Projects $3.99. Presents a
Inumber of power -supply designs including simpled
unbiased types, fixed voltage- regulated types and variable voltage stabilized designs. All are low- voltage types
intended for use with semiconductor circuits. Apart
from presenting a variety of designs that will satisfy
most applications, the data in this book should help the
reader to design his own power supplies. An essential
addition to the experimenters electronics library.

SORRY No o ders accepted
outside of USA & Canada

No. of Books Ordered

....$2.00

...$3.00
...$4.00
...$5.00
...$6.00
$40.01 to $50.00 ...$7.00
$50.01 and above ...$8.50
to $10.00
$10.01 to $20.00
$20.01 to $30.00
$30.01 to $40.00
$5.01

Name
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IPCP120-Multimedia

flBP298-Concise

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC.
P.O. Box 240, Massapequa, NY 11762 -0240

City

carry out 'housekeeping' functions. This book starts
with an overview of DOS, and later chapters cover the
commands for handling disks, directories and files.

!Contains 12 digital electronics projects suitable for
PC

Iports in your PC provide an easy and hassle -free
way of interfacing your circuits. This book provides useful PC add -on circuits including the following: Digital
input/output ports; analog-to- digital and digital- to-analog converters; voltage and current measurement circuits; resistance and capacitance meters, temperature

I

HIBP327-DOS: One Step at a Time $5.99. There will
be times when you absolutely need to use DOS to

Specifications $5.99.

Simple Electronic Terminal Block

Li Projects $6.99. 45 easy-to -build electronic projects

I

PC

This book explains PC specifications in detail, and
the subjects covered include the following: Differences
between types of PC (XT, AT, 80386, 80486, Pentium etc.);
math co-processors; input devices (keyboards, mice, and
digitizers); memory, including both expanded (EMS) and
extended RAM; RAM disks and disk caches; floppy disk
drive formats and compatibility; hard disk drives; and display adapters (CGA, Hercules, super VGA, etc.).

Total price of books

$

Shipping (see chart)

$

Subtotal

$

Sales Tax (NYS only)

$

Amount Enclosed

$

All payments must be in U.S. funds!
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READERS' QUESTIONS, EDITORS' ANSWERS
CONDUCTED BY DEAN HUSTER

q &a@gernsback.com

Snow in August?
of a recent snow and ice storm, a
large number of homes lost their electric
power. Needless to say, the generator suppliers did good business selling generators.
would like to see a circuit to indicate the output frequency of these home-type units. Most
already have a voltage indicator. Maybe an
indicator using LEDs to show over or under
safety ranges so as not to damage electric
equipment such as freezers and refrigerators.-D.S., Annapolis, MD
[Because

I

heat of summer. But what a perfect time
to build the circuits you need for winter!
I had a neat idea for a meter that
would allow you to get the frequency in
the ballpark and a secondary meter that
would zero -in on exactly 60 Hz, much
like the old top -end stereo tuners with a
signal strength meter and a center-frequency meter. Then I looked at the
over -design I was doing, let K.I.S.S.
(Keep It Simple, Stupid) take over, and
ended up with the design of Fig. 1. Most
home generators aren't going to have

speed control on older 5%-inch disk drives. The output is linear, in that each
Hertz change in frequency causes a proportional change in the output voltage,
regardless of where that change occurs.
This is unusual because circuits involving frequency are usually locked in to a
logarithmic scale. The basic circuit is
designed to drive one of three output
circuits, depending upon whether you
want to use a 2 -volt digital panel meter
(DPM), the 2.5 -VDT range of an analog
volt- ohm -milliammeter (VOM), or a 1-

FREQUENCY
SAMPLE

R2

.

4701_2

:

R3

R3

R3
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Fig. 1. The LM2917 frequency -to- voltage converter is the core
the 60 -Hz power mains or an emergency power generator.

thought time- shifting your TV
programming by videotaping was

AIf you

interesting, you should see the time shift
in magazine publishing when winter
questions get answered in the sweltering
T1

the ability of precision frequency control anyway.
The basic circuit of Fig. 1(a) uses an
LM2917N frequency-to- voltage (F/V)
convener, often seen as the spindle
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;
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Fig. 2. This simple regulated power supply also provides a sample
a frequency meter

of the line frequency for use with

mA full- scale -deflection analog DC
ammeter for your display device. With
an input of 60 Hz, my circuit had an output of 4.55 volts, which was the figure
used for the calculations of the metering
circuits.
Figure 1(b) shows the DPM circuit
when you set it for a 2.000 -volt range
and set the decimal point so that the
meter display will appear as "000.0."
Resistor R4 is adjusted so that the DPM
reads "060.0" with exactly 60 Hz at the
input.
Figure 1(c) is the output circuit using
a standard VOM such as a Simpson 260
with a 2.5 -VDc range. Although you will
be using the 2.5 -volt range, you'll be
reading the frequency from the "10"
scale to make things easier. Calibrate
this variation by adjusting R4 so that the
meter reads "6" when exactly 60 Hz is at
the input. In this case, the "10" scale will 47

indicate zero to 100 Hz, with the cardinal marks of "5" being 50 Hz and "7"
being 70 Hz.
The last variation shown in Fig. 1(d)
is for using a standard 1 -mA DC analog
panel meter for the indicator. The
movement I used had a voltage drop of
40.9 mV with 600 microamps flowing
through it. These were the numbers
used for the Ohm's Law calculations to
derive the values for the R3/4 combination. In this circuit, adjust R4 until the
meter reads 600 microamps (0.6 mA)
with exactly 60 Hz input.
You can get the exact 60 Hz input by
simply plugging the circuit into a standard wall receptacle and trusting the
power company to be on their toes.
Californians may want to test the waters
on this one.
Figure 2 illustrates a standard regulated power supply for the circuit.
Resistors R6 and R7 scale the secondary
voltage down a little for use as the frequency input for the F/V converter.

Automated Design
have been a reader of Radio Electronics, Electronics Now, and
Poptronics fòr many years. In the past few
QI

years, many software houses made electronics
simulation programs available to the professional public, some with the ability to do
printed circuit board layout and autorouting. I bought one of these programs and
returned it to the manufacturer because the
software had numerous bugs. I am in need of
a good schematic capture/simulation /PCB
layout program and have a feeling that
many of your readers are in the same position. It would do a lot of good if Poptronics
could publish an article that compared various programs that are available. I realize
that such an article would probably be more
than just the usual Q&A format. To the best
of my knowledge, nobody I know has ever
published such a comparison.-H.C., Los
Angeles, CA

such an article would be nearly as
long as some of my wordy answers. It
would appear that in all your reading,
you might have missed exactly what
you're looking for. T.J. Byers went to
quite a bit of work in six issues of
Electronics Now to review affordable
electronics design software packages. In
the September and October 1995 issues,
he reviewed 13 packages for schematic
drawing, printed circuit board (PCB)
48 drawing, and schematic capture. In the
AYes,

January and February 1996 issues, he
reviewed 12 packages for PCB layout,
both manual layout programs and auto routers that are linked to schematic capture software. T.J. reviewed eight analog and five digital circuit simulation
packages in the July and August 1996
issues.

Remember that reviews such as these
are very subjective and everyone's tastes
are different, so T.J.'s favorite package
may be Harrison Ford's least- favorite
(actually, Harrison prefers the Ripup
II/Design II package). For instance, I
can't stand an autorouter for hobby

work because it requires you to use predefined components so that it knows
physical dimensions for board layout.
Hobbyists tend to scrounge their components. If you want to use a transformer, relay, or odd connector that you
pulled from your junkbox, you have to
describe and define the thing to the program before you can use it. That would
not be really awful except that I have one
each of 20 different 12 -volt DPDT
relays! You can't use just any electrolytic
capacitor, for not only do you have to
worry about value and voltage, but the
overall physical dimensions and lead

HOW TO GET INFORMATION ABOUT ELECTRONICS
On the Internet: See our Web site at
www.poptronics.com for information and files
relating to Poptronics and our former magazines (Electronics Now and Popular
Electronics) and links to other useful sites.
To discuss electronics with your fellow
enthusiasts, visit the newsgroups sci.elec
tronics.repair, sci.electronics.components,
sci.electronics.design, and rec.radio.ama
teurhomebrew. "For sale" messages are permitted only in rec.radio.swap and misc.
industry. electronics. marketplace.
Many electronic component manufacturers have Web pages; see the directory
at www.hitex.com/chipdir/, or try addresses such as www.ti.com and www.motoro

la.com (substituting any company's name
or abbreviation as appropriate). Many IC
data sheets can be viewed online:
www.questlink.corn features IC data
sheets and gives you the ability to buy
many of the ICs in small quantities using a
credit card. You can also get detailed IC

information from www.icmaster.com, which
is now free of charge although it formerly
required a subscription. Extensive information about how to repair consumer electronic devices and computers can be
found at www.repair faq.org

Books: Several good introductory electronics books are available at RadioShack,
including one on building power supplies.

An excellent general electronics textbook is The Art of Electronics, by Paul
Horowitz and Winfield Hill, available from
the publisher (Cambridge University Press,
800 -872 -7423) or on special order through
any bookstore. Its 1125 pages are full of
information on how to build working circuits,
with a minimum of mathematics.
Also indispensable is TheARRL Handbook
for Radio Amateurs, comprising over 1000
pages of theory, radio circuit., and ready-tobuild projects, available from the American
Radio Relay League, Newington, CT 06111,
and from ham-radio equipment dealers.

Back issues: Copies of back issues of and
past articles in Electronics Now, Popular
Electronics, and Poptronics can be ordered
on an "as available basis" from Claggk, Inc.,
Reprint Department, P.O. Box 12162,

Hauppauge, NY 11788; Tel: 631- 592-6721.
To ensure receipt of the correct material,
readers must supply complete information on
the article or issue that they wish to buy.

Poptronics and many other magazines are
indexed in the Reader's Guide to Periodical
Literature, available at your public library.
Copies of articles in other magazines can
be obtained through your public library's
interlibrary loan service; expect to pay
about 30 cents a page.

Service manuals: Manuals for radios,

Ns,

VCRs, audio equipment, and some computers are available from Howard W. Sams &
Co., Indianapolis, IN 46214; (800 -428 -7267).
The free Sams catalog also lists addresses of
manufacturers and parts dealers. Even if an
item isn't listed in the catalog, it pays to call
Sams; they may have a schematic on file
which they can copy for you.
Manuals for older test equipment and
ham radio gear are available from Hi
Manuals, PO Box 802, Council Bluffs, IA
51502, and Manuals Plus, 130 N. Cutler
Dr., N. Salt Lake, UT 84054.

Replacement semiconductors: Replacement transistors, ICs, and other semiconductors, marketed by Philips ECG, NTE,
and Thomson (SK), are available through
most parts dealers (including RadioShack
on special order). The ECG, NTE, and SK
lines contain a few hundred parts that substitute for many thousands of others; a
directory (supplied as a large book and on
diskette) tells you which one to use. NTE
numbers usually match ECG; SK numbers
are different.
Remember that the "2S" in a Japanese
type number is usually omitted; a transistor
marked D945 is actually a 2SD945.

Hamfests (swap meets) and local organizations: These can be located by writing
to the American Radio Relay League,
Newington, CT 06111; (www.arrlorg). A
hamfest is an excellent place to pick up
used test equipment, older parts, and other
items at bargain prices, as well as to meet
your fellow electronics enthusiasts -both
amateur and professional.

spacing are vital factors. Bob Pease of
National Semiconductor loathes circuit
simulators, feeling that breadboarding is
the preferred method of circuit testing,
especially since simulators are fraught
with bugs and newbie engineers tend to
put too much trust into then. So, along
with the original articles, you'll find
some readers' comments in the April
and May 1996 issues.
You have to give T.J. a lot of credit:
Testing out bunches of software packages isn't like test -driving cars. Hop into
a car, and you can drive it off the lot with
no instructions. Load up a software
package and your first question is, "OK.
Now, how do I get this thing going ?" At
least, the software manual doesn't have
37 pages of safety belt, child seat, and air
bag information.
Technology moves rapidly, and it may
be that a 5 -year update would be nice,
especially because surface -mount technology has really started to skyrocket
since the original articles were written.
I'd let T.J. take on that chore. It's not for
me.

Inedible Ding -bongs
QAs a long -time subscriber, let me commend you on your fine magazine. My
question pertains to "bell sounds." My car
makes various kinds of bell sounds when the
key is left in the ignition, lights left on, etc. I
would like to experiment with bell sounds
using various components. From my elec-

tronics training, I know that LC tank circuits "ring" and decay when hit with a voltage spike. I would like to see a circuit that
would make a "bell- ringing sound" when
struck with a voltage of some kind. Don't
print a synthesizer circuit for I'm interested
in the most basic LC circuit that we can ring
using a 555-timer or such. -D.L, Seattle,
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Fig. 3. A twin-T oscillator adjusted until it's on
the verge of oscillation will make a very nice
ring generator for creating the sounds of a bell
or a bongo drum. Note that CI should be exactly double the value of C2 or C3, ifpossible. The
printed standard value is an approximation.

route to take. This circuit is set up so
that it is on the verge of oscillation. Any
external influence will trigger the circuit
into a decaying ring. It can be done electronically or by simply using body
capacitance as the old "Electronic
Bongos" did.
The output is connected to the input
of a utility amplifier. I use a cheap pair of
powered computer speakers at my workbench for audio experiments like this.
Adjust R2 until the circuit is on the
verge of sustained oscillation. The junction marked "A" is the spot where you
can add external stimulus to shock the
circuit into producing a damped sine
wave, the basic sound of a bell. If you
attach a plate to this point as a touch
pad, striking it with your finger will produce the tone. If you have trouble get-

WA

AOn behalf of everyone at Gernsback,
thank you for the compliment. It so
happens that I played with just such a
circuit around 34 years ago. It was a con-

struction article titled "Electronic
Bongos" as presented in Electronics
Illustrated, one of the fine electronics
hobbyist magazines of that era.
I wouldn't consider using an inductor
in a design such as this, although those
LC tank circuits are where we learned
all about ringing and the "flywheel
effect." Today, it's easier to use RC circuits to do the job, and the twin -T oscillator circuit as shown in Fig. 3 is a good

12v
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+

C6

001,,F

D1

1N914
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Fig. 4. A low repetition rate 555 pulse -generator
circuit coupled to the ring generator allows rep-

etitious "pealing" of the bell.

ring consistent tones, hold a finger of
your other hand on the +12 -volt line
when you strike the pad.
You could use an op -amp in place of
the transistor, but this is one of those
circuits where you have to say, "Why ?"
An op -amp, unless you're using one of
the new surface -mount SOT-23 packages, would take up far more space. So,
the old is better than the new.
Alternatively, you can substitute a rectangular -wave generator such as the
555 -timer circuit in Fig. 4 and capacitively-couple the output to point "A."
Diode D1 has been added to clip positive -going spikes since a positive-going
spike creates a slightly different sound
than a negative -going spike. DC isolation between the two circuits is provided
by C6. With this addition, you will have
a sound not unlike the warning chime in
your car. Increase the values of the twin T caps to lower the frequency or
decrease their values to increase the frequency. Adjustment of R2 will change
the tone from a sustained oscillation to a
long ring down to a short, musical

pop."

You could use programmed counters
and other circuits such as programmable
memory to trigger the rings to create
hourly bell strikes for a clock, to mimic

department store employee break
chime, an elevator floor annunciator, or
game show sound effects. A pair of ringing oscillators could replace the old fashioned "ding -dong" doorbell chime.
a

Testing Transistors
QCould you tell me how to check transrstats

with a digital multimeter? B.L., via e -mail

AModern digital multimeters (DMMs)
have the normal resistance- measurement ranges and a special "diode test"
function, usually noted on the range
switch with a diode symbol. The normal
resistance ranges have a limited test voltage and often will not forward -bias a
semiconductor junction. This can be
handy for checking other components
in- circuit that are in parallel with semiconductor junctions. The DMM I'm
using as I write this does use a test voltage of 3 volts on its lowest resistance
range while all the other ranges use less
than 0.5 volts. In general, you can't use
these meters to test semiconductors
using the normal resistance ranges.
Instead, you use the "diode test" function.
In this function, the DMM is working 49

Fig. 5. Checking a bipolar transistor with an
ohmmeter. Each little meter symbol represents
one of six possible connections of the meter.
LOW represents a low resistance value or a
junction's forward drop on a DMM "diode test"
and HIGH represents a high resistance value
and an "open circuit" voltage on a DMM.

voltmeter across the junction under
test while applying a current -limited
voltage to the junction. When a silicon
junction is forward- biased in this way,
the meter will read around 0.7 volts.
When the leads are connected so that it's
reverse -biased, the meter will read its
maximum voltage, usually around 3
volts. A short will read zero volts. I did
notice that the meter I was using gets a
little non -linear above 2.4 volts but
below that, the voltage indication was
accurate. In this function, a 10K ohm
resistance gives a 2.4 -volt indication and
the test current ranges from about 34
microamps up to about 1.3 mA into a
dead short. That's the nuts and bolts of
the metering system. Let's test some
as a

devices.
A typical silicon rectifier or switching
diode such as a 1N4001 or 1 N914 when

forward- biased (red /+ lead on the
anode) will read 0.600 volts and 3.1
volts, respectively, when reverse -biased.
A 1N751 zener diode reads 0.700 when
forward biased and 3.1 volts reverse
since its zener voltage is 5.1 volts, well
above the maximum voltage of the

DMM.
Transistors have two junctions, one
between base /emitter and another
between base /collector. These two junctions act like diodes. A 2N3904 NPN
silicon transistor will show 0.723 volts
when the emitter junction is forward biased (red/+ lead on the base,
black/COM lead on the emitter) and 3.1
volts when reverse -biased. When the
collector junction is forward- biased
(red/+ lead on the base, black/COM lead
on the collector), the meter reads 0.715
volts and when reverse -biased, 3.1 volts.
50 You should read 3.1 volts between the

collector and emitter no matter which
direction you place the leads. A PNP
transistor such as a 2N3906 will be similar. Forward- biased conditions are
when the black/COM lead is on the
base, giving the 0.700 volt reading. I
drew the illustration of Fig. 5 to show
the relative meter readings for the various measurement points and ohmmeter
polarities.
A shorted junction will give nearly
zero volts in either direction, and an
open junction gives the 3.1 -volt reading
in either direction. Although we are
reading 3.1 volts across the collector and
emitter, whether it was an NPN or PNP
transistor, it was not an open. In either
case, we were looking at two back-toback diodes where one was always
reverse -biased. Had we seen anything
below 3 volts on the collector-emitter
check, the transistor would have been
considered leaky or shorted.
An older analog volt-ohm- milliammeter (VOM) is only a little more difficult
to use to check transistors and diodes.
Each junction will still have a low resistance in the forward direction and a high
resistance in the reverse direction. A
VOM can be confusing because the forward resistance will appear to increase as
the resistance range is increased. This is
because the decreasing current from the
ohmmeter circuit causes the resistance
of the non -linear junction to increase.
Still, the forward resistance will be a lot
lower than the reverse resistance, which
in most cases will appear infinite or
open. Be careful when using older
VOMs in solid -state circuits, for their
ohmmeter sections often had battery
voltages as high as 30 volts and currents
on the RX1 range as high as 200mA.
Delicate semiconductor junctions could
be accidentally destroyed with them.

Recording From an

Amplifier
QI'd like to connect a cassette recorder to a
power amplifier so that we can record the
Sunday sermons. Is there some way that I
can connect to the speaker outputs to do this?
I don't dare Hy to make a modification or do

something to put the amp out of commission.
It's a Realistic MPA -80, catalog number
32- 2026. -R. T, Midland, MI

A

It

just

so

happens

that

I

had

a

Realistic MPA -101 in the room with
me when I read your question. If the two

units are similar except for power output, then you're in luck. The MPA-101
has an RCA jack field in the back. One
pair of jacks is for the insertion of an
equalizer, and one of those is labeled
"OUT." There's a companion switch
nearby that allows the equalizer to be
switched into or out of the circuit. It
doesn't matter which position the switch
is in. You'll still get the signal out of the
"OUT" jack. However, one position will
kill the sound to the rest of the amp, so
it might be in your best interests to leave
it so that the equalizer is out of the loop.
Electrical shock is one hazard of technical work. If fooling around with church
equipment, lightning could be another.
Grabbing the signal at the speaker
connectors for recording is rarely a good
idea. At that point, the volume control
and all the tone controls affect the signal
going to the recorder as well as the
speakers. It's better to record before all
the audio control takes place. That way,
those listening to the recording can
adjust the tone on their playback systems
to suit their tastes. You may have some
listeners who have lost the high -frequency end of their hearing, and they
would have no way of accentuating that
portion of the spectrum with their treble
boost control if you kill it all in the
recording. If the amp's master volume
control doesn't affect the recording,
then you won't have to ride the
recorder's level control all the time.
Once set, the record level should always
be OK if radical changes to the microphone levels vs. the master level are not
made.

Interfacing to 120

VAC
am replacing a unit which has an output that switches 120 VAC on and off at
a 150-ms rate. The replacement unit has an
output that is limited to 30 volts at S mA.
Can I somehow use a relay that can "see" the
150-ms closures of the collector and close,
sending the pulses through the load side?
J.G., Hendersonville, NC
QI

-

AAssuming that the output of your new
unit is simply a transistor in an open
collector configuration, you should be
able to drive a reed relay directly. A reed
relay will have a faster response time
than the traditional open -frame relay
and will be immune to contamination of

dust and dirt.
Figure 6 illustrates the add -on circuit
(Continued on page 58)
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Pìcßasic Pro Compiler
month, we looked at the PicBasic
Compiler; this month, we will look
at the PicBasic Professional Compiler.
The Pro version compiler is considerably more expensive, retailing for
$249.95. Also, the Pro version has a
greater number of and much richer basic
commands than are in the standard
compiler package. A few of the additional commands to be found in the Pro version allow the use of interrupts, direct
control of LCD modules, DTMF out,
and X -10 commands to name a few.
While a more sophisticated package,
the compiler does not handle two of my
favorite (and very powerful) basic commands Peek and Poke. While the commands are listed " as functional" in the Pro
manual, it is emphasized: "PEEK and
POKE should never be used in a PicBasic
Pro program." This is unfortunate; perLast

sonal feeling aside, it destroys upward
compatibility of any PicBasic programs
that use the peek and poke commands.

EPIC Programming Board
And Software
In addition to the compiler, you will
also need the EPIC programming board
and software. The EPIC retails for $59.95.
However, if you purchase the PICBasic
Pro compiler and EPIC programmer at
the same time, the cost is $299.95.
The EPIC is bundled with two ver-

sions of software; one is for DOS
(epic.exe) and the other is a 32 -bit
Windows version (epicwin.exe).

New IDE Features
I didn't have sufficient space last month
to mention this, but both the PicBasic and
PicBasic Pro compilers are now packaged
with an additional diskette that contains a

Windows Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) interface called
CodeDesigner Lite. CodeDesigner Lite allows
one to write and compile PicBasic code in a

Windows environment. Each statement is
color -coded, making it much easier to spot
errors and read through your code. The
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CodeDesigner Lite's start -up screen is shown in the screen capture above.

freebie version allows you to write programs
up to 150 lines and open up three source
files at once for easy copy and paste.

The most important feature of the
CodeDesigner IDE interface is that it
allows you to first write the program,
then compile the program into a hex file,
and finally (in theory) program the
microcontroller while in the same window. This reduces program development time. Typically I write while in
DOS or an MS -DOS Prompt window. I
write the program text file using DOS
Edit program. When finished, I then
exit Edit and manually compile the program. If there was a problem (more
times than not), I would then restart
Edit and debug the code. When the program is completely debugged, I load the
program into the PIC microcontroller
using the EPIC software and programming board. At this point, the microcontroller /circuit is tested. If it functions
properly, I'm finished; if not, I begin
rewriting the program.
So in using CodeDesigner productivi-

ty increases with the ease with which to
write, debug and load PicBasic programs

into the microcontroller. My experience
is that I can code and debug my programs while in Windows, but to program a microcontroller I still must drop
down into DOS. I do believe that this is
particular to my computer, and for many
others the epicwin.exe program will
function perfectly.
While the freebie version (CodeDesigner
Lite) is functional, you can then upgrade to
the full- featured CodeDesigner. Code Designer is available in a hobbyist version
for $45.00 and standard version for $75.00.
The hobbyist version of CodeDesigner
only works with the PicBasic Compiler. The
Standard version will work with both the
PicBasic and PicBasic Pro compilers. Other
features of CodeDesigner are as follows:

Auto Code -Completion
CodeDesigner makes writing code
much easier with smart pop -up list
boxes that can automatically fill in
statements and parameters for you.
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software, are saved to a directory called
PBasic on your computer's hard drive.
CodeDesigner when it is installed
creates a sub -directory in the Program
Files directory and installs itself there. It
puts a CodeDesigner shortcut on the
"Start," "Program" menu in Windows.
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This program is identical in function
(not code) to the PICBasic program from
last month. Start CodeDesigner (Lite), and
enter the code shown in Listing 1.
CodeDesigner defaults to writing
code for the PIC 16E84 microcontroller.
This is the microcontroller I recommended to start with; to change the
device, simply pull down the device
menu and select the appropriate microcontroller.
To compile the program, either
select compile under the Compile menu
or hit F5. CodeDesigner automatically
starts the PicBasic Pro compiler to compile the program. Before you attempt to
compile a program, set up the "compiler

pep
1

Here is a program written in CodeDesigner ready for compiling and programming.

Multi- Document Support
Line -Error Highlighting
Compile your PicBasic Project, and
CodeDesigner will read error data and
highlight error lines.
Quick Syntax Help
The Quick Syntax Help feature displays statement syntax when you type
in a valid PicBasic statement.
Statement Description
Statement descriptions are displayed
in the status bar when you type in a
valid PicBasic statement.
Statement Help
Simply position your cursor over a
PicBasic statement and get statement
specific help.
Label Listbox
The label listbox displays the current
label and allows you to select a label
from the list to jump to selected label.
Colored PicBasic Syntax

Set colors for Reserved Words,
Strings, Numbers, Comments,
Defines, etc. Colored PicBasic
Syntax makes for easy code reading.
Bookmarks
Never lose your place again.
CodeDesigner allows you to set
bookmarks.
Multi Undo /Redo
Didn't want to delete that last line
no problem, simply click on the undo
button.
Multi Views
Multiple views of your source code
allow you to easily edit your code.
Print Source Code

Drag- and Drop -Text
Row/Column -based Insert, Delete,
and Copy

options" under the Compile menu.
CodeDesigner needs you to tell it where
(which directory) to find the PicBasic
Pro program and where to save the compiled and source files. Once the program
is compiled, we can go to the next step of
loading the program into a PIC micro controller chip.
Connect the EPIC programming
board to the printer port. If your computer has only one printer port, disconnect the printer, if one is connected, and

Search and Replace
Compile and launch device

programmer
SOFTWARE INSTALLATION

Load the software on your computer's hard drive according to the instructions given with the software. To complete the instructions, we are going to
assume the software, both the PICBasic

Pro compiler and EPIC programming
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SOURCE INFORMATION
PICBasic Pro Compiler (includes
$249.95
CodeDesigner Lite)
$ 59.95
EPIC Programmer
PICBasic Pro Compiler & EPIC
$299.95
programmer
CodeDesigner Hobbyist Version $ 45.00
Code Designer Standard
$ 75.00
PIC- LED -02 PIC
$25.50
EXPERIMENTERS KIT
Consists of:
(1) PIC16F84, (1) 4-MHz crystal
*($1.50), (2) 22 -pF capacitors *($0.10
ea.), (1) 10K 4-watt resistor *($0.05),
7805 voltage regulator *($0.90), (1) solderless breadboard, 2.1 -inch X 3.6 -inch,
270 tie points *($8.95), (8) 470 -ohm
resistors *($0.05 ea.), (1) 10K-ohm
resistor *($0.05), (8) subminiature LEDs
*($0.25 ea.), (1) push- button switch,
booklet with tutorial on binary number
system, logic and I/O of ports A & B.
Available from Images SI Inc., 39
Seneca Loop, Staten Island NY, 10314;
718 -698 -8305. fax 718 -982 -6145:
www.imagesco.com.
*Items marked can be ordered separately.

attach the EPIC programming board
using a six-foot DB25 cable.
When connecting the programming
board to the computer, make sure there
are no PIC microcontrollers installed on
to the board. If you have an AC adapter
for the EPIC programmer board, plug it
into the board. If not, attach two fresh
nine -volt batteries. Connect the "Batt
ON" jumper to apply power. The programming board must be connected to
the printer port with power applied to
the programming board before starting
the programmer. If not, the software will
not see the programming board connected to the printer port and give the
error message "EPIC programmer Not
Found."

The EPIC Programming
Board Software
To program the chip from Code Designer, select "launch programmer"
from the Programmer menu or hit F6.
CodeDesigner automatically starts the
Epicwin.exe Windows software.
With the EPIC windows software
started, set the configuration switches
one by one under the options menu
item.
Device: Sets the device type. Set it for
16F84 (default).

Memory Size (K): Sets memory size.

either troubleshooting the problem or
using the EPIC DOS program. For
ft
instructions on using EPIC software
(DOS version), see last month's column.
The schematic for the circuit is
shown in Fig. 1 and is the same schematic used for the PicBasic compiler. The
schematic illustrates the minimal components needed to get the 16E84 micro controller up and running. Primarily
you need a pull -up resistor on PIN 4
(MCLR), a 4 -MHz crystal with two 22pF capacitors, and a 5 -volt power supply.
The two LEDs and two current limiting resistors connected in series with
the LEDs are the outputs. It allows us to
see that the microcontroller and program are functioning. I assembled the
components on to a solderless breadboard.

The complete circuit can be built on a solderless
breadboard, as shown in the photo above.

Choose 1.
OSC: Sets oscillator type. Choose XT
for crystal.

Watchdog Timer: Choose On.
Code Protect: Choose Off.
Power Up Timer Enable: Choose
High.
After the configuration switches are
set, insert the PIC 16F84 microcontroller into the open socket on the EPIC
programming board.
If you receive an error message

WINK
Apply power to the circuit. The LEDs
connected to the PIC microcontroller will
alternately turn on and off. Next month,
we will continue by learning how to use the
16F84 Microcontroller I/O ports, binary
number system, and digital logic.
P

"EPIC Programmer Not Found" when
CodeDesigner started the EPIC windows program, you have the option of
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LISTING

1

WINK PROGRAM
Blinks and winks two LED connected to port B
Loop:
High PORTB.0
Low PORTB.I
Pause 500
Low PORTB.0
High PORTB. I
Pause 500
GoTo Loop

`

Turn on LED connected to RBO
Turn off LED connected to RB I
Wait 1/2 second
Turn off LED connected to RBO
Turn on LED connected to RB 1
Wait 1/2 second
Loop back- repeat cycle blink & wink forever
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Capacitor Testing and Related Information
Capacitors may not be considered the

superstars of electronic equipment
(except perhaps in devices like xenon
flash units and pulsed lasers), but more
like the helpers and extras. However,
they play a vital role in virtually everything that uses electrons in some way. A
defective two -cent capacitor in a TV or
monitor can render it useless.
This Service Clinic deals with techniques for the testing of capacitors using
a multimeter without a capacitance test
mode. Information on safe discharging
of high -value or high- voltage capacitors
and a discharge circuit with visual indication of charge and polarity is also
included. There is also general information on capacitors, capacitance and ESR
meters, and other related topics.

Basic Capacitor Safety
While accidental contact with capacitors on a 3.3 -volt logic board isn't going
to result in a shocking experience, this is
not true of many common types of
equipment including TVs, computer
and other monitors, and microwave
ovens; the switchmode power supplies in
some VCRs, laptop computers, and
camcorder battery chargers; electronic
flash and other xenon strobes; laser
power supplies, and many other consumer and industrial devices.
Where equipment is AC -line connected or uses high voltages, special precautions are required both for personal
safety and to prevent damage to circuitry from careless actions. In addition to
the specific safety issues with respect to
capacitors discussed below, read, understand, and follow the recommendations
provided in the document.

Capacitor Testing Precautions
WARNING: Make sure the capacitor is discharged! This is both for your
safety and the continued health of your
multimeter.
A pair of 1N400x diodes in parallel

with opposite polarities may help protect the circuitry of a DMM. Since a
DMM doesn't supply more than 0.6volts generally on ohms ranges, the
diodes will not affect the readings but
will conduct should you accidentally put
the meter across a charged cap or
power -supply output.
They won't do much with a charged
10 -farad capacitor or high -current supply where you forgot to pull the plug but
may save your DMM's LSI chip from
more modest goof-ups.
This approach cannot be used with a
typical analog VOM because they usually supply too much voltage on the ohms
ranges. However, my 20- year -old analog
VOM has something like this across the
meter movement itself, which has saved
it more than once.

Testing Capacitors With
A Multimeter
Some DMMs have modes for capacitor testing. These work fairly well to
determine approximate .tF rating.
However, for most applications, they do
not test at anywhere near the normal
working voltage or test for leakage. A
VOM or DMM without capacitance
ranges can make certain types of tests.
For small caps (like 0.01 µF or less),
about all you can really test is for shorts
or leakage. However, on an analog multimeter on the high ohms scale you may
see a momentary deflection when you
touch the probes to the capacitor or
reverse them. A DMM may not provide
any indication at all.
Any capacitor that measures a few
ohms or less is bad. Most should test
infinite even on the highest resistance
range. For electrolytics in the µF range
or above, you should be able to see the
cap charge when you use a high ohms
scale with the proper polarity-the
resistance will increase until it goes to
(nearly) infinity. If the capacitor is shorted, then it will never charge. If it is open,

the resistance will be infinite immediately and won't change. If the polarity of
the probes is reversed, it will not charge

properly either-determine the polarity
of your meter and mark it -they are not
all the same.
Red is usually negative with VOMs,
for example. Confirm with a marked
low reading across a good
diode
diode (VOM on ohms or DMM on
diode test) indicates that the positive
lead is on the anode (triangle) and negative lead is on the cathode (bar).
If the resistance never goes very
high, the capacitor is leaky. The best way
to really test a capacitor is to substitute a
known good one. A VOM or DMM will
not test the cap under normal operating
conditions or at its full rated voltage.
However, it is a quick way of finding
major faults.
A simple way of determining the
capacitance fairly accurately is to build
an oscillator using a 555 timer.
Substitute the cap in the circuit and then
calculate the C value from the frequency. With a few resistor values, this will
work over quite a wide range.
Alternatively, using a DC power sup-
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ply and series resistor, capacitance can
be calculated by measuring the rise time
to 63% of the power supply voltage
from T = RC or C = T/R.

What About Capacitance Meters?
Simple capacitance scales on DM V1s
just measure the capacitance in µF and
do not test for leakage, Equivalent Series
Resistance (ESR), or breakdown voltage.
If the measurement comes up within a
reasonable percentage of the marked
value (some capacitors have tolerances
that may be as much as +100 % / -20% or
more), then in many cases, this is all you
need to know. However, leakage and
ESR frequently change on electrolytics
as they age and dry out.
Many capacitance meters don't test
anything else but are probably more
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accurate than a cheap DMM for this
purpose. A meter of this type will not
guarantee that your capacitor meets all
specifications, but if it tests bad -very
low -the capacitor is bad. This assumes
that the test was made with the capacitor
removed (at least one lead from the circuit) otherwise other components in
parallel can affect the readings.
To more completely characterize a
capacitor, you need to test capacitance,
leakage, ESR, and breakdown voltage.
Other parameters like inductance aren't
likely to change on you.
ESR testers, which are for good for
quick troubleshooting, are designed to
just measure the Equivalent Series
Resistance since this is an excellent
indicator of the health of an electrolytic capacitor. Some provide only a go/no
go indication, while others actually display a reading (usually between 0.01
and 100 ohms so they can also be used
as low -ohms meters for resistors in
non -inductive circuits). Substitution is

really the best approach for repair
unless you have a very sophisticated
capacitance meter.
The March 1998 issue of Popular
Electronics has plans for a digital
capacitance tester with a range from 1
pF to 99 .tF. The May 1999 issue of

Popular Electronics has plans for an
"Electrolytic Meter," which will accurately measure the capacitance and allow
the determination of some of the other
characteristic of large value capacitors
up to several hundred thousand µF.

-

Safe Discharging Of Capacitors
In TVs, Video Monitors, And
Microwave Ovens
It is essential for your safety and to
prevent damage to the device under test,
as well as your test equipment, that large
or high-voltage capacitors be fully discharged before measurements are made,
soldering is attempted, or the circuitry is
touched in any way. Some of the large
filter capacitors commonly found in
line- operated equipment store a potentially lethal charge.
This doesn't mean that every one of
the 250 capacitors in your TV needs to
be discharged every time you power off
and want to make a measurement.
However, the large main filter capacitors
and other capacitors in the power supplies should be checked and discharged
if any significant voltage is found before

touching anything -some capacitors
56 (like the high voltage of the CRT in a

TV or video monitor) will retain

a dangerous or at least painful charge for several days or longer!
A working TV or monitor may discharge its caps fairly completely when it
is shut off as there is a significant load on
both the low and high- voltage power
supplies. However, a TV or monitor
that appears dead may hold a charge on
both the LV and HV supplies for quite a
while-hours in the case of the LV, days
or more in the case of the HV as there
may be no load on these supplies.
The main filter capacitors in the
low-voltage power supply should have
bleeder resistors to drain their charge
relatively quickly-but resistors can fail.
Don't depend on them. There is no discharge path for the high voltage stored
on the capacitance of the CRT other
than the CRT beam current and reverse
leakage through the high voltage rectifiers-which is quite small. In the case of
old TV sets using vacuum tube HV rectifiers, the leakage was essentially zero.
They would hold their charge almost
indefinitely.

Capacitor Discharge Technique
The technique I recommend is to
use a high wattage resistor of about 5 to
50 ohms/V of the working voltage of the
capacitor. This will prevent the arc welding associated with screwdriver discharge but will have a short enough time
constant so that the capacitor will drop
to a low voltage in at most a few seconds
(dependent of course on the RC time
constant and its original voltage).
Then check with a voltmeter to be
double sure. Better yet, monitor while
discharging (monitoring is not needed
for the CRT -discharge is nearly
instantaneous even with multi- megohm
resistor). Obviously, make sure that you
are well insulated!
When checking the main capacitors
in a switching power supply, TV, or
monitor, which might be 400 RF at 350
volts, a 2 K ohm 25 -watt resistor would
be suitable. RC = .8 second. 5RC = 4
seconds. A lower wattage resistor can be
used since the total energy stored in the
capacitor is not that great.
To test the CRT, use a high wattage
(not for power but to hold off the high
voltage which could jump across a tiny
'A-watt job) resistor of 1 to 10 megohms
discharged to the chassis ground connected to the outside of the CRT

-

NOT SIGNAL GROUND ON THE
MAIN BOARD -as you may damage

sensitive circuitry. The time constant is
very short
ms or so. However, repeat
a few times to be sure. Then, install a
shorting clip -these capacitors have
been caught regaining a portion of their
charge when no one was looking!
When testing the high-voltage capacitor in a microwave oven, use a 100 K ohm
25 -watt (or larger resistor with a clip lead
to the metal chassis. The reason to use a
large (high wattage) resistor is again not so
much power dissipation as voltage holdoff.
You don't want the HV zapping across the
terminals of the resistor.
Clip the ground wire to an unpainted spot on the chassis. Use the discharge
probe on each side of the capacitor in
turn for a second or two. Since the time
constant RC is about 0.1 second, this
should drain the charge quickly and
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safely.

Then, confirm with a WELL -INSULATED screwdriver across the capacitor
terminals. If there is a big spark, you will
know that somehow, your original attempt
was less than entirely successful. At least,
there will be no danger.
DO NOT use a DMM for this
unless you have a proper high-voltage
probe. If your discharging did not work,
you may blow everything-including
yourself.

a

Four reasons to use a resistor and not
screwdriver to discharge capacitors:

It will not destroy screwdrivers and
capacitor terminals.
It will not damage the capacitor (due
to the current pulse).
You will avoid scary snaps and crackles.

It will reduce your spouse's stress
level in not having to hear those.
Capacitor Discharge Tool
A suitable discharge tool for each of
these applications can be made quite
easily. The capacitor- discharge indicator
circuit described below can be built into
this tool to provide a visual display of
polarity and charge (not really needed
for CRTs as the discharge time constant
is virtually instantaneous even with a
multi- megohm resistor.
Solder one end of the appropriate
size resistor (for your application) along
with the indicator circuit (if desired) to a
well insulated clip lead about 2 -3 feet
long. For safety reasons, these connecdons must be properly soldered -not
just wrapped.
Solder the other end of the resistor

(and discharge circuit) to a well insulated
contact point such as a 2 -inch length of
bare #14 copper wire mounted on the
end of a 2 -foot piece of PVC or Plexiglas
rod, which will act as an extension handle. Secure everything to the insulating
rod with some plastic electrical tape.

PROBE
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in a known direction should the capaci-
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tor turn into a bomb. (Really-I'm kidding). However, exploding capacitors
aren't all THAT common in properly
designed equipment (Well, except for
that EPROM programmer that had a
tantalum electrolytic installed backwards
at the factory. Six months later-POW!)

D2

1N400X

1N400X
R2

Capacitor-Discharge
Indicator Circuit
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 provides
a visual indication of charge, and polarity is provided from maximum input
down to a few volts. Note: A different
value resistor is needed for each type of
application-LV, HV, EHV.

The total discharge time
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Making Non-Polarized Capacitors
from Normal Electrolytics
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LV (TV and monitor power supplies,
SMPSs, electronic flash units)-up to
1000 j.tF, 400 volts. Discharge time of
1 second per 100 j.tF of capacitance
(SRC with R = 2 K ohms).

Fig. I. Here is a simple schematic for a capacitor discharge indicator. Resistor RI 's value will
depend on the voltage of the capacitor under
test. A visual indication is provided for both

HV (microwave oven HV capaci-

The ESR affects the performance of
tuned circuits (high ESR reduces the Q
factor) and may result in totally incorrect
or unstable operation of devices like
switch -mode power supplies and deflection circuits in TVs and monitors. As
would be expected, electrolytic capacitors tend to have a high ESR compared
to other types -even when new.
However, due to the electrochemical
nature of an electrolytic capacitor, the
ESR may indeed change-and not for
the better-with time.
When troubleshooting electronic
equipment, electrolytic capacitors, in
particular, may degrade resulting in a
significant and unacceptable increase in
ESR without a similar reduction in µF
capacity when measured on a typical
DMM's capacitance scale or even a
cheap LCR meter.
These devices can generally be used
to measure really low resistances of noninductive devices or circuits as well (they
use AC so inductance would result in
inaccurate readings). Since their lowest
range is at least 10 times better than a
typical DMM (1 ohm full scale -0.01
ohm resolution), they can even be used
to locate shorted components on printed
circuit boards.

tors)-up to 5000 volts,

ltF.

2

Discharge time of 0.5 second per

µF of capacitance (5RC with R

=

1

100

K ohms).

EHV (CRT second anodes) -up to
50,000 volts, 2 nF. Discharge time of
0.01 second per nF of capacitance
(5RC with R = 1 megohm). Note:
Discharge time is so short that the
flash of the LED may not be noticed.
Adjust the component values for your
particular application.
1

The two sets of 4 diodes will maintain a nearly constant voltage drop of
about 2.8-3 volts across the LED and
resistor as long as the input is greater
than around 20 volts. Note: This means
that the brightness of the LED is not an
indication of the value of the voltage on
the capacitor until it drops below about
20 volts. The brightness will then
decrease until it cuts off totally at around
3 volts. WARNING: Always confirm
discharge with a voltmeter before touching any high -voltage capacitors!
Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR)
Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) is
an important parameter of any capacitor.
It represents the effective resistance
resulting from the combination of
wiring, internal connections, plates, and
electrolyte (in an electrolytic capacitor).

charge and polarity.

What Are These Scored
Lines On The Ends Of
Electrolytic Capacitors?
They are there to channel the debris

You may find non -polarized electrolytic capacitors in some equipment
usually TVs or monitors -though some
turn up in VCRs and other devices as
Well. Large ones may be found in motor starting applications as well. These usually need to be replaced with non-polarized capacitors. Since polarized types are
generally much cheaper, the manufacturer would have used them if it were
possible.
In the case of small capacitors -say, 1
non -electrolytic type will
µF or less
very likely be satisfactory if its size
these are usually much larger -is not a
problem. There are several approaches
to using normal polarized electrolytic
capacitors to construct a non -polarized
type.
None of these is really great and
obtaining a proper replacement would
be best. In the discussion below, it is
assumed that a 1000 -aF, 25 -volt, non polarized capacitor is needed.
Here are three simple approaches:
Connect two electrolytic capacitors of
twice the j.tF rating and at least equal voltage rating back -to -back in series It doesn't matter which sign (+ or -) is together
as long as they match. The increased
leakage in the reverse direction will tend
to charge up the center node so that the
caps will be biased with the proper polarity. However, some reverse voltage will
still be unavoidable at times. For signal
circuits, this is probably acceptable, but
use with caution in power- supply and
high -power applications.
Connect two electrolytic capacitors
of twice the j.tF rating and at least equal
voltage rating back-to -back in series. To
minimize any significant reverse voltage
on the capacitors, add a pair of diodes.
Note that initially, the source will see a
capacitance equal to the full capacitance
(not half). Very quickly, the two caps will
charge to the positive and negative peak
values of the input across the combination via the diodes. In the steady state,
the diodes will not conduct at all; and,
therefore, it will be as though they were 57
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not in the circuit. However, there will be
some non -linearity into the circuit
under transient conditions (and due to
leakage which will tend to discharge the
capacitors), so use with care. The diodes
must be capable of passing the peak current without damage.
Connect two capacitors of twice
the µF rating in series and bias the

center point from a positive or negative DC source greater than the maximum signal expected for the circuit.
The resistor value should be high
compared to the impedance of the driving circuit but low compared to the
leakage of the capacitors. Of course,
the voltage ratings of the capacitors
need to be greater than the bias plus
the peak value of the signal in the
opposite direction.
TREMULOUS BEAR
(continued from page 36)

Stompbox Forum run by Aron Nelson at

www.soundcorecords. com /stomp
It is geared to beginners, but

box/.

Q &A
(continued from page 50

that should work. To the left is the open collector circuit within the unit and to the
right is the additional circuitry to drive
your 120 -VAC load. I'm also assuming that
the load is low enough that the reed relay
can handle the current. Diode D1 across
the reed-relay coil protects the transistor
within the replacement unit from the
counter -FMF generated by the coil when
the transistor in the unit turns off. The last
thing you need is to destroy that puppy
with something that you've hooked up. I've
seen how most of those warranties are
written. Select a coil voltage for the reed
relay that corresponds to the available DC

Photoflash Capacitors
These are found not only in electronic
flash units and strobes, but pulsed laser
power supplies and other fast discharge
applications. They are designed for rapid
discharge with minimum losses and without
self-destructing. Thus, the ESR and inductance are very low and the internal structure
is set up to survive very high peak currents
(hundreds or thousands of amps). The common ones from photographic flash units are
electrolytic capacitors but those in more
specialized applications may be other types
that can have much shorter pulse durations.
Note that photoflash capacitors may have
mediocre temperature ratings like 55
degrees C instead of the 70 to 105 degrees
C normally found in consumer electronic
equipment. Thus, they may not be appro-

for general electronics even though the pF
and voltage ratings match.

Wrapup
There

is a great deal of additional
information on the topics covered

above, as well as many additional ones in
the docuement: "Capatitor Testing and
Safe Discharging" at my Web site,
www.repairfaq.org.

Next time, we'll deal with one of
the major applications of capacitors
that earn their reputation -electronic
flash units and strobe lights. Until
then, feel free to contact me via email
at sam@repairfaq.org (I can't reply to
snail mail, sorry). Also, for all your
repair and laser /optics related questions, check out my Web site at

priate for use as service parts replacements

www.repairfaq.org.

many of those who respond to questions are experienced hobbyists and
professionals who share their knowledge and techniques freely. The design
of the Tremulous Bear benefited greatly
from tips and suggestions that picked

up there.
know you'll enjoy building and using
the Tremulous Bear, and welcome
comments and questions at smallbearelec @nc.netcom.com. My URL is Hltp://
home.netcom.com/-smallbearelec. P
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voltage in your system, making sure that it
doesn't exceed the 30-volt rating of your
replacement unit.

P

I

I
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REPLACEMENT
UNIT OPEN COLLECTOR
OUTPUT

D1

RY1

12V

Writing to Q&A
As always, we welcome your questions. Please be sure to include:
(1) plenty of background material,
(2) your full name and address on the
letter (not just the envelope),
(3) and a complete diagram, if asking
about a circuit; and
(4) type your letter or write neatly.
Send questions to Q &A, Poptronics,
275 -G Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, NY
11788 or to gba@gernsback.com, but do
not expect an immediate reply in these

TO 120V AC
CIRCUIT

Fig. 6. An add -on circuit for driving an AC load
from an open- collector output is useful for many
different logic interface applications.

pages (because of our backlog). We regret
that we cannot give personal replies. Please
no graphics files larger than 100K
P

American Heart Association

EXERCISE.
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METAL DETECTION
of man's greatest challenges
throughout history is to see what
cannot be seen, to detect what is hidden,
and to reap riches from these treasures.
This visit we're going to look at some
very basic metal -detection circuits. Now
don't get me wrong; the circuits we'll
share here most likely will never locate a
valuable treasure, but they can be put to
use performing other more practical
applications. However, in the early days
of the last century, even the simplest of
metal detectors were successful in discovering some very valuable buried treasures. Simplicity often is the best route
to take in solving a seemingly difficult
task. Never give up on an electronic
adventure because you don't have the
latest and greatest equipment.

10

One

Woolgathering
The first metal detector ever used by
man most likely was a chunk of magnetite. This material is nature's rock that
is magnetized and attracts other ferrous
objects.
House roofers use a modern version
of this to pick up wandering nails that
just happen to fly off the roof and land
on the ground. The roofer's tool is a
very strong magnet attached to a long
handle. Fallen nails stick like glue as the
magnet is scanned across the ground.
Very powerful magnets are also useful in
retrieving ferrous objects lost in lakes
and rivers.

ARM

BALANCE
WEIGHT
ROUND
MAGNET

10

DETECTION
AREA

Fig. 1. This basic detector unit uses mechanics and magnetism principles to detect ferrous objects
and magnetic fields. No batteries required!

PARTS LIST FOR
THE FERROUS FERRETS
(FIG. 1)
1

'a-inch round donut ceramic magnet
(RadioShack #64 -1888) or similar
magnet, misc. wood and metal
materials

ferrous object positioned below and close
to the magnet will cause the pointer to go
up due to the magnetic attraction.

®

A magnetized object with the south
pole facing up will cause the pointer to
go down, and when the north pole faces
up the pointer will rise. This ultra -simple magnetic detector is very sensitive
and will easily determine what objects
are ferrous and the polarity of magnets.

Electronic Ferrous Ferret
Our first electronic metal detector
circuit, see Fig. 2, uses a Hall Effect sensor to detect weak permanent magnetic
fields. Almost all ferrous objects retain

12

11

IC1-d
%a

4093

) 2N2222
01

Ferrous Ferrets
Our first example of a ferrous detector
is a simple mechanical device shown in Fig.
1. The detector is a modified balanced

scale, which indicates ferrous objects and
magnetized items. A magnet is attached to

one end of the arm and a simple
north/south scale is attached at the opposite end. A pivot is located near the magnet
end of the arm, and a slide balancing
weight is on the opposite end. The magnetic scale should be balanced with no ferrous items near by. Any non -magnetized

Fig. 2. The electronic version of the Ferrous Ferret uses a simple Hall Effect IC. Weak magnetic fields
can be detected with this easy -to -build device.
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PARTS LIST FOR
THE ELECTRONIC
FERROUS FERRET
(FIG. 2)
SEMICONDUCTORS
ICI -4093B CMOS quad 2 -input Schmitt
trigger NAND gate
IC2 -HAL 115UA -C Hall Effect IC,
Digi -Key part HAL115UA -C -ND
Ql- 2N2222 NPN transistor
LED1-Light- emitting diode, any color
RESISTORS
(All resistors are % -watt, 5% units.)
R1, R2-1000 -ohm
R3- 100,000-ohm
R4 -6800 -ohm
R5-47 -ohm
R6-250-ohm potentiometer

CAPACITORS

CI- .05 -0', ceramic -disc
C2- 470-µF, 25-WVDC electrolytic
ADDITIONAL PARTS
AND MATERIALS
LI -#32 enamel -covered copper wire,
v-inch ferrite rod material (see text)
0 -1 -mA meter, or digital voltmeter

some degree of magnetism, and those
that do are easily detected with our Hall

Effect ferrous- detector circuit.
The HAL 115UA-C IC Hall Effect
sensor is the heart of the weak -field detector circuit and is available for less than a
buck from Digi -Key. This Hall Effect sensor is a bipolar device that is sensitive to a
magnet's north pole on its branded side and
to the south pole on the opposite side. The
branded side, see Fig. 3, is the side that displays the part number.
The sensor's output (pin 3) is normally low when no external magnetic
field is present. Placing a magnet with its
north pole facing the branded side of the
sensor will cause the output at pin 3 to
go high. Placing a magnet with its south
pole facing the non -branded side will
also cause the output to go high.
Here's how the circuit operates. Two
gates of a 4093 quad -, 2-input, NAND
Schmitt trigger IC are connected in a
low- frequency square -wave oscillator
circuit operating at about 100 Hz. The
output of gate "C" drives the base of Q1,
which is connected in an emitter- follower circuit supplying the 100 -Hz signal to
L 1. Inductor L is drive level is set by R6.
60 The output (pin 3) of IC2 is connected

SENSITIVE
AREA

BRANDED SIDE

END VIEW

1

+

w

0

0

2

3

OUTPUT

Fig. 3. Let's get up close and personal with our
friend-the HAL II5UA -C. The branded side
where the part number is displayed -is sensitive
to a magnet's north pole, while the opposite
side is sensitive to a magnet's south pole.

-

to an LED and a metering circuit.
Inductor L 1 supplies a low- frequency AC bias to the backside of the Hall
Effect sensor, IC2. This AC bias in
effect increases the Hall Effect sensitivity many times over and also allows it to
detect both north and south pole magnets from the branded side; however, the
circuit is much more sensitive to north
pole fields. The arrangement of L1 and
the Hall Effect sensor is shown in Fig. 5.
TO '/z- INCH WIDE
TO 3- INCHES LONG
FERRITE CORE

%a-

1-

k.:';`:.

500 TURNS
OF #32 ENAMELED
COPPER WIRE

Fig. 4. Utilizing some skill and patience, inductors can be hand -wound. Here is a simple dia-

gram showing the typical inductor needed for
metal -detector circuits.

The Hall Effect's output waveforms are
shown in Fig. 6. The waveforms are
observed at pin 3 of the Hall Effect IC.
Output waveform "A" is set by adjusting
R6 for a symmetrical output without any
ferrous metals in the pick-up area. If a
scope is not handy, a DC voltmeter can be
used to set the output to about 4.5 volts.
This setting will produce an output waveform very close to the one shown in Fig.
6A. The "B" output waveform occurs
when the north pole of a magnet is brought
in proximity of the Hall Effect sensor. The
south pole of a magnet produces the output waveform shown in Fig. 6C.

Winding L1
Inductor LI (see Fig. 4) is fabricated
by jumble winding 500 turns of #32

enamel- covered copper wire on a `/ -inch
diameter ferrite rod. The rod's actual
diameter and length are not critical, and
any size rod material from 1/4- to '1/4-inch
in diameter will do. The rod's length can
be anything from 1 inch to 3 inches. The
type of rod material suitable for this
application can be salvaged from an old
AM transistor radio or some older TVs.
If the rod material cannot be located,
don't give up `cause there are other paths
to take. A relay coil with a resistance of
10 ohms or greater will generally work
for L1. Some miniature audio transformers have straight sections of laminations that can be used in place of the rod
material. Most of the rod material I've
used and have recommended here is
actually designed for much higher frequency use. As a last ditch effort, try a
number of small nails taped together as
a core for L1 and see what happens.
Here's a great place to experiment with
various coil core materials and windings
to improve or vary the circuit performance. Keep me informed on your
efforts.

Try This One
Something else came to mind after
disassembling the circuit, and due to
time restraints I was never able to check
it out. I would like to challenge you to
do so. What if a second Hall Effect IC
sensor was added to the circuit but
placed beside IC2 with its branded side
facing L l's core?
Duplicate IC2 's circuitry with the
new IC, but leave out the metering circuit. See Fig. 7 for details. Try to get like
waveforms from both circuits by adjusting R6 and positioning the two ICs on
the end of L1. Connect one lead of a
digital DC voltmeter to pin 3 of IC2 and
the other meter lead to pin 3 of the
added IC. If I'm correct, the circuit
should be as sensitive to the south pole
of a magnet as the original circuit was to
TOP VIEW
TARGET
AREA

L1

IC2

115UA -C
Fig. 5. The Hall Effect IC works in conjunction with
the inductor. A low frequency AC bias is supplied to

the backside of the IC via the inductor.

I

ADJ WITH R6
FOR THIS OUTPUT

10ms
NO EXTERNAL FIELD
A

NORTH POLE FIELD
B

+9v

oV

1.1-10ms-#.1
SOUTH POLE FIELD
C

WAVEFORMS AT PIN #3
OF IC2 IN FIG. 2

Fig. 6. Here are the waveforms that might come
from pin 3 of 1C2. Resistor R6 can be adjusted
to calibrate the circuit.

the circuits making up a typical BFO
detector. A search loop is usually wound
in a circular fashion to serve as the
inductor in the search oscillator's tank
circuit. The reference oscillator is very
similar to the search oscillator with a
much smaller inductor, which is usually
shielded from the search loop. RF signals are taken from both oscillators and
fed to a common mixer, where the sum
and difference frequencies of the two
oscillators are mixed. The sum frequencies are filtered out, leaving only the
audible difference frequencies to pass on
to the amplifier and headphones.
As a practical example, we'll set the
search oscillator up to operate at a frequency of 100,100 Hz, and the reference
oscillator to a frequency of 100,000 Hz.
The difference frequency between the
two oscillators is an audible 100 Hz that
is fed to the headphones. The search coil
is then moved over a small ferrous metal
object causing the oscillator to drop in
frequency to about 100,050 Hz. The
audible 100 Hz tone drops to 50 Hz
indicating a metal object is located
somewhere near the search loop. A nonferrous object near the loop will cause
the oscillator to increase in frequency
and produce a higher audio output tone.
A carefully adjusted BFO metal detector
can be used to discriminate between ferrous and non -ferrous metals.

the north pole. If not, try connecting a
DC voltmeter to the output of IC2 and
another voltmeter to the output of the
added IC. IC2 should remain more sensitive to the south pole of a magnet, and
the added IC should be more sensitive to
the north pole.

All Metals Detector Circuit
Our next metal detector circuit takes
us back into the early years of the last
century where tubes were king and
semiconductors were only diodes. It was
discovered early on that any metal object
placed near the tank circuit of an oscillator would shift its frequency either up or
down.
A tank circuit is the combination of
an inductor and capacitor that make up a
tuned circuit. Ferrous metals near the
inductor of a tuned circuit cause the
oscillator's frequency to go down and
non -ferrous metals cause the frequency
to increase. This is the basic effect that
the Beat Frequency Oscillator (BFO)
type of metal detector uses to detect all
metals.
Figure 8 shows a block diagram of

+9V

1K

1K

2

IC2
115 UA-C

2

3

o

o

3

ADDED IC
115 UA -C

L
HALL
EFFECT
IC

Fig. 7. Increase your odds at detection with this
simple modification. An additional Hall Effect
IC is added to balance the circuit's sensitivity to
the north and south magnetic poles.

LOOP

SEARCH
OSCILLOSCOPE

REFERENCE
OSCILLOSCOPE

MIXER
AND
AMPLIFIER
HEADPHONES

Fig. 8. The popular loop-detector circuit has

been a mainstay for many treasure hunters. A
set of headphones allows the user to hear an
indication of ferrous material and magnetic
fields.

Two-Transistor BFO Detector
One of the simplest BFO metal locators to build is the two-transistor circuit
shown in Fig. 9. The circuit may be set
up to operate on any frequency between
50,000 Hz to over 1 MHz by selecting
the tank circuit components. Just about
any good general -purpose NPN transistor suitable for low RF applications will
work just fine. The search loop can be as
small as a dime or three feet or larger in
diameter. A small loop works best for
small objects buried shallow and a large
loop works best for large objects buried
at greater depths. The two oscillator circuits should be separated and shielded
from each other to reduce frequency
pulling between the two. A really well
constructed BFO detector will be able to
operate with a difference of less than 100
Hz between the two oscillators. The
lower the audio output tone the easier it
is for the ear to tell a small frequency
shift. The detector's maximum sensitivity is obtained when the two oscillators
are operating just a few cycles apart.
Believe me, this is not an easy task to
accomplish, but one well worth the effort.
Here's how the simple BFO detector
operates. Transistor Q1 along with its
associated components make up a
Colpitts oscillator circuit with the search
loop, Cl and C2, forming its tuned circuit. Transistor Q2 with its associated
components make up another Colpitts
oscillator circuit with L2, C2, and C4
forming the tuned circuit. The emitters
of Q1 and Q2 are coupled together
through R1, R2, and the low- impedance
headphones. This circuit arrangement
functions as a simple RF mixer circuit.
The audio frequencies are fed to the
headphones, and the RF frequencies are
bypassed to ground through C8.
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L1
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LOOP
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R4

220K

220K

0 0

C5
01µF

[

Q2

2N3904

2N3904

C4

C3
002µF

R1

i

.0001µF

C2
.0001µF
R2

8200

C8
1µF
C7

35 Opto-

P.

Surface -mount construction can be easier, faster
and less costly, and even
the hobbyist can produce
one -of-a -kind circuits using

L2

SMDs. PCB design, chip
control, soldering techniques
and specialist tools are
fully covered. A complete

+9V

Fig. 9. This is the schematic for a Beat Frequency Oscillator metal- detector. Two transistors are used
as the oscillators in this circuit.

PARTS LIST FOR ALL METALS DETECTOR CIRCUIT
(FIG, 9)
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] BP -411 Introduction
to Surface -Mount Devices.

00000_00_00_,-

Winding And Scrounging
I'he loop may be wound on almost
any round insulated non -metallic form,
such as wood or plastic. Inductor L2 can
be an old ferrite rod antenna coil
removed from an AM transistor radio,
or one can be made by winding a coil on
a round insulated form. Let me offer the
following winding suggestion to get you
going on building the BFO circuit.
Locate a 10- to 12 -inch wood or plastic
hoop that's about 'A- inches wide and
close wind ten turns of #18 to #22 enam
el- covered copper wire evenly around
the form. Tape over the wire with plastic
electrical tape and connect to the circuit
with a length of two -wire zip cord. If an
antenna coil cannot be found for L2,
then close wind about 80 turns of #22
enamel-covered copper wire on a 1 -inch
plastic pill bottle or plastic pipe.
One important thing to do in selecting the two inductors is to be sure that
the reference oscillator can tune to the
same frequency as the search oscillator.

c,..en,

$6.99.
C9
.1 µF

CAPACITORS
1_ C3- .00? -OF, mylar, or similar type
capacitor
'2, C4- .0001 -pF, mylar, or similar type
capacitor

01:40.1343001y,{

TerminalBbrJC

[

30-365µF

L

RESISTORS
(All resistors are % -watt, 5% units.)
RI, R2- 820-ohm
R3, R4- 220,000 -ohm

1d

Block

Projects. $6.99. If you
use terminal blocks, no
soldering is required to
make complete this series
of opto- displays that range
from light- telegraphs,
flashing lapel badges,
magnetic detectors, plus
more advanced projects
including a dusk detector, games, and twinkling
Christmas decorations.

010

HEADPHONES

.1 u[F

BP -410

j

Display Terminal

T
820(2

5 GREAT PROJECT BOOKS

C6
.01µF

©Qi

C1

002µF

VN

R3

C5, C6- .01 -µF, ceramic -disc
C7. C8, C9- .1 -µF, ceramic -disc
( O -- 165 -pf, variable capacitor
I

ADDITIONAL PARTS
AND MATERIALS
()l. Q2 -2N 1904 NPN transistor
t,ow- impedance headphones
Loop form, wire, plastic pill bottle, etc.

variety of construction
projects are also included.

] BP -413 Remote
Control Projects. $7.99.
[

of circuits and
circuit modules for use in
A wealth

of remote -control applications are proall kinds

vided. There are complete details for 14 novel
and practical remote con trol projects. Also included are techniques for

interfacing

PC

a

] BP -416 Practical
Alarm Cirvcuits. $6.99.
Details of inexpensive
but effective burglar alarms
for the home constructor. The circuits include

*

rr..ás

capacitors (C1 and C3 or C2 and C4)
will be necessary to bring both oscillators to the same frequency.

Online
Edition
We're on the web

FREE

http://www.poptronix.com

V...Ybp

[

If a frequency counter is available then
the chore will be super easy. If not, some
experimenting with different pairs of

POPTRONiX®

a

remote control system.

See text.

Fellow Circuiteers, we've just ran out
of space and time; so meet me back here
next month, and we'll continue on our
metal detector journey. I want to thank
Ken, in Texas, for suggesting this
P
month's subject.
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switch- activate alarm, FM
audio alarm generator,
Modulated fiber -optic loop
alarm, Ultra -sonic breaking window alarm, Doppler

shift ultrasonic sensor
and more.

[

]

Sensor

-432

Simple
Terminal Block

BP

Projects. $6.99.
Sensors are the eyes,
ears and noses of electronic systems. 'They include
contact, light, heat, sound,
magnetic, motion, resistance and voltage- operated devices. The projects

this book show you how
you can build all of these,
and if you use terminal
blocks, no soldering is
required. There are 31 individual projects
build and use.
in

to

To order one of these Books send amount indicated plus $3.00 for shipping in the U.S. and
Canada only to Electronics Technology Today
Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY
11762 -0240. Payment in 1).5. funds by U.S.
bank check or International Money Order.
Please allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery.
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POLARIS CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH ALL OF TODAY'S HOTTEST VIDEO TECHNOLOGY!
CALL OR GO ON -UNE TO ORDER YOUR FREE VIDEO
CATALOG -100's OF PRODUCTS - MICRO CAMERAS

WEB CAMERA WITH BUILT-IN PAN /TILT /ZOOM CONTROLS

Compact Web Camera For Online Image
Monitoring and Delivery Over The Internet

Ultra-compact, all -in -one web camera with built -in web servi

Monitoring and camera control possible via web browser

such as

-

Dimensions
5°.x 4"x 4.5'

FLEXCAM
$CALL

Internet Explorer or

Netscape. Flexcam includes many
special functions including video

Three different security levels

15"

$849.95

Tne Flexcam acts as an intemet
camera server. No software
needed in order to view your
video. All you need is a web browser

10Base -T interface for direct connection with network

TFT MONITORS AVAILABLE FROM 2.5"

DIGITAL VCR's

"YOUR WEB BROWSER IS YOUR REMOTE EYE!"

Alarm In /Out function for automatic surveillance
rD

-

SWC40R

Built -in digital image storage
Programming and image
retrieval by remote control
Built -in video motion detection

("or 10x optical zoom and multi-angle panttílt capability

6.4" COLOR TFT-LCD MODULE

LIPSTICK CAMERAS

All-in-one CCTV system

Sire: 122mm x 82mm x 97mm.

7'

WIRELESS VIDEO

The SWC -40R combines a black 8 white video camera.
digital image storage, video motion detection and an alarm
interface in a compact, vandal proof enclosure. It is unique
as it offers a complete CCTV surveillance system within a
single compact enclosure.

eaturing a built -in Web server, powerful 10x zoom, pan/tilt,
and alarm irpudoutput capability, all in an ultra- compact
unit. These Web cameras can be installed virtually
anywhere and deliver high-quality images to the Internet for real time monitoring or broadcast. Better yet, these cameras can be
controlled and monitored via a standard Web browser, making it
ideal for a wide variety of applications.

c.r7'

-

WEATHERPROOF DIGITAL STORAGE CAMERA

quality control, pan /tilt/zoom
interface and network configuration.
All of them are controlled by the web
browser. Features 4 video inputs - 3
external.

COVERT COLOR
SPY CAMERA

It's small sleek indestructible
design and pinhole lens allow for
various applications and simple
installation. Comes equipped with
a RCA JACK for
easy connection to
TV monitor or VCR CAN SEE
IN THE
Great for covert uss

,

'a

d0W NO®EN ®aI*""i

seek Sale o/M Vule

RESOL
new 6.4" Color TFT Module can be used or a
variety of purposes such as; custom automativr
dash installations, video phone, door phone, :Doe
installations, covert ultra- compact surveillance packages
security and more.
Dimensions
TFT-64M - $319.95
1.5)019 x 1.75 "(H) x 0 ° (D
.

25m:n(M

8/W version comes with attached 80 meter cable
(color -20 meter). Built -in white LED's give this camera
a 15 meter infrared range. Heat resistant glass and
water resistantdesign allow for rugged applications.

7rru(D)

CM -550CP - $79.95

-MICRO BOARD CAMERAS MANY MODELS IN STOCK
T CHOOSE FROM!

+-

SUBCAM-BW (B/W)- $249.95
SUBCAM-CL (COLOR) - $299.95

MB- 12501iRP
Hi -Res Color

5" COLOR WIRELESS OBSERVATION SYSTEM

Pinhole

camera

ADD OPTt)3

5.0mm Lens
1.27" x 1.27"
$109.95

wireless! Excellent for
hobbyist / remote control
airplanes.

ADDITIONAL
CAMERAS

WEATHERPROOF CAMERA

2.4GHz 4 channel video
transmitting module with
audio capability / power
switch and antenna.

Color Camera
400 TV Lines
Automatic Iris

MPX -2400 - $89.95

Hl -Res Color
Lipstick Camera

2.401iZ RECEIVER
GFR -5002 - $119.95

VIDEO CAMERA HEAD CAN BE
SUBMERGED UP TO 100 FEET!

e

2.4 GHz A/V TRANSMITTING MODULE

0.5"(D)

-

of mind with our new

wireless observation
stem. Comes with 5" wireless
color monitor and a wireless
color camera. Just Plug-8& -Play
Perfect for around the house or
office.
Includes an attractive
swivel mount indoor /
outdoor patch antenna for

extra ranger

- $379.95
MICRO VIDEO HEAD "SNAKE" CAMERA

GW -2400S

MONITOR UP TO 4 VIDEO CAMERAS
4SIMULTANEOUSLY THRU YOUR INTERNET
WP-300C

Now you can enjoy peace

1

Length: 2.6"
Diameter: .785"

Dimensions

1srw):

CAN SEE UNDER WATER!

imaginable.

Our

Makes any

COLOR & B/W SUBMERGIBLE CAMERAS

DARK!

any -place

in

CONTROL
PAN / TILT
AND ZOOM
REMOTELY
OVER THE
INTERNET!

$159.95

CONNECTION OR OVER YOUR MODEM!

ncredibly small

VIDEO HEAD

color camera

IS ONLY 7mm

micro head
incorporates

a

IN DIAMETER!

MOTION DETECTION ALARM RECORDING NOTIFICATION CCD chipset. (Not
F4ghignt r area an yo ur aco CMOS). Fully
v TCP/Ip
screen, an the DMRS will inform adjustable focus
via modem Uro your telephone from 0.5 inches to
you
MODEM

MH-SCO 1
8479.95

or pager

ihat
viewed In Ou ad style (above
till suoen mode or auto switcte
mode
u

POLARIS INDUSTRIES

it there is movement In infinity. Automatic
highlighted area white Iris for varying light
levels.

recording to your hard disk.
OMRS.4.._. a Input Digital Video Card.....$289.99

800-752.3571
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The Standard for checking
Capacitors in- circuit
Good enough to be the
choice of Panasonic,
Pioneer, NBC, ABC, Ford,
JVC, NASA and thousands
of independent service
technicians.
Inexpensive enough to pay for itself in just
one day's repairs. At $179, it's affordable.
And with a 60 day trial period, satisfaction
guaranteed or money -back policy, the only
thing you can lose is all the time you're
currently spending on trying to repair all
those dogs you've given up on.

Locate shorted or leaky
components or conditions
to the exact spot in- circuit
Still cutting up the pcb,
and unsoldering every
part trying to guess at
where the short is?
$179
Your DVM shows the same shorted reading all
along the pcb trace. LeakSeeker 82B has the
resolution to find the defective component.
Touch pads along the trace, and LeakSeeker
beeps highest in pitch at the defect's pad. Now
you can locate a shorted part only a quarter of
an inch away from a good part. Short can be
from 0 to 150 ohms

LeakSeeker 82B

CapAnalyzer 88A

Available at your distributor, or call 561-487 -6103

www.eds -inc.com

Electronic Design Specialists
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NTROL
cM EAS._I
U

RF Data Modules

111101110

No adjustable components
Low current

-

2.5mA

Range up to 300ft
CMOSTFL data input

7x

Ils4nun!

Supple 2.5-12Vdc

AM -TX1 -xxx .... S12.60

Compact

2kHz

MODE1. 30 . . . . . . . . . $T9,,

1

j

8CHANNEL.
8 BIT A/D/R+

*Patented Laser Trimmed
SVdc. 0.8mA (HRR6)

12

On

Up to 40.000bps data
Up to 450ft. range.
5V operation

rate

418MHz or 433MHz FM

DIGITAL

R

ANALOG INPUTS

2 ANALOG OUTPUTS

VIT COUNTER

2

COUNTER524 BIT

AM-HRR6-xxx... S16.33

100.....
5V

23 s 33 x 11mm

I/ O

R

UP To 14K 8141P/SEC

FM Transceiver

,,,,,,,,p,.r

14.232 INTERFACE

PC 8U5
24 LINES DI6nAt i/o

data rate
Sensitivity -105dBm

38x12x2min

CMOSJTTL output
1

HUMIDITY

LIQUID LEVELS

PLU6S INTO

brid Module

Very stable
1

LIGHT LEVELS

THERMOSTATS

SWITCH POSITIONS

AM Receiver

1

PRESSURE

TEMPERATURE

418MHz or 433MHz

SAW Controlled

MOTORS

N PLAT

AM Transmitter
Sub Miniature module

LIGHTS

RELAYS

CMOS logic interface
Fast IntS enable
Posner saving feature
*Carrier Detect output
BI111 -xxx -F
587.36

12
E_

3

.

$279

MODEL

15002

....

55.232 IMEERM
TRMS, 20 AMPS
12 ser A/D

8R 100 i012 A/0

ANALOG OU/PUfS

TIMER COUNTERS

24 DIGITAL I/O

R

OPTO-ISOLATED
COMPLETE OMM

RS232 Transceiver

attire

RS232 interface
half duplex
4I8MHz or 433MHz FM
7.5- I5Vdc, 20mA
TX,RX Status LED's
19 2Kbps

Up to 400ft.

range

I/4 wave ant. on board
User data packetizing

58 x 40 x

15mm
CYPHERNET .... $139.30

$1$9,.
OR232

MOfïEL 70 . ; .

TS LINES DIGITAL
B ANALOG

.' . .

1118,232 INTERFACE

INTERFACE

18 Bn A/D

I/O

s.s

INPUTS

DIGIT

UP TO SO SMP/SEC

PWM OUTPUT

AM Transmitter
Range up to 250ft.
Low current. 4mA typ.
SAW controlled stability Up to 4kHz data rate
Wide supply range
CMOS 11 L input

2 -14V

Small:

177.: 11mnt
AM -RT5 -xxx .... 512.10

tel: (416)236 3858
)

64

ABACOM

Free Catalog

fax: (416)236 8866

Prairie Digital, Inc.
PHONE 608- 643 -8599

FAX

608 -643 -6754

www.abacom- tech.com
MasterCard I VISA
CIRCLE 219 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

C D N IT EC DATASYSTEMS
TOP PERFORMANCE in a small package:

REMOTE CONTROL ANYTHING!

ç=

ROD A RIMOTE CONTROL TO ANY PROJECT
OR DUSTING DEVICE. SENO $15 CRICK OR

INTEF NATIONAL MONEY ORDER FOR
STARTER KIT CONTAINING CHIP SETS

Europ:''s best selling multi -programmer!

Top of the line nuillI nt,ttramncev in cub -5500
90"6 market ,hare ìn
h
category. From 2U
Germany in 6 Voar,. 1300+ cloak e output and
growing fast Europc -'s d' sales i it',, 6ií4 mkt
share in 6 years. Mir mat, let, return quota for
hardware deaeci Rrplacec all low prked ckvti

taled programmer e,g. PIC only or

CAW' Ill

units.

(Al et*
:

alto :ubshtutes higher priced

0-Power RAM's

ANO FULL DETAILS TO.

tPR(JM,. ([d'ici l',
Serial [Cl'ROM-

Priigrarr4 8 -61i anti 1iì

-tbia

flth

B-B. ELECTRONICS,

-

'.AtCC, :4i Ft8 css li'xxx. I( 12 1Cì7 (vc
c. without adapter! t ightning 41,1
)11 O>aralld data trancter, 27( 256 read 2 sec.- prog.
8 set-!ì- Support, HEX, [DEC. and binary ha
Hats, with integrated hex and fuse map critic.
Fully \4mckms compatible índ AA4n 20082 NT,
3rnw,e I í00I. supported de c aY5 on (unite, 's
I

-

matching ptfrlrmmnce at only
the

1

:1.1 S

devices require no adapter!

price

-III
GALEP
Pocket Misdeprognmtmer
-

1951 4th Avenue, Suite 301

7A, OINY,u 1

A

IK

of everyday products are
A1

-

Sen Diego, CA 92101

-

Tel: 619402 -4420

EP

SI taldr hat[<nxl
rt

,4.!tkV'km1
..

_.

recharge, $333.00
IGkNrEPRCM4y¡GAIS
...., sicti $1 2e 1KI

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS

`.1-J

Mir
DUCE/EVER

We'll beat any price!
30 -Jay Free Trial
1

Year Warranty

Free Catalog

877.914.1112
www.allconverters.com

hko /Dewnloadei rdets: WWwCONITEC.COM

-

.

VISIT US ONTÌlEWEb:
WWW.pOpTRONICS.COM

Thanks to you. all sorts

CUM

Dealers Welcome

(ù1l

CONITEC DATASYSTEMS

3119,

I.

universal programmers e.g. Alt-11 111111 nr
It provide. well+ìte: u-ma-.c nniur..com_ 90'?,+ of tlx: listed
I (l(II 48 .51 WANTECtit
1

MAUL Pit

I

411

P0.8011112

POSTAL STATION CHAMPLAIN,

'

ap e ve. empe,

www.t U b e s andmore.com
mer
NOS, Parts, Supplies,

°

Books, Speakers, Transformers;,'

Grill Cloth, and MORE!
Ph: 480.820.8411Fas:480.820.

:

stBy

B

E

_s,

being made from the paper
plastic, metal and glass that

TiePieScope HS801

you've been recycling.

PORTABLE MOST

But to keep recycling

working to help protect ihr

50

environment, you need to
buy those products.

MHz ARBITRARY WAVEFORM GENERATOR 100 MHz STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE 50 MHz SPECTRUM ANALYZER6 DISPLAY MULTIMETER200 DAYS TRANSIENT RECORDER-

BUY RECYCLED.

Go
Ì

The HS801 the first 100 Mega
samples per second measuring
instrument that consists of a

MOST
,

So look

for products made

trotn recycled materials, and
buy them. It would mean the
world to all of us.

wnlr

lì.

PuvRecycled, Environmental

i

Defense Fund. 257 Park As,

Ili

South. New York. NY 10010,

1á

1-

800-CALL -EDE

'v °

AI

0

Multimeter.

1.

Oscil-

1

-.l!-

l.'

(Arbitrary Waveform Generator). This new MOST portable
and compact measuring instrument can solve almost every
measurement problem. With the

integrated AWG

you

can

generate every signal you want
user defined toolbar with
which over 50 instrument settings quick and easy can be accessed is offered
by the versatile software. An intelligent auto
setup allows the inexperienced user to perform
measurements immediately. Through the use of
a setting file. the user has the possibility to save
an instrument setup and recall it at a later
moment The setup time of the instrument is
hereby reduced to a minimum
A

For a free brochure.

or call

(

loscope. Spectrum analyzer and
Transient recorder) and an AWG

&Ef

Analyzing signals is done with an 8 bit resolution
and a maximum sampling speed of 100 MHz.
The input range is 0.1 Volt full scale to 80 Volt full
scale. The record length is 321(1256K samples.
The AWG has a 10 bit resolution and a sample
speed of 25 MHz.

Convince yourself and download the demo software
from our web page www fiepie.nl When you have
questions and / or remarks, contact us via email
support@tíepie nl. The HS801 is delivered with a user
manual, two probes, Wincows and DOS software,
US dealer

Feedback Incorporated. Tel 800 - 526 -8783:
Fax 919- 644 -6470. www.fbk corn
Outsite USTiePie engineering PO BOX 290, 8600 AG SNEEK
The Netherlands
Tel. +31 515 415 416 Fax: +31 515 418 819
Web www.tlepie nl

65
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CALL TOLL FREE

Sales

&S

(800) 292 -7711
Orders Only

Look For Other
Monthly Specials
On Our Website

www.cs- sales.com
Excellence in ervice
Soldering Stations
Deluxe Electronic Soldering Station

Se Habla Español

D/A Trainer
Elenco Model XK-700

Weller Low Cost Soldering Iron
Model WLC -100

$34.95
Variable power
control produces
5 -40 wafts.

Elenco SL -5 Series
Electronically controlled, ideal for professionals,
students,
and
hobbyists.
Available in kit form or assembled.

Features:

As Low As

Ideal ter hobbylots! Dlyers and
students.

Works w/ any

$29

iron! Turn any
soldering iron
into a variable
iron.

Complete with
40W iron.

Weller Soldering Station

Cushion Grip Handle
Sold `; g Iron (optional)
with
unded Tip for
Sold
g Static Sensi e Devices.
Easil
eplaceable.
Uses ong -Life. Plated
Cone I Tip.

95

Model WES50

$195
Elencds advanced designed Digital/Analog Trainer is
specially designed for school projects. It is built on a
single PC board for m
bilty. It includes 5
built-in power supplies. a function generator with con.
tinuously variable sine. triangular. and square waveforms. All power supplies
regulated and protected
against snorts The t
mounted in
proles
technician tool case made of reinforced metal
with heavy -duty handles and locks.
1

Hey

Ordering Information:

50 watts of

controlled
power designed for
continuous
production
soldering.

Model SL -5

-

-

Includes 40w

'^ Llmt.d Time

ovainftI irta t-gder Funnel

'29."

No iron.

(let SL -5K)
Model SL-S-40
(KK SL- 5K-44)

Steel. Non -Slip

B
-

Aeversl te, feti or right
side

Ulu

535.95

Traitor

Steel

Pad

On.r

4

FREE SP. IA Solder Practice Kit wi Kit Otderl

.

Sponge

+'

Sponge

Pad.

Generators & Counters
B &K 20MHz Sweep /Function

with Frequency Counter
0.21-le

AM 8 to mod
modulation
on

`$42 5

...r+

Model 4040

)r

Burst Operation
External Frequency counter to 30MH
Linear and Log Sweep

10MHz Model 4017
5MHz Model 4011
3MHz Model 4003

Generator

4114.

te

One Instrument with four test and measuring
systems:
1.3GHz Frequency Counter

p pea
s

2MHz Sweep Function Generator
Digital Multimeter

?

Digital Triple Power Supply

BK,FRGÌJ%VN
Elenco RF Generator with Counter
(1ookHz

-

150kHz)

'-

CO

2A, 15V

w/ built -in frequency counter

Features mtenal AM mod. of 1kH3
RF output 100MV 35MHz. Audio
output 1kHz 0 1V RMS.

-

0 -3V G 2A, 5V

1A

Model GF -8046

$195.95

-

SG- 9000..

This sweep function generator with counter is an
instrument capable of generating square, triangle,
and sine waveforms, and TTL, CMOS pulse over a
frequency range from 0.2Hz to 2MHz.

$225
$119.95

(analog, w/o counter)

GF -8025

-

Without Counter

Corner

over 100 kits available
Elenco Model RCC -7K
Radio Control Car Kit

$29

95

Functions
Radio Control Transmitter
Included
Also available as Model
AK -870 (No Soldering) $24.95
7

Pulse/Tone
Telephone Kit

Features 10 digit display. 16 segment and RF signal strength bargraph.
Includes antenna. NiCod
and AC adapter.
c -teas Cae. with Belt Clip

battery.

$14.95

Quantity Discounts Available
Action Lab Kit
Model MX -902
safe. Soidedess, Educational. and rune

Easy-to -read,
Included
Requires

2

Illustrated,

Labstyie

Manual

-AA' Batteries

Build your own operating motor its easy, it's tun,

$15.95

Two IC Radio Kit.

OWI Model OWI -007
Robotic Arm
(Wired Control)

$11.95

Teaches

the basic robotic
sensing and locomotion principles while testing motor skits.

Also available:

Model AM/FM-108K
AM /FM Radio Kit

ins safer
For Ages 10 and up.

$24.95

Elenco Digital
Multimeter Kit
Model
Extra large

1

M -2665K

1/4" x 2 1/2- LCD display area.

34 ranges - includes capacitance. transistor
testing hrs, diode testing

20A AC /DC current

$55.95

$29.95

Guaran eed owes

$139.95

Elenco
Model AK -700

Elenco Model AM -780K

66

@

Elenco Sweep Function Generator

Model SG -9500

Kit

Fun & Easy to Assemble

Elenco Handheld
Universal Counter
1 MHz - 2.8GHz
Model F -2800

$450

Features:

tu

:Me
$4444:

`

$319
$249
$205

Four Functions in One
Elenco Model MX -9300B

rves

PS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 5 °.
OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS
IL Residents add 8.25
Sales Tax

Overload protected

$49.95

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE
FAX:

WHEELING. IL 60090
847 541 -9904 847 541 -0710

CIRCLE 290 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Secure

CALL OR WRITE

Sales

SAME DAY
SHIPPING
on -line

FOR OUR

FREE
64 PAGE CATALOG!
(800) 445 -3201

Excellence in Service
Digital Multimeters
Elenco Oscilloscopes
ordering

Free Dust Cover and

Probes

2

Fluke

Elenco LCR & DMM
Model LCM -1950

79111

$195

'69

Features analog
bargraph, automatic touch hold, diode
test, continuity
beeper, fused current inputs, lead
resistance corn pensation, to ohms.
and true RMS.

Large 1-.

3

3/4 digit

Elenco

M -1740

Model

'34.95
11

Functions

Freq. to 20MHz
Cap. to 200F

AC/DC Voltage
AC/DC Current
Beeper
Diode Test
Transistor Test

CO

Autorangìng frequency
to 4MHz
Capacitance to 4001E
Inductance to 40H
Resistance to 4000Mí1

61- -t2445ader1

Meets

Model

Logic Test
Diode 8 Transistor Test

meus

M -2760 -

$19.95

AudMle Continuity Teal

(9

functions)

.

'1tUtl11ttt11tttttt"

S-1325
S-1330
S-1340
S-1345
S-1360
S-1390

25MHz
25MHz
40MHz
40MHz
60MHz
100MHz

$325
$439
$475
$569
$725
$895

Dual Trace
Delayed Sweep
Dual Trace
Delayed Sweep
Delayed Sweep
Delayed Sweep

20MHz/10Ms /s Analog/Digital
40MHz/20Ms/s Analog /Digital
60MHz/20Ms /s Analog /Digital

$695
$850
$950

Project Labs

Capacnanee loF
20pF
Inductance

j0°

3 1/2

M-1000B
(Assembled)

$15.95

Digit Display

Elenco Power Supply Kit Model XP -720K
1.5VDC - 15/ /DC ® IA
-- 1.5VDC - --15VDC
5VDC e 3A
6.3VAC e l A & 12.6VAC
center tapped 01A

1

Unit

a

$54.95

XP -720 Fully Assembled

- +5V G 3A, +12V e 1A. -12V e 1A
Variable - 2.5 - 20V e 2A

$85
Elenco DC Power Supply
Model SPL -603 3A 0 -30VDC

Elenco AC /DC Variable Power Supply
Model XP -800
high current power

$79.95

supply with 3 variable outputs.
Choose horn either 0- 120VAC 0 2A.
040VAC a 7A, or 0 -28VDC O or to
roe. The precision LED dsplays
allow for exact readout of volts and
The XP 800 is ideal for
current.
Principles of Technology experiments
in schools or it can be used as e
bench power supply in OEM labs.

The SPL -603 is a solid -state
DC power supply providing the
exact output voltage no matter
what current you use. Output
fully protected from overload.

Tool Kits
Elenco Deluxe Electronic Tool

Kit

Model TK -3000

Elenco Deluxe 26pc. Computer Service Tool Kit
Model TK -1200

579.95

professional tecensan service tool kit in a metal reinforced tool case
with heavy-duty handle and locks. A removable. double -sided pallet handles most of the loots listed below with more room for tools and pads to
the lower half. A special ramp in the tool case will lock your meter of
choice in place.
A

Electronic Project Lab

Model MX -909

Tools Included In case:
Deluxe Soldering Iron,

Includes everything you need to servce
Tools include
today's compurors.
deluxe soldering 'eon. 5" needle nose pir
reversible star bits T10. T15.
reversible MI nut diners 3/1V and 1/4 ".
deluxe wire skipper. IC extractor, and
motet

r

$39.95

Soldering Iron Stand,
Diagonal Pllers,Long
Nose Pliers, Deluxe Wire
Stepper. Solder Ease Kr.
3 pc. Nut Diner,
Precisen Screwdriver Set,

Everything you need to build 500 exciting electronic
projects:
Learn the basics of electronics end put your knowledge to
work creating 500 different electronic experiments, special
lighting effects, radio transmitter and receivers, amazing
electronic sound effects, cool games and MORE!
Includes built -fn breadboard for easy wiring and connection
of components, and an LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) Indicates the information during the experiments in process.

Screwdriver slotted 3/16',
Screwdrver at Phillips,
IC Extractor, Solder
Pump, Safety Goggles.
Pocket Screwdriver,
Solder Tube.
and Solder Wick.

Fact -tilled, illustrated, lab -style manual included.

SEE US ON THE WEB

Course

Power Supplies

1

included.

UPS SHIPPING. 48 STATES 5 °'a

Diode Test

Training

Signal Output Function

4 DC voltages: 3 fixed

Multiple Counter
Digital Light Dimmer
Tone Burst Generator
Audio Signal Tracer
Electronic Candle
Voice Level Meter
and many, many morel!

OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS
IL Residents add 8.25 % Sales Tax

Diode/Audible
Continuity Test

Digit LCD

Transistor Test

20v

High Accuracy

1

Model MX -908

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

Vold 0

Frequency up to
15MHz

4 Fully Regulated DC Power Supplies in

Everything you need to build 300 exciting electronic projects:

$170

Temperature to 750+0

Many features
with O factor

S79.95

The XP-1300 is

Maxitronix 500 -in -1

range

Elenco Quad Power Supply Model XP -581

Maxitronix 300 -in -1 Electronic Project Lab

Easy -to -read, illustrated, lab -style manual

20001í

Quantity
Discounts
Available

Easy -to-build experiments teach you the operation of
over 50 electronic circuits. Fully assembled, includes
all the parts needed. No tools or soldering required]
Build these exciting circuits: finger touch lamp, magnetic bridge. voltmeter. morse code alarm. electronic
noisemaker, electronic kazoo, electronic keyboard,
transistor radio, radio announcer, metal detector, and
many more. 76 page manual teaches you about voltage, current. resistors, capacitors. transistors,
diodes. transformers, speakers, and antennas.
Requires one 9V battery.

Burglar Alarm
Delayed timer
Electronic Game
Optical Volume
Multiplier

3 1/2

I

Auto /manual

DC

Elenco 50 -in -1
Model EP -50

A Transistor Radio
IC Organ

I8 Ranges

lc

pH to 20H
Resistance .0111 to

Electronic Playground

$48.95

Elenco DMM Kit
Model M -1005K

$99.95

DIGITAL SCOPE SUPER SPECIALS
DS -203
DS -303
DS -603

Elenco LCR Meter
Model LCR -1810

Dual -Display LCR Meter
w/ Stat Functions
B &K Model 878

C &S SALES, INC.
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE

FAX

WHEELING. IL 60090
(847) 541 -9904 (847) 541-0710

wwwcs- sales.com

CIRCLE 290 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Xcelitee PC Repair Kit

Model 99-SPC

Ideal for ropairsen all PC's.

Anti-stale chip Mots protect
from ESD damage.
Convenient roll-de pouch.

$34.95
15 DAY MONEY

BACK GUARANTEE

2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY
PRICES SUEUECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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CABLE SECRETS!!!
Build your OWN cable
box "test" devices!
Why pay $100.00 or more for a "test" device
that someone else made? Make your own!

Hack & Crack Bible II
and CD -ROM
Includes all Software, Documentation!

Learn the secrets of:

Includes complete source code and plans
for the most commonly used cable boxes.
Unlock all of the channels on your box!
Or start your own lucrative business!

Sofware Serial numbers
Timed Trial Versions
Learn how the Pro's do it!
Step -by -Step Guide

Complete source code
Code for Individual boxes

The only "How to guide"

$79.95
$29.95

DSS SECRETS -Vol.2

Hack & Crack Gold CD

Step-by-step instructions on programming
your own DSS access card. Unlock all channels
on your own card! This is the most current
information on the market! Includes software,
plans, and hardware sources. Book & CD-ROM.
DSS

Secrets Vol. 2
teic.nd

Hacking Cracking Satellite Cable Phreaking Micros
GameBoy VO Smart Cards Emulation Hardware Tools

Plus More! Visit us on the web!
Books & CD's;
Hackers Anarchy Cook Book 2000
The Hack & Crack Bible Vol.2
Hackers Gold CD Vol.1
Secrets of Dish Network Vol.1
DSS Secrets Vol.4 Book & CD
Cable Test Devices Source Code & Plans
PSX Secrets w/ MODCHIP Source Code
The Ultimate Phreaking Guide
Emulator Heaven CD
Game Boy I/O - Servos /Relays /Sensors

$39.95
$39.95
$29.00
$49.95
$49.95
$79.00
$69.95
$39.95
$49.95
$49.95

Hardware:

Only

PIC, Scenix, Atmel Programmer Complete

$99.00
ISO 7816 Smart Card Programmer
$59.95
Smart Cards (from)
$ 6.95
Prototyping Boards PIC & Scenix
$ 9.95
VISA Master Card American Express
To Order Call 1 -800- 773 -6698
Send Money orders to: Worldwyde.Com,
33523 Eight Mile Rd #A3 -261. Livonia, MI. 48152
Visit us online
/ /www.worldw de.com

$2925

$49.95
Arneiu urExpress

o order, call Worldwyde a 1.800.773 -66,
3523 Eight Mile Rd. =A3.261 Livonia, M

4Sit us on the web at www.worldw

htt:

CONTROL
IT

Easy -PC For Windows
Schematic & PCB Layout CAD

GPS Units from
Communications Surplus
Trimble SVeeSix-CM3
6álannel Differerltial Modul
Magnet Ivt. Antenna

&

$49.35

Rockwell Microtracker LP
True Windows interface
True Windows 32 bit application
Schematic and PCB Design as standard
Intelligent Cut, Copy and Paste - internal & external
Muni -level Undo and Redo
Forward design changes - Schematic to PCB
Integrated Autoplace
Integrated Shape based AutoRouter (Optional Extra)
Shape based copper pour and split power pianos
And now version 4.0 with many new features !!

5 Channd NMEA 193

OEM

CMOS Camera Module, Black &
White, Size: 0.635t0.63 "x0.59 "H.
Lens: f4.9, F2.8. EIA 320Hx240V.
0.6" OIL Package. 5 pins. Pin 3 is 1V p -p composite video (75 ohm) to monitor. $36 + $5 S&H
Add $6 for 8 triacs
kit
to drive light bulbs
8 LEDs with 10 push button selectable patterns.
8 speed levels! 80 combinations! $16 + $5 S &H

68

$49.95

rt ±4

Fax 713-522 -6309
Email comrnsurplusiif1.net

Intec Automation Inc.

or vemscorr*nsurplus.com

www.numberone.com

The P16PRO: can
program up to 40
pin PICs including
the popular 16F84 &
12C508 Needs software (extra
$20) Available assembled or starting from $16.95 for the kit.
See www.elect onics123.com for more info!
The PICALL Programmer can also progam Atmel AV Rs
in addition to the PICs it can program Free software PICALL programmer kit at $69.95
See www.eleclronks123.com for more info!

Diffgeltid

-Call 713526-8000 or
1- 877 -878-6G PS or

Call Ohio Automation (740) 596 1023

Programmer Kits

Modul

www.microcommander.com

CABLE BOX SUPPLIERS
VISION MASTER PLUS
W/UNIVERSAL FORMAT

STABILIZERS PICTURE
WORKS ANY SYSTEM!

"DEALERS WELCOME"

*

Running Lights

*

Toll Free: 1-888 -549 -3749 (USA &Canada)
Tel: (330) M93726. Request a FREE catalog or visit us
at: www.electronics123.com for more products

1- 888 -777 -9123
1- 888 -675 -3687

Amazon Electronics, Box 21 Columbiana OH 44408

LOW, LOW PRICING

Top secret

Consumertronics

business 25+ years- established professionals
.'i77RCy'7 0Ib C74 7.`1tT:?iR11 T'7 7115 fTiTrF1
ier!,
topping Power Meters $2' olygraph Secrets
$2
SPM Demo VHS Tape $29 dentity Theft Manual $2
KW -HR Meters
$2' Credit Card Security $2
Gas & Water Security $1' Check & M.O. Security $2
Beyond Phone Color Boxes $2' TM Manual
$3
ind Control
Cellphone/Cordless Guide $3
$2
Pager(Beeper)Manual $2' Under Attack!
$2
Caller ID & ANl Security $2' M Brainblaster
$2
Voice Mail Security
$29 Radionics Manual
$2
PBX Security
$251 cal Thyself!
$2
Fax Machine Security $2 Ultimate Success Manual $2
Computer Security
$3' tealth Technology
$2
Hacker Files (3HDMks) $3' igh Voltage Devices $2
ocial Engineering
$2
cret & Survival Radio $2
In

I

I

Cons & Scams notebook $2

Internet Security

$2'

s

rets of Solderless BBs $2
he

"Goldfinger"

$1

Internet Frauds Databook $2' Casino Secrets
$2
Internet Tracking/Tracing $29 Government Land Grab $1
Beyond Van Eck Tempest $2 Rockets Red Glare
$2
Van Eck Demo VHS Tape $2'

..much more in Catalog.

Check, MO, VISA, MC - add $5 S/H (US.Canada)

FREE Online Catalog: www.tsc- global.com
Printed Catalog: S1 with order, 53 w/o (des< Options, policies)

Order Today! Consumertronics
P.O. Box 23097, ABO, NM 87192
505- 321 -1034 Fax: 505-275-5637

spyout et.com
Countersurveillance

-

J

SCRAMBLED VIDEO

Electronic Devices

BLOW-OUT SALE

Purchase your video cameras from

one of the largest importers
in the U.S.

,

Underwater Bullet Cameras
Spy Pinhole Cameras starting at $790°
Wireless Video Voice Changer
Micro Recorders Shotgun Mic
Locksmithing Bug & Phone Tap
Detectors Phone Call Register
UV Pens & Powder Realtime
Telephone Recording Systems:
12 Hour $12500 GPS Vehicle Tracking
System (nationwide)
And much more
www.spyoutlet.com
Printed Catalog send $500
NEW

SOLUTION

at

e

Model

vehicle tags, much, much more. Sources, sites, suppliers,

V

SG -RFD:_

ws"

R.C. Distributing Company
P.O. Box 552 South Bend, IN 46624

Phone 219 233 -3053 Fax 219 289 -1566

Press -n-Peel

Transfer Film
PC Boards in Minutes

a

best ID, second passports, phony credit cards, read

1.

8.5"
a

x 11" Shts.
Or Photocopy

2p

-

5Jpc.

100pc.

$50.0Q

$47-00

544.00

Magnavot Universal Remote Contrcls
100pc,
12pc5Jpc.
54.56

*`Use standard

household iron

www.glcbottechdistributor.s.com

rY'Cm

Extperinernter Boards

EPIC Plus
PlCmicro Programmer
$59.95

Program FlCmi'.ro MCUs in BASIC!
DOS or Windows optralion (includes Wndows

Pic Basic Pro

covert video, counter measures, entry equipment

ORDER BOTH BOOKS

-

Intelligence Here

Use Standard Copper Clad Board
Shts $30f 40 Shts $50! 100 Slits $100
Lisa /MC /POICk/MO $4 S &HlForeign Add 57

Techniks Inc.

Ringoes NJ 38551
ph. 908.788.8249 fax 908.788.8837
www.techniks.com
Vist Our

www.intelligencehere.com.
Md $6.00 Wanly shippinul CA

LCDa
X10 - Home Automation

$E.95 ho $19.95

mis-crant rn&ring-

-

$249.95

1
dabs ana

www.melabs.com
Phone: f719) 522 -$323
Fax: (719) 5201867

Rat 60039. +7olorndo Sprngs, CO 8M60

Keypads
Serial Port Interface
On-Screen Displays
Robotics
Data Logging
Serial -Parallel

PIC Programmer
Programs all PICI6C66s/6>v7s18a/9z,
PIC 16F8ä, and PIC12C devices.
Optional ZIF adapters for SOIC & PLCC.

Includes all necessary software.

Buy
Both for

$59

SMART CARDS
Complete syaleml orograrr :-our own small
card applications in easy le use BASIC!
3ecurit7 System=

ISP PRO Programmer
PIC - Scenix - Atme1 - 12C - SPI
In Circuit or on board, The only
programmer you'll ever have to
951
! Only $5

Time Carts

Emulati'or
Access Control - Hone, Auto

obotica 'rograrareing
DATA

Pic n' Basic Compiler $88.95
Pic n' Basic PRO Comailer $149.95
Includes Windows IDE whit ISP PRO
programmer software bull In FREE!

Combo Deal - Pic rí Basic, ISP PFL3, 1802
Solderless Proto Board and PIC'6F84 plus
cables ano power supply all for only $179.95

Toor.Nit comas complete with:

SmartCard ='ogr,,mmer
De:.eloper °oft.oare.Pacleaçe
Usar Manual in pnnted
3 Plank Swirl Ca ds

We
VISA

order, call Woridwyde a 1- 800.773 -6698

To

Master Card America') Express

Order Cali 1-248-426-8144 Eas.ic Micro

33523 Eight Mile Rd #A3 -261, Livonia, MI, 46152
Visit us online http: / /www.baslcnticro.com

fair

Complete system tor only 579.95

rto

21365 Randall Street Farmington Hills, MI 48336
Visit us on the web at www.worldwyde.con -pie

Security

Program PIC's In BASICI

And Many More!

To

On -Line!

Easy Solderless Prototypingl
Ort board RS -232, In Cir.uil
Programming. No cable or chip
swapping! Fully Documented.
Starting at Only $39.95

Many PIC Projects for Beginners & Experts!
Includes Software, Documentation, and PCB Layout

r

E -Store

PIC MICRO TOOLS

Book & CD -ROM

$2495

Compiler

residents add 8% tax.

PIC PROJECTS

Book &
CD Only

oftware.

High quaity blank prototypng beards
for PlCmicro MCUs.

P.O. Box 463,

404 N. Mt. Shasta Blvd.
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067
Order by Phone:866- 885 -8855

,

PICProto Proitotyping Boards
20

SUBTRACT $10!!

I

PicBasie Compiler - $99.95

guide tor law enforcement goodies, electronic surveillance,

220 Pages. $39.95.

croMCU ßevelcp.nent Tx Is

LAB -X1 far 40 -pin MCUs (shown) - $199.95
LAB -x2 for 28 or40 -pin MCUs - $69.95
LAB-X3 for 18-pin MCUs - $119.95

Covert Catalog2000 The latest hands -on source

more. Exact ordering info from suppliers in 13 nations!

$3.75

54,00

Call Tocay Gtcbaltech 1- 0300) -5E2 -5116
View Ou- Or -Line Display Catalog at

LaserPrint*

2. Press On **
3. Peel Off
4. Etch

tips, tricks and techniques. 352 pages $44.95.

weapons, tracking systems, computer surveillance, and

S2.5°

$2.75

Rebelion-3 125ch. Converter
1

www.rcdistributing.com

Identification. Insider information directly from the FBI

home computer, get a new criver's
license (suspension? No problem), open offshore or US
bank accounts w/o an SS number, acquire the world's

i

RESTORES LOST VIDEO

SCINTILLATING!

great documents on

1

52.25

53,5c

THE CLEAR

Who Are You? The Encyclopedia of Personal

master thieves, and professional sharks. Who Are You?
details ID theft schemes (and prevention), how to create

We carry all models
kpcs.
50pc. 100pc. 500äc.

versus

SPY OUTLET 2468 NIA. FALLS BLVD
TONAWANDA NY 14150 (716) 695-8660

and Customs, top graphic artists, offshore attorneys,

CABLE TV REMOTES

VISA ..

accept

Mastaa Card

A /r.

e--,cao Exyrresc

-'

To Order Call 5. 300 -773 -6698 Worldwyle.Com,
33523 Egh, Milu- Rd #43 -261, Livonia, Hl. 48153

Visit us cantina httprlrwww worldwyde.com
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$59 PCBs
And our layout software Is
O Download

Books

LEARN ABOUT PIC MICROCONTROLLERS

our board layout software

© Design a 2 -sided circuit
O

PICri

PICn
up the

board 2.5" x 3.8"

PACE

Send us your layout over the Internet
We ship you 3 excellent quality boards
with plated- through holes for $59
(shipping included)

O

PIC'n
T.,,u;;que.,+

See Table Of Contents: http: /Iwww.sq -1.com
Secure Online Ordering Is Available

:

PIC Is e trademark of Microchip Technology Inc.

1

ELECTRONICS

Voice (707) 279 -8881 Fax (707) 279 -8883

vvww.expresspcb.com

http://www.sg-l.com

atiwas

Be an FCC LICENSED

ECTRONICS TECHNIC!
ONE LOW PRICE

VISA

YOU GET YOUR
FCC LICENSE
OR GET
YOUR

C.

MONEY
BACK!

FCC LICENSE TRAINING

Dept. 90
P.O. Box 2824
San Francisco, CA 94126 -2824

START
YOUR

OWN
BUSINESS!
70

q yp

`O+4'

P:.

RO pVG

800-932-4268

Email: fcc @commandproductions.com

Ext. 90

Website: www.LicenseTraining.com

CIRCLE 321 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CALL NOW
FOR FREE

INFORMATION!

Fax 415 -332 -1901

.

More Features
More Power
Less Money

tIU

Ivex Complete
Electronics CAD Package

Ivex Complete Power Tools
include: Win Draft P35o
Schematics, WinBoard
P35o PCB Layout, Ivex
Spice Standard Simulation
and Gerber Viewer
together in a complete,
affordable package.
Ivex Complete Plus
includes everything in the
Complete package plus
65o pin versions of
WinDraft and WinBoard
with Ivex Spice Advanced.

Ivex 65o pin versions have
no feature limitations like
other low cost products on
the market. Fast expert
technical support, free 24
hour Knowledge Base on
the web, and professional
full -featured tools have
made Ivex the preferred
choice for designers.

For larger designs
use these Ivex Products:

WinDraft unlimited
WinBoard unlimited

$495
$495

Ivex Complete
tkctnnrctto

ttcuage

Advantages
Ivex Complete

Full -feature tools
17,000 Schematic parts
Part edit E model making
Part Search
Bill of Materials with Sort
E Spreadsheet output

Schematics

Simulation
PCB Layout
Gerber Viewer

Heirarchy for large designs
ERC (electrical rules check)
15 Netlist outputs
7 Analysis Types
Spice Advanced
includes 14 analyses
i6 PCB layers
o.ot micron grid resolution
Advanced DRC
Micro via
Gerber E NC Drill report
24 hour FREE Technical
Support Internet
Knowledge Base
No hardware protection lock!

$350

Ivex Complete
Plus
P650 Schematics
Adv. Simulation
P650 PCB Layout
Gerber Viewer Plus

55o

Free board quote

Cite
The Internet source for PCB rnenLfactur ng

New: Schematic DXF output

Visit the Ivex web site for complete product
information and download full function demos.

www. ivex.com
Tel: f r

DESIGN
INTERIJATIOt A L
ADV8_4
71

CIRCLE 309 ON FREE INFORM,3TION CARD

New and Pre -Owned

Test Equipment

New Equipment Specials
B +K

Pre -Owned Oscilloscope Specials

Precision 2120B - 30iIHz Oscilloscope

FREE Model 117B Multimeter
2 Channel, Dual -Trace

* 30 MHz Bandwidth

A \'('OM

Precision
Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix

Sale Price $339.00

PSA -371)

- Spectrum Analyzer

- Installation - Maintenance

Satellite Downlink

& Service
Line or Battery Powered
Built -in DC Block & Power for

Band I 10 - 750 MHz
Band 2: 3.7 - 4.2 GHz
Carrying Case Included
:

B +K

* TV Triggering
* (2) Probes Included

1

-

1

00 MHz Analog Oscilloscope

100 MHz Bandwidth

Time Base Auto -range
(2) Probes Included
2 Year Warranty

Channel, High Sensitivity
TV Trigger - Signal Output
Cursor Readout
2

Leader LF 941

- ('A7' \' Signal

\' l:\\ Fluke 187
!

- Digital

200 MHz
250 MHz

$489.00

\Iultintcter

We Buy Surplus

Test Equipment

Test Equipment Depot
A FOTRONIC CORPORATION COMPANY

99 Washington St. Melrose, MA 02176

(1- 800 -996 -3837)

[=J

$185.00
$499.00
$649.00
$749.00
$949.00

www.testequipmentdepot.com

Level Meter

Basic DC Accuracy of 0.025% at 50,000 Count
True -RMS AC, AC +DC, dBm, & dBV Sale Price $319.001
IAMEX C.O.D.

MHz

See us on the Web!

Sale Price $899.00

. TV /CATV Coverage from 46 - 870 MHz
Video/Audio Camer Measurements Sale Price

10

100 MHz
100 MHz

Professionally Refurbished
Aligned & Calibrated to Original Specifications
The Industry Standard of Oscilloscopes
1 Year Warranty - The Longest Available!!!
See Website for Complete Specifications

LNA/LNB's

Sale Price $2,395.00

Instek GOS-6103

1466
465
465B
475
475A

(781) 665 -1400

TOLL FREE 1- 800 -99 -METER

FAX (781) 665 -0780

e -mail: sales @testequipmentdepot.com

CIRCLE 322 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
A

SECURETEK
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER
WE WILL BElV ANY COMPETITORS PRICE"

WORLD SMALLEST
WIRELESS VIDEO CAMERA
(BLACK & WHITE OR COLOR)

TRANSMITS VIDEO UP TO 1000FT.
,e. nA, szF

WE ALSO CARRY:
COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS
COUNTER -SURVEILLANCE PRODUCTS
CUSTOM MADE
VIDEO SYSTEMS
IN HOUSE
ENGINEERING DEPT.

Feature -rich Circuit Design Workstation
Ultra-affordable at just $299.95
Portable Version Availabe for $319.95
Our classic PB.503 the complete trots-Board Design Workstations newly improved. Enhancements include:
an 8 -channel Logic Monitor, High g Low buffered Logic Indicators, 8 selectable Logic Switches. and removable
Breadboard Socket Plate. This Velcro- backed sodas plate allows for greater circuit deign flexibility; order
extra to wit your needs.

CALL FOR CATALOG :

SECURETEK

7152 S.W. 47TH STREET
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33137

TEL_305- 667.4545
FAX_
72

305.667. 1744

vwwv.securetek.net

Traditional instrumentation on the unit includes a continuously variable Function Generator, triple output DC
Power Supply. along with Switches. Digital Pulsees. Potentiometers and an Audio Speaker. The highly

functional P13;503
3

is

built to last, with an industry-hest

year warranty along with a lifetime warranty on all breadboard sockets. Own the best: Order yours today.

laß@ Highland Auenue

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES
INSTRUMENTS

Cheshire, CI

1.800.5'

2.

Unit 2

06410
028
!

203.2724330

FAY

www- globalspe. altieswm

F0RT777.
File

Edit

COM THE BEST
:

View

Go

IN

ELECTRONICS ANYWHERE

IN

THE GALAXY

Hep

http://Www.fort777-com

Come & Visit Fort777.com Now!
Come and take a look at all the great
products we've got for you at
Fort777.com - and they're all at
incredibly low prices even if you
only want one piece. Just click
Product Index to find all the things
you need. While you're there take a
look at the Novel and read all about
the Fort777 of the
future. Make Fort777
your first choice and
start saving NOW!

Only Top Quality Components
You

Electronic Components

hen

you

want

lectronic

components, visa Fon777.com. We've got large ranges of all
the most popular items you'll need. Check out our Resistors,

Capacitors, Connectors, Relays. Potentiometers, Fuses.
LEDs, Neons, Lampholders, Diodes, Rectifiers, Crimp
Terminals, Suppressors, Buzzers, Fuseholders, Clips. Audio,
Computer and Telephone Cords and much, much more.
We've got specialty items as well
and our range is growing all the
time. Take a look at our special
offers and click on Star Buys to see
our latest hottest items. There are
lots of new things happening all the
time at the new Fort777.com so
come back and visit us regularly

of our great
specials. With our low prices you
can buy for your friends and save on
freight costs. Orders over US$150
we pay the freight.

can rely on the

then you won't miss any

components you'll get
front Fort777.com. We
only buy direct front
the best factories.

\\

All

our

components are
fully specified and are the same each
time you buy. You can pay much
more for these very same items by
buying from our competitors. But if

and

drawing

if

it's

peb mounted. So now

you can check out all
the specs on line to

you want the best parts at the best

find the exact part
you need. Just click
on More Info to see
all the details and

prices, come to Fort777. The choice
as always is yours.

Low Cost Movies That Play On Your DVD Player

don't forget to scroll

right to the bottom of
Never before sold in US, but now you

the page to see the

can buy near-DVD quality video CDs

entire specification.
In the More Info
product screen, you
will see a large
picture of the product
so that you can be

that will play on your DVD player.
We've got lots of the latest movies,
top movies released over the last few
years and classics. Prices are around
one third the regular price for DVD,.

It's All At Fort777.com
When you need

the best quality

These discs are 100% legal product.

components and the best prices. you
need to visit Fort777.com. Use the

under license front the

menu buttons, search function or

produced

studios. Visit Fort777.com and find

out more about how we can do it and
check out all your favorite movies.

absolutely

certain

that you've got the
index to quickly find the parts you exact item you need.
need. Every item has a color picture Take
a
look at
and

full description. specification Fort777 right now!

ITEMS SHOWN HERE AND ON THE WEBSITE HTTP:NWWW.FORT777.COM ARE ONLY AVAILABLE FROM THE ,'JEBSITE

No minimum order quantity. Prices are valid for one piece/pack. Freight charged extra.
The address below is for returns and servicing:

F0RT777.COM NORTH AMERICAN SERVICE AGENTS, FRONTIER ENGINEERING
628 S SUNSET ST.. LONGMONT, CO 80501 ' email: sales@fort777.com
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World's Smallest
68HC11
Microcontroller
Modules!

"X -Ray" Filters, Cameras, Camcorders, Lights
Infrared (IR) Equip sees through some fabrics!
2 Million Candle Power Rechargeable IR Spotlight

telemetry
microrobotics
smart toys

tiny, light- weight (0.5 oz.)
1 -inch x 1.4 -inch 68HC11 module
on -board 5V regulator
8MHz crystal (9.83MHz on Turbo version)
choice of 8K or 32K EEPROM
32K RAM + 32K EEPROM on 64K version
plugs into your breadboard like a DIP
SCI (UART), SPI, Output Compares, Input
Captures, harware timer, pulse accumulator
all 14 I/O lines and 2 interrupts brought
out to versatile 20 -pin connector
program in BASIC, assembler, or C
easy code -loading with Docking Module
Starter Packages:*
( #MS11SP8K)
32K EEPROM ( #MS11SP32K)
32K EE +32K RAM ( #MS11SP64K)

8K EEPROM

$49
$77
$90

includes MicroStampll, manual, PC software (free ware assembler, SBASIC compiler, MicroLoad utility,
and sample programs), serial cable, Docking Module,
and accessories.
Attention OEMs:
Embed MicroStampll modules into your product!
only $20 each (100-pc. price, 8K version)

'mum llllh
.Í11111111111t1F.

o

Check Web!! -Fast

-

2

When You Want Somethin

www.m2l.com

Better Than Karaoke'

Available Adapters
5,6241x,71,84) 139.95
EP -PIC
EP -PIC64 (62-5,72 -0)
539.95
$39.95
EP- PIC12(12C50x)

Portable - Connects to PC Parallel Port
Versatile - Programs 2716 -080 plus EE

EP- PIC17(17C4x)
$49.95
EP- 51(8751 C511
$39.95
$59.95
EP- 11E(68HC11 E /A)
EP -11D (68HC711D3)
$39.95
EP-16 (16bn 40pin EPROMS) 549.95
EP- Z8(Z86E02.3.4,6,7,8)
$39.95
$39.95
EP- SEE2(93x.24x.25x.85x)
EP- 750(87C7541,2)
$59.95
$59.95EP- PEEL(ICT22v10,18vD
$39.95
EP- 1051(890 1051.2051)
EP -PLCC IPLCC EPROMs)
549.95
EP -SOIL SOIC EPROMS)
549.95
Many Omer Adapters Available

and Flash (28F,29C) to 32 pins

Inexpensive - Best for less than $200
Correct implementation of manufacturer
algorithms for fast, reliable programming.
Easy to use menu based software has binary
editor, read, verify, copy, etc. Free updates via
bbs or web Ppage.
9
Full over current detection on all device power
supplies protects against bad chips and

M2L

C' CP

tGir-EP

Mt

ELECTRONICS

Electronics

970/259 -0555 Fax: 970/259 -0777

reverse insertion.

250 CR 218 Durango CO 81301
co orders add 7% sales tax.

Broad support for additional devices using
adapters listed below.

Qáj

-.

http://www.m2l.com

pp.

Fast 32 bit executable
Dual channel analysis
High Resolution FFT
Octave Analysis
THD, THD +N, SNR measurements
Signal Generation
Triggering, Decimation
Transfer Functions, Coherence
Time Series. Spectrum Phase,
and 3-D Surface plots
Real -Time Recording and
Post- Processing modes

a'
=

U111111th, IQ
n o o 2o P gP qOÇ

O

Distortion Analysis
Frequency Response Testing
Vibration Measurements
Acoustic Research

System Requirements
8 MB RAM minimum

Win. 95, NT, or Win. 3.1 + Win.32s
Mouse and Math coprocessor
16 bit sound card

Many other modules & accessories available.
Visit our website at:

sales @technologicatarts.com

TOLL -FREE: 1- 877 -963 -8996
Phone: (416) 963 -8996
Fax: (416) 963 -9179
MasterCard Discover Amex

--=L:1

L3==.1

" .
®O

.

I

ba

Priced from $299
(U.S. sales only

486 CPU or greater

APts

www.technologicalarts.com

!TEa

Applications

Technological

Visa

j'.

Turn Your Multimedia PC into a Powerful
Real -Time Audio Spectrum Analyzer

tiny 2 -inch x 2 -inch 68HC11 module
12 inputs /outputs plus 8 analog inputs
RS232, 5V regulator, 8MHz crystal
32K SRAM plus 8K or 32K EEPROM
plugs into your breadboard like a DIP
easy programming from any PC
ideal for building MicroMouse robots
now available in Turbo version (9.83MHz)
$68
8K Starter Package #MC11SP8K
$93
32K Starter Package #MC11SP32K
Motor driver boards, LCD/keypad /keyboard
interface & prototyping cards available

74
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t

lotemet-http.;.www.LTSound.com
4 How Demo /into Request Line (770)482 -2485 Ext 49

Programs
27C010 in 23 seconds
g

20 kHz real-time bandwith

oötJ

.

.oes...Beller and ives you, the
m
Vocal stun °rotor'
Free rndDeptDemoTape..
LT Sound Dept PE
7988 LT Parkway, utlwnia.GA.1

stems Inc.

Features

,--,

REMOVE -'
VOCALS

INGERS

EZ -EP DEVICE PROGRAMMER - $169.95

11111111111111

C.,

Herald Sq. Faldxm.011 1504 (937) S74 -9878

I

nlimited. Low Cost, Instantly Available
grpurxi Music from Original Standard
ecordmys: Does Everything Karaoke

www.ontrak.net

ims

n000

-

Over 76,000 records
Private user forums
Live on -line chat rooms

Re airWorldeeom

Ekoronis Corp

Data Acquisition and Control

S

-

I

Audio. FCC, and more.

The ADR series of interfaces allow control of
analog, digital and relay Ito via RS232 or RS485.
Visit the web site fors Pee s, applications
and
pP
programs in VB, C, BASIC etc
(705) 871 -2852

Ontrak Control

-

TV, VCR, Monitor, UL

Ultraviolet (UV) LED Flashlights, Invisible Inks
SpyCams, Specialty Optical Products
Home Automation Software, Free Fax Software

animatronics
model railroading
home automation

CY'

Repair Databases for

NEW! Mini Metal/Wood Lathe, Mill, Drill, Sander

www. MaxMax.com

MicooStamp111f

imb

Do You Repair Electronics?

PHS
a

subsidiary of

Pioneer Hill Software
?4460 Mason Rd.
Poulsbo, WA 98370
Sound Technology. Inc.

Sales: (360) 697-3472

j

-

not for export/resale)

DOWNLOAD FREE 30 DAY TRIAL!
www. spectraplus. corn

S
1

Fax: (360) 697 -7717

ç',

Spectrayr Plies
/-

1"

FFT Spectral Analysis System

e -mail:

pioneer@telebyte.com

11-

Learn PC Repair!
The Ultimate Self-Paced PC Assembly and Repair Course
Videos

This is the simplest, easiest anG
most complete course on how to
understand, assemble, and diagnose
PCs available today. It contains all
the text, videos and diagnostic
software you'll need to succeed.

The two videos included contain over
hours of the Micro 2000 engineering team teaching everything from the
3

of PC assembly all the way to
using the MicroScope software to
troubleshoot them! Watch the pro's in
basics

Self-Study Course Manual
The manual is

a

as they build a completely
functional Pentium system with all
the major peripherals.

action

self-study

workbook that will enable you to
quickly teach yourself all about
computers, how they're put together
and how to keep them working. Just
follow the step -by -step instructions

Product #
02 -020

Software

At the end of the course you'll
know how to build a PC and instal
& configure Microsoft Windows.

This course includes a Limited
Edition version (25 uses) of the award
winning MicroScope Diagnostic
Software. Use it to build your own
PC (computer not included), upgrade
it and troubleshoot any problems.

Call (800) 321-2155

www.ciebookstore.com

on each page.

Course includes:
200 + Page Training Manual
PC Assembly & Configuration Video
PC Diagnostic Video

Micro -Scope Diagnostic Software (LE)
CD -ROM

-

contains videos and manual

CIE Bookstore: 1776 E 17th Cleveland, OH 44114

Earn an Associate Degree in Electronic Engineering Technology...
Put your knowledge of electronics to work for you. CIE offers the most comprehensive
Associate Degree program offered in electronics. Best of all you study at your own
pace with the full resources of CIE just a phone call or a click of a mouse away.

It's Comprehensive and Unique. You Pay

for Only the Time You Use!

won't find a better school than CIE if you want to accomplish your goals
without pesky time restrictions (commuting, 8 hour class days, etc.) at CIE you
study at your own pace, even an accelerated pace. And if you're like most readers
of this magazine, your electronics background can help you receive your degree in
less than the maximum 8 terms allowed. Finish sooner and you can save thousands
of dollars in tuition. It's almost like being paid to study.
You

It's almost

like being
paid to
study.

Get all the details on CIE's Associate Degree Program, World College's Bachelor
Degree Program and CIE's 10
For a FREE Course Catalog on all of our
Career Courses today!
Programs send to CIE: 1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland,

r

WISE

OH 4.4114-3679 or visit www.cie- wc.edu
Name:
Address:

Free Course Catalog!

City:

(800) 243 -6446
www.cie- wc.edu

PT30

State:

Zip:

Phone:
E

-mail:

L

J
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The Pocket Programmer

C

O

A

R

R

T

O

I

N

Digital Video Tape
Panasonic DVM60. Miniature
digital video cassette.60 Minutes.

The Best just got Better!!!

CAT # DVM -60

The Best portable programmer that
¡uses the printer port instead of an

3

each

internal card just got Better!! Now
with easier to use Windows based
software that programs E(E)prom,
Flash & Dallas parts. 25/27/28 & 29
;series from 16K to 8Mbit. Adapters
!available for MCU's 874X, 875X, Pic,
Atmet, PLOC packages, Bi- Prom's,
40 -Pin X16 Eproms, Rom Emulator
to 32K X 8 (2716 -27256) and More...

wl Integrated Heatsink
Beautifully engineered
assembly designed for high
efficiency CPU cooling.
Fan is embedded in an
aluminum heatsìnk with
many slots for maximum
surface area and
heat dissipation. 2.6" X 3.08" X
1.58" high. Four mounting screws
on 2" X 2.5" centers.

Only $149.95

Edwardsville, KS 66113
Add $7.00 COD
Tel. 1913) 422 -2094
Fax (913) 441 -1623 Add $6.00 Shipping

VWVW.IN- KS.COM

Visa1MC/Amex/Disc

FOR BEGINNERS

-

But Practical
AN EASY TO READ NEW BOOK:
The ideal way to catch up. It starts with
8th -grade science basics, going all the
way up to industrial applications like
motor controllers, sensors, and noise
suppression. Covers oscilloscopes
(fully detailed instructions), desirable
and undesirable oscillations, simplified
circuits for bipolar and FET transistors,
flip -flops and square waves, op-amps,
SCRs & Triacs. Covers "PID" controls,
ground loops, shields versus "guards,"
soldering, and brief sections on lasers,
laser printers, photocopiers, radios,
digital vs. analog. Symbols explained
include U.S. electrician and European.
(See www.amazon.com reviews!)

"Industrial Electronics for
Engineers, Chemists, and
Technicians, with Optional
Lab Experiments"
By Daniel J. Shanefield
ISBN 0-8155 -1467 -0

76

William Andrew Publishing
13 Eaton Ave.
Norwich, NY 13815
www.williamandrew.com
$72.00 postpaid

00

$14 each

CAT # CF -103
I

Box 13723 / 612 Newton St.

Efficiency Fan

12 VDC High

Same Name, Address & Phone # for
Isn't it Amazing ?
19 Years....

Intronics, Inc.

for

521.00

Miniature DC Motor

Mabuchi S FF -N2OPN
Miniature 1.5 to 3 Volt DC motor.
Ideal for modelsand radio control
applications where small size is important.
No load rating: 15,800 RPM @ 2.4 V. 96 mA.
Length (excluding shaft), 0.654" long x 0.47" x
0.39 ". 0.039 "(1mm) dia. x 0.13" long shaft.
Solder -loop terminals. Large quantity available.

CAT# DCM -166

150 for 600 ea.
600 for 50c ea.
1500 pieces 350 ea.

2 for $150

LEGO Robots, Living Robots,

Solar Panel
Output: approx.
3 Volts @ 40 mA.
2.40" square x 0.13"
thick epoxy -encapsulated
silicon photovoltaic panel removed from solar
lighting system. Solid, almost -unbreakable
module with easy -to- solder spots on backside.
Ideal for solar- powered battery
chargers and other projects.

CAT # SPL -60

Robot Kits, Programmable Robots,

$

50

each

ORDER TOLL FREE

1- 800 -826-5432

Muscle Wires`, Home and Office

Robots, Electronic Kits & More!

Request our FREE

48 page catalog

with over 300 items!

SHOP OUR ONLINE STORE
www.allelectronics.com
CHARGE ORDERS to Visa. Mastercard,
American Express or Discover
TERMS. NO MINIMUM ORDER Shipping and handling for the
48 continental U S.A. 55.00 per order. All others mcludmg AK.
Hl. PR or Canada must pay full shipping. All orders delivered
m CALIFORNIA must include local claie sales tax. Ouantities
Limited NO COU. Prices sublecl
to change without notice.

CALL, WRITE
FAX or E-MAIL

for our FREE

96 Page
CATALOG

Outside the U.S.A.
send $3.00 postage.

e-mail

MAIL ORDERS TO:

ALL ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
P.O. Box 567
Van Nuys, CA 91408
FAX (818)781 -2653

allcorp@allcorp.com

windobotStorttonl

800'3744764
Mondo'tronics Inc.
PAII4J286

Redwood Hwy, Dept. 171

San Rained,

0114903

ph 415.491.4600 fx

415.4914696;

infoOrobotstore.aom

Spring 2001 Catalog is now
available. Over 100 new
products! Get yours today!
l+At 4r.A!

Clean and powerful, plus an on

board computer that's your
'virtual" station engineer! We can
now supply turn-key packages for
your community or LPFM station.
Call or visit our broadcast web site, www.highpowerfm.com, for more details.
$1,795.00
PX1

BROADCAST YOUR MP3 AND .WAV FILES
broadcaster designed specifically for PC
sound -cast. Broadcast MP3s, intemet radio and
more to any FM radio in your house or yard. You
can't buy an assembled broadcaster this powerful
r clean. Kit includes case and power supply.

ilpOur FM

We've got the kit! Our K4500 is a synthesized
FM stereo tuner, the K4100 is a matching preamp. Both are fully digitally controlled with an
optional IR remote control (kit also). Add our
K4020 2 x 155W Class A power amplifier kit to complete your drop -dead
stereo. We also have tube amplifier kits. Visit us on the web, or request our
new catalog for more information.

Synthesized FM Stereo Tuner Kit
Digital Preamp Kit
IIR Remote Control Kit
Solid State 310W Power Amp Kit

K4500
K4100
K4101
K4020

ELECTRONIC PROTOTYPING SOFTWARE...

$99.95

MP3FM

Priced for the lobbyist!
You can create and test AC and DC circuits
minutes after installing this package on your
PC. Start from scratch, or from the included
library of pre- designed circuits. Drag and drop
placement from a complete list of active and
passive components. Test using a complete list
of virtual instruments, Oscilloscope, voltmeter,
ohmmeter, ammeter, and watt meter.

FM100 SYNTHESIZED FM STEREO RADIO STATION
Synthesized 88 to 108 MHz for no frequency drift
Built in mixer - 2 line inputs and one

!

microphone input!
Strappable for higher power output
Low pass filter for great audio

$49.95

Our FM100 is used all over the world by serious hobbyists as well as churches,
drive in theaters, and schools. The kit includes metal case, whip antenna and built in 110 volt AC power supply.
$249.95
FM100
Sher -Pro FM Stereo Radio Station Kit

FM100Wf

1

RAMSEY NOW CARRIES BASIC STAMPS
Hobbyists and educators have embraced the Basic Stamp
family of microcontrollers thanks to their power, ease of
programming and simple interface. Ramsey now
offers popular BS boards, kits, and trainers. If you've
been wanting to learn microcontrollers, or build them
into a project, now's the time!

$399.95

Watt, Wired Export Version

FM STEREO RADIO TRANSMITTER
Great entry level FM broadcast kit. Thousands in use. Handy
for sending music through house and yard, ideal for school
projects too - you'll be amazed at the exceptional audio quality! Runs on 9V battery or 5 to 15 VDC. Add matching case
and whip antenna set for great pro look.

FM10A
CFM
FMAC

Tunable FM Stereo Transmitter Kit
Matching Case and Antenna Set
12V DC Wall Plug Adapter

$34.95
$14.95
$9.95

BS1IC

BS2IC
27205
28150

Basic Stamp I Module
Basic Stamp II Module
Basic Stamp 1 Starter Kit
Board of Education Full Kit

BN9
MB1

This advanced kit is an 8 x 8" differentially steered
base that is excellent for carpet or tiled floor experimentation. It uses the Next Step microcontroller, a
BASIC Stamp 2 controller that can use the BS2 or
BS2 -E (sold separately). A host PC is required to
download programs to the robot. This complete kit
includes the Rover, programming cable, IR proximity
detector, bumper switch kit, and line follower kit.

TS1

SA7
TT7

Super Snoop 2W Audio Amp
Mad Blaster 15W Warble Alarm
Touch Switch
RF Broadband Preamp +20 dB
Touch Tone Decoder

RF WIRELESS

SAW Resonators for

hit stability - NO Drift!

Powerful +10 dbm output
Range up to 600'

433 MHz license -free band
Sensitive superhet receiver with RF LNA
Stable over full 3 -12 VDC range
Optional on -board 12 bit encoder /decoder using
Holtek HT12 series chips

Build this kit and detect combustible gases and vapors
including natural gas, gasoline, propane, and dozens
more. Model GLD1000 is a local alarm only, GLD1010
includes a relay to control external alarms.

$29.95
$39.95

GLD1000
GLD1010

VISA

$8.95
$4.95
$6.95
$14.95
$29.95

LINK MODULES

$185.00

Carpet Rover II Complete Kit

COMBUSTIBLE GAS DETECTOR KIT

IF

$34.00
$49.00
$109.00
$109.00

These are easy to build kits that can be used either stand
alone or as building blocks for more complex projects.

CARPET ROVER II ROBOT KIT

RK3000

$399.99
$399.99
$69.95
$499.99

RXD433
TXE433
RX433
TX433

433
433
433
433

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

Receiver /Decoder Mod., Assembled
Transmitter /Encoder Mod., Assembled
Data Receiver Mod., Assembled
Data Transmitter Mod., Assembled

$26.95
$24.95
$21.95
$19.95

Ramsey Electronics 793 Canning Parkway Victor, NY 14564
Order Toll Free: 800 -446 -2295 Technical Info or Order Status: 716 -924.4560
See our catalog online: www.ramseykits.com
77
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ROCKIT ROBOT

Sound sensor.

Actually draws.

Sound and touch sensor
OWI -7769

OWI -9742

$

$53.95

OBOTI '
view

24.95

I TS®

17141 Kingsview Ave. Suite
Carson, CA 90746 USA

Phone:
(310) 515 -1900
Toll Free: (877) 515 -6651
Fax:
(310) 515 -1606

Build, Personalize & Learn

Award -winning project kits
Concepts of Robotics

E-mail:
Web:

Gear Drives & Sensors
Basic Electronics
Logic 61 Reasoning
Great For Workshops
Develops Self- Confidence

AM RADIO
OWI -215K

$24.95

B

robotikitsdirect@pacbell.net
www.robotikitsdirect.com

ROBOTI KI TS®
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CABLE TV
DESCRAMBLERS
CATALOG!

PY RENTAL TAPES WITH
OUR VIDEO STABILIZER

BEST DEALER PRICING!
PRICING!
30 DAY
TRIAL!
MONEY BACK
IY. GUARANTEE

26098. 156th Circle

Omaha, NE 63130

www.modernelectronics.com C1

340 East First Street
Dayton, Ohe 45402

Tons of
Electronics
Get your FREE catalog today and discover
some of the best deals in electronics. We

have thousands of items ranging from
unique hard -to -find parts to standard
production components. Call, write or
fax today to start your subscription to
one of the most unique catalogs in the
industry, filled with super values on

surplus electronic and hobbyist
type items.
111

Build Your Own Intelligent Robot,

We

Make It Easy!

Checkout our 10,000 item on -line catalog http:Uwww.meci.com

Lynxnotion, Inc.
PO Box 818
Pekir, IL 61555 -0818

78

www.lynxmotion.com

4

motion

Tel: 309-382 -1816

309 -382 -1254
sales @lynxmotion.com
Visit our website or ask for our free catalog! tech @lynxmotion.com

°L,

Order Toll Free

1-000-344-4405

11%1/7iyodn

;

1-800O44 `6324
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ELECTRONICS & MORE
www.partsexpress.com
120 Watt

Subwoofer
Rated power output: 120 watts
RMS into 4 ohms at .1% THD.
Measured power output: 110
watts RMS into 8 ohms @
0.1% THD, 156 watts RMS into 4
ohms
0.2% THD. Bass boost: 5dB W
35Hz. Signal to noise ratio: 98dB (A-weighted).
Dimensions: 8 -1/4" W x 10 -5/8" H x 4" D.
Enclosure cut out: 7-1/4" W x 9 -5/8" H. Voltage:
Selectable, 115/230V,
50 -60Hz, 335W.

$99

95

EACH

Sound Deadening Sheets
This multi -purpose,
noise reduction
material actually
absorbs the
vibration of any
solid material. You
can reduce interior
noise levels 3 -10
dB by applying the
dampintg sheets to
the door panels, firewall, floor pan, trunk lid or any
interior sheet metal panel.
Price
Price
Sheet
(4 -UP)
Part it
Dimensions
(1 -3)
268 -010

10" x 10"

268 -015
268 -020

29" x 32"
32" x 54"

BUILDING COMPONENTS

$1.35
11.50
17.90

$1.25
9.95
16.50

950

Piezo Twee e

#270 -011

$1.250.3)

Similar to KSN1016
*Power handling: 50 watts
RMS/75 watts max
*Frequency response:
3,500 -27,000 Hz SPL: 94 dB
#270 -041
$1.2511 -3)

EACH

8" Woofer
Power

handling: 50 watts
RMS/75 watts max *Frequency
response: 60 -2,500 Hz SPL:
87.5 dB 1W/1m

#290 -310

(4 ohm)

#290 -315

(8 ohm)

$1295
EACH

10" Woofer
Power

handling: 70 watts

RMS /100 watts max *Frequency
response: 40 -2,200 Hz SPL:
87.4 dB 1W/1m

#290-320

(4 ohm)

#290 -325

(8 ohm)

$1

595

EACH

12" Woofer
Power

handling: 70 watts
RMS /100 watts max Frequency
response: 35 -1,500 Hz SPL:
88.6 dB 1W/1m

#290 -330

(4 ohm)

#290 -335

(8 ohm)

30,000 Hz

SPL:

80 watts
RMS /115 watts max Frequency
response: 27 -1,200 Hz SPL: 86
dB 1W /1m

#290 -340

(4 ohm)

#290 -345

(8 ohm)

$279'

EACH

Part

Value

8

268 -450
268 -455

1.5 Farad

268 -460

2.0 Farad

268 -470
268 -475
268 -480

1.0 Farad
1.5 Farad
2.0 Farad

1.0

Farad

Price

3" x 8-5/8"

3" x 10-1/4"
3-1/2" x 10-1/4"

3-1/2"

x

10-1/4°

$69.95
99.90
138.90
99.90
138.90
174.90

Video
Module
EACH

System

GAM',

High resolution

Customize your
mobile sound system
by adding video!

4" LCD flat screen color display module
Works on a standard composite video signal
Ideal for mourting in seat backs
or custom built enclosures

Specifications:

12

VDC, 500mA *Resolution

(dots): 383 (Hor.) x 234 (Vert.) = 89,622 *Overall
dimensions (mm): 118 W x 85 H x 40 D *Active
area i mm): 82 W x 60 H *Controls
for brightness, color and tint
*Net weight: 3/4 lb.

0,^

{

$599!a

Speaker Surround Repair Kits

#205 -050

kit

8" kit
10" kit
12" kit
15" kit
1 oz. bottle of speaker glue

OF SPEAKER

DRIVERS
IN THE
COUN TRY

$19.50
21.90
22.50
23.90
24.50
5.95

/'990
9
EACH

DETAILED
EASY TO FOLLOW
INSTRUCTIONS!

Don't throw away expensive loudspeakers just because the foam surround has dry rotted or has been
punctured. With these new repair kits from Parts Express, you can save BIG bucks by repairing the foam
surround and avoid costly loudspeaker replacements.
Each kit contains supplies to repair two speakers and
includes foam surrounds, plastic shims" four dust caps
(two paper, two poly), a plastic bottle filed with 1 oz. of
adhesive, 5 foam swabs for application of glue, and
complete repair instructions.
Price
Price
(4 -UP)
(1 -3)
Part S
Size
6 -1/2"

Dimensions
(Dia. x Height)

4" LCD

Dimensions: 4 -1/2"
L x 3 -1/4" W x
2 -1/8" H. Comes
with hook-up
diagram. Limited
availability.

260 -915
260 -920
260 -925
260 -930
260 -935
340 -076

20

VDC/24 VDC
.0015 ohms

3-1/2" x 8-5/8"
3-1/2" x 8-5/8"
DIGITAL DISPLAY POWER CAPACITORS

JBL 12 Watt Stereo Amp
Board

#300 -036

<

STANOARO POWER CAPACITORS

$1.60)7 -3) $1.3514-ue)

\" LARGEST

Power handling:

ESR:

*Tolerance: -10/ +50%
*Temperature range: -40 °C to 95 °C

95¢(4 -uP)

90 dB

#280 -062

EACH

15" Woofer

surge

RMS/75 watts max

895

$1 v

Specifications:

*Frequency response: 1,800-

Great for front or
rear speakers in
your surround system. The 6 -1/2"
poly -propylene
woofer and 1" textile dome tweeter
were specially designed with home
theatre in mind.

$117f

Capacitors can be wired in parallel
to increase value. One year
manufacturer warranty.

Similar to KSN1025

6 -1/2" Two -Way

(8 ohm)

Capacitors

95Q(4 -UP)

*Power handling: 60 watts

*Power handling: 50 watts
RMS/75 watts max Frequency

(4 ohm)

Car Amplifier
Power Stiffening

Piezo Horn Mid/Tweeter

6-1/2" Woofer

#290-300
#290-305

FREE
308 PAGE
CATALOG

2" x 5" Piezo Horn

Woofers
SPL:

EACH

Similar to KSN1005
Power handling: 50 watts
RMS/75 watts max
*Frequency response:
3,500- 27,000 Hz SPL: 94 dB

#329 -030

response: 60 -3,000 Hz
86 dB 1W/1m

AS?

AS LOW

Piezo
Tweeters
3 -1/4"

Amplifier

#300 -792

YOUR #1 SOURCE FOR
AUDIO, VIDEO AND SPEAKER

$17.90
18.95
19.50
20.90
21.90
5.25

Note: Th speaker
surround it sizes
are baseo on the
diameter of the
speaker's frame, not
the diameter of the
cone. For example, if
your speaker frame
measures 10"-10-1/2" in diameter, you
would need the 10" Surround Repair Kit.

Visit Us On The Web At
ww w_piar tsexpress_corn
Or Call Toll Free

i -800-338 -0531

KEY CODE: POM
725 Pleasan- Valley Dr., Springboro, OH 45066 -1158
E -Mail: sales @partsexpress.com
FAX: 513 -743 -1677
Phone: 513- 743 -3000
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www. web-tronics. corn

www.web-tronics.com

www. web -tronics. com
CTRL o bookmark

*FREE!

this site

forget
Don t
the
do
Includes

a

Search

Engine

eWResAddedConstantly

This Full-Sized Rugged Handheld 3 1/2 Digit Malt imeter
is *FREE with any order placed on our web site
that equals or exceeds $30.00 in merchandise
(Or, ifyou prefer purchase just the meter for our
Brand New
regular low price of $29.00 + S&H)

value_
!

Not a Mini Sized

Cheapie

Business
Since 1971
In

BASIC FEATURES:
*Max. Display: 1999 counts (3 1/2 digits) auto polarity ind.
* Measuring Method: Dual Slope integration A -D con system.
* Overrange Indication: 1 appears alone on the display
* All ranges fully protected
* High Surge Voltage Protection (1.5KV-3KV)
* Diode Testing with mA fixed current
Don't Forget
* Audible Continuity Test
to Enter the
PROMO CODE
* Transistor Hfe Test
* DC Voltage Ranges: 200mV, 20V, 200V, 1000V
* AC Voltage Ranges: 200mV, 2V, 200V, 700V
* DC Current Ranges: 20uA, 2mA, 20mA, 200mA, 2A, 20A
* AC Curr. Ranges: 200uA, 200uA, 2mA, 20mA, 200mA, 10A
* Resistance Ranges (ohms) 200, 20K, 200K, 2M, 20M
* Ships with Rubber Boot, Test Leads & Instruction Booklet

UP

1

Item# is: CSI TECHMETER
RUBBER HOLSTER IS INCLUDED !
Detailed Specifications on the CSI TECHMETER can be viewed
on our web site under Test Equipment
Over 8,000 items on our web site.
small parts, computer boards, test
equip. CCD cameras, tools &
solder equipment, industrial PC
supplies & MUCH MUCH MORE

The Promo Code for this offer is DM M FREE
Simply enter this code into the promo code field located on our on -line order form. Any order that does
not include the promo code will not be eligible for the
free DMM offer. See terms & conditions below

Free DMM offer is subject to certain terms & conditions. One free DMM per customer. If qualifying order is returned
for a refund, then free DMM must also be returned or purchased at the regular price of $29.00. Offer does not apply to
orders placed previously or orders placed at any time that do not reference the special promotion code contained in this
add. To qualify for this promotion, your order MUST be placed on the interne. You MUST enter the promo code
DMM FREE in the PROMO CODE field found on our on -line order form. The value of your order must equal or
exceed $30.00 to qualify. The value of the CSI TECHMETER does not apply toward this qualifying order value. For
extended technical specifications & warranty statement on this product, please visit: www.web -tronics.com & view our
DMM section under TEST EQUIPMENT. Item number for this DMM is: CSI TECHMETER
*
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CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS, INC.

220 S. Country Club Dr., Mesa, AZ 85210 800 -528-14171480-464-2485/FAX: 480-464-5824
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www.web-tronics.com

www. web -tronics. corn
High Performance Auto Ranging DMM

New t o our OMM line -up and possibly (probably) the best OMM value
eSAr'e pg
Gpch! Auo- Raryea! Data How! Temperature Probe! Frequent, Test! Continuity Test! AND MORE!
a
e
ect Fod:Ire
g
Measures:
Auto Ranging: For easy, precise range settings
DC Volts: up to 1000V
Range Hold Control: allows for manual selection of your test
AC Volto up to 700V
AMPS: up to 20 Amps (AC & DC)
3.314 Digit LCD Display: Reads up to 3260. Easy to read display
Resistance: up to 30M ohm
Function Dial: Easy to use to select measurement type or turn unit Continuity Check: with audible signal
off.
(signal sounds if resistance is less than 20
4 lack Plug -ins: Safety design with different capacities for different
)
ohms. Display reads
d attua resistance)
functions
(IKHz m 300KHz) displays #C$19903
F
Diode, Continuity Check Push-Button: For toggling between
h reading
both,
and bar
Specifications
SPc
diode check and continuity check.
Trandstor Ma Test: Display shows
Accurac Y
Low Battery Indicator: Advises you when its time to change
approximate hit value based on test
Vdc
31.0% fading
battery.
of
OuA base current and Vice of Vac
condition
±I.5% Wading
Extr Long 44" Test Leads: Helps get to hard to reach places
3V,
;PProx.
Adc:
31.2% reading
Screw -On Alligator Clips: Convert one or both probe tips to
emperatura Test: Measures from °" to A.
31.5% reading

ONLY

a2995

1832`

supplied!)
Tests d diodes are shorted or

F (probe

+5 dint
+8 digits
+5 digits
+5 digits
31.5% reading 05 digits
reading
+5 digits
33.0%
±1.0% reading +6 digits

Diode The
Shock Absorbing Rubber Carrying Case: with convenient probe °pO
Input Impedance: IOMohm (Vd<lVac):
storage clips and hanging tab. Helps protect the DMM from damage H
cldental

d

/2GHz RF

over 100Mohm on 300 mVdc range

...ed.

(WFM).AM and Singl
Single Side Band
Modulated Signals May Be

(SOB)

Prn#3201

Engine
NaSearch S
at ReallyWork C OrtstantlY In Business
New Items Ad d
Since 1971

Mini CCDs (B/W & Color)

ï

Sensational NEW Design for Small
Observation Cameras. Smaller and Better.
Ultra Miniature Design
Black 8 White Versions Only 25mm x
25mm

etailed Specs

J

Bullet CCD CamerasB &W and Color

Smart Rugged Metal Housing
Detailed Specs
Extrememly Low Power Consumption
on the Web
12 Volt
CCD Area Image Sensor for Long Camera Life
Built-In Electronic Auto Ins for Auto Light Compensation
No Blooming No Burning
0.1 Min Lux Illumination (B &W), 1 Lux Min Lux Illumination (color)

Color Versions Only 32mm x 32mm
Available in Standard Lens or Pinhole
Lens
All Include Pre-Wired Cable Harness for Video 8 Power
12V Regulated Power Supply Required (120mA typical
power consumption)
0.1 LUX Rating (BIW), 1 LUX (color)
CCD Area Image Sensor for Long Camera Life
Back Light Compensation Circuit
Built-In Electronic Auto Iris Lens
VMCW-H11A 32mmx32mmx30mm, Color CCD with standard lens, prewired cabling 12V DC Power 9139 001'129 m5 or more
VMCW -H12A 32mmx32mmx19mm, Color CCD with pinhole lens, pre -wired
cabling, 12V DC Power Input '139.x /'129°'5 or more
VMPS -718A 25mmx25mmx3Omm, B/W CCD with standard lens, pre wired cabling, 12V DC Power Input 95900 P49." 5 or more
VMPS -250A 25mmx25mmx15mm, B/W CCD with pinhole lens, pre-wired
cabling, 12V DC Power Input 159.00 /'499°5 or more
VCC -3232 32mmx32mmx3Omm, CMOS COLOR, std lens, see web for
specs'79.w / '72 pe5 or more

VMBLT1020 B &W, 21mm(D)x58.5mm(L) '54.00 any qty.
Weatherproof, 21mm(D)x58,5mm(L) '79.° any qty.

Low Cost
Desolderin Statio

newt

VMBLTJC19BW COLOR! Weatherproof, 17mm(D)x88mm(L)'139.°t any gty.stnrt

$299

ONLY

$ 1 59
..

ring station is e pe
Our Low cost es
price /performance system for repair shops,
schools & technicians. Implements Japanese made
ceramic heater for high isolation, excellent insulation & fast heat-up. Temp range 300-450 deg
C(572-842 deg. F). Cores with high suction
vacuum pump. Zero voltage switching ensures
low noise & greater protection for components.
f, SEE DETAILS at web sITEMer"SFldgring Equip88
ment & Supplies"

Dual Channel
Dual Trace

#OSC -1030

Vert Trigger
1 Year C.S.I. Warranty!
Manufactured for CSI by a leading

O.E.M. manufacturer. See our
website for detailed specificationss!

CSIHTR2400

includes One
Transmitter & One Receiver with
Power Supplies $109.00
CSIHTR2400TX Extra
Transmitter /Each Receiver will
Monitor up to 4 Transmitters $89.00
See more detailed specifications at

wcew.web- tronics.com in the
CCD camera setcion.

Our Most Sophisticated DMM We Sold Over 700 Lost Year!
with RS-232 Interface & Software, 3 -3/4 Digit, 4000 Count,Auto- Ranging
with Analog Bargraph
K TypeTemperaure Probe Included
Time Mode whhAlartn,
Clock. and Stop Watch
Duai Display
10 Location Memory
Min. Max.Avg and Relative
Mode
Decibel Measurement
Cap and Ind. Measurement
Temperature Mode (CR)

30MHz! ONLY $299!

Industries Best Price!
See web for specs

2.4 GHz A/V Sender /Receiver System

True RMS Mode
10MHz Frequency Counter

J

.zc

a

COLOR CCD Mini Board Cameras
Low Power Consumption
1 Lux Illumination
etailed Spec
Internal Synchronization
on the Web
12Volts
400 TV Lines
Built-in Electronic Auto iris for Auto Light Compensation
VM3010PA 33mmx33mmx18mm, Pinhole lens '99.00any qty.
VM3011 -A 45mmx4Ommx24mm, Standard lens, single board '89.40any qty.
\KM2010-A 33mmx33mmx32mm, Standard lens '99 0tany qty.

Performance through walls varies
depending on construction methods
etc.
Each set includes a plug-in power
supply for the transmitter & receiver.
7 segment LED displays channel (1-4)
on receiver & transmitter.

#MR-27

Details at www.web-tranics.com

IrtCIU

\

on aTV set.

HDD°

Coating iron bottom cover
For IDE interlace
For I" high 3.5"
Not compatible with our RH 10 & RH20
Compatible with our RH17-IDE model.

Easy to

Wireless FM transmission of video
(color or 81W) and sound (stereo or
mono) up to 150 meters (line of
sight)
Directional Antenna Design optimizes
performance
Use with remote cameras or any
input (satellite TV, cable etc.) where
wireless transmission is desired. View

ONLY!

$1895
any qty.

patent pulling function

handle
CE Approved

on the Web
Extremely Low Power Consumption
0.5 Lux Min Illumination
Built-In Electronic Auto Iris for Auto Light Compensation
VM1030PA-B 30mmx3Ommx25mm, Pinhole lens, 12V 039.00 any qty.
VM1030A 30mmx3Ommx26mm, Standard liens, 12V 539.0° any qty.
VM1035A 42mmx42mmx25mm, Standard lens, 12V with back light
compensation 549.00 any qty.
VMCB21 44mmx38.5mmx28mm, with 6 infra -red LEDs, 12V 049.00 any qty.
VM1036A 32mmx32mmx25mm, Standard lens, 12V, reverse mirror image
feature $49.00 any qty.

B&W

emovable Hard Drive Rack with

Auto Door And Cooling Fan
W

CCD B &W Board Cameras
ASIC CCD Area Image Sensor

VMBLT1020W

-

more details and pictures.

cooling fan

t forget
Don
the dash

)

See www. web hon,cs. corn under ''hardI

Auto door on the outer frame
ASS material of outer frame, High efficiency

62g

Bulk-In Frequency Courier
Hand -Held and Battery Operated
All Functions are Mew Selected
RS232C for PC Interface and

r

equines two AAA batteries
sold separately.

ONLY

Tuning
LED Backlight LCD (192x192 dots)

Models are Available.

\cave and accessones" for

I

Measured
PLL Tuning System for Precise
Frequency Measurement and

$1495

safe removal and insertion.
Made of ABS 707 F.reproof plastic.
Use this product to protect
sensitive hard drive data, take your
10C -IDE
hard drive between work and
home or even set up different users with their own hard drives that
they physically inset every time they use a PC. Other models available
from C.S.I. include RH I O series and RH2O series, which are
interchangeable within the same interface design (IDE or SCSI). Other

Field Strength Analyzer,

Frequency Range: IOOKHz to
2,060MHz
Wide Band
Narrow Band FM
FM

Resistance
Frequency:
Temperature:

1

tH-

I

figacor dips.
Fuse -Protected Circuitry
Buis -ln Stand: Makes one hand operation easier.

Removable Hard Drive Rack

For IDE/Ultra DMA Hard Drives
1000
4,
in 19 98!
We Sda
This prodOver
uct can be used with airy
hard drive up to to high.
3 -In
rt
on.
It safe
includes
re o eleand ins
for

l

I

www. web -tronics. corn

/

Pulse Signal for Logic

&Audible Test
Continuity/Diode Test
Logic Ten
Auto Power OFFPKeep ON Mode
Fused 20A Input with
Warning Beeper
Back Light

Data Hold/Run Mode
Safety Design UL1244 &VDE -041
Protective Holster
Silicon Test Leads

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS, INC.

NOW
ONLY

$1

29

Reg. $169
More
Details on
our
Web Site

PROTEK 506

3000 Series Digital R/O Bench Power Supply
E--Low Cost Single Output f-3 Amp
High stability digital read-out bench power supply
featuring constant voltage and current outputs.
Short- circuit protection and current limiting
protection is provided. Highly accurate LED
accuracy and stable line regulation make the 3000
series the perfect choice for lab and educational use.
Line Regulation: 2x I0 +1ma
Load Regulation: I x 10-4 +5mv
LED Accuracy: Voltage ± I% +2 digits
Current ±I.5% +2 digits
Wave Line Noise: 5lnwrms
Dimensions: 291 mm x I58mm x 136mm

CSI3003: 0-30v/0-3amp
Digital R/O Bench PS,
1x10'4+5mv Load

Regulation
$99.00

51$89.00

220 S. Country Club Dr, Mesa, AZ 85210
CIRCLE 233 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CS1 3005: 0-50v/0 -3 amp
Digital R/O Bench PS,

1x10-4 +5mv Load

Regulation
$129.00

5/$119.00

800 -528 -14171480-464- 24851FAX: 480 -464 -5824

81

Home Automation
World's Largest
Source tor Home
Automation/
Voice Control
Gadgets &

X10 & Lighting
Control
Motorized Devices
Home Security &
Home Theater
Surveillance
Phones &
Home Networking
Intercoms
& Structured Wiring
and Much More...

Microprocessor!

Hands -On Training
The PRIMER Trainer is a flexible instructional
tool featured in a Prentice Hall textbook and
used by colleges and universities
around the world. Ruggedly designed
to resist wear, the PRIMER supports
several different programming
Languages including Assembler,

Machine Language, C, BASIC,
and FORTH. A comprehensive
Instruction Manual contains
over 25 lessons with several
examples of program design
and hardware control. The
Applications Manual provides
theory and sample code for a number
of hands
lab projects.
- Scan Keypad Input 8 Write to a Display
- Detect Light Levels with a Photocell
Control Motor Speed using Back EMF
- Design a Waveform Generator
- Measure Temperature
- Program EPROMs
Bus Interface an 8255 PPI

n

N0MjART=HOME
www.smarthome.com

Free 1 4A pg. Color Catalog/
Dealers/Resellers ask about our
SmartHome PRO Dealer Program 800- 949.6255

Application
Projects
Include:

-

-

Cis

ER

Serial LCDs work great with BASIC Stamps' and
other microcontrollers. One -wire interface simple
serial protocol low cost high quality in stock
BPI -216N

2x16 text LCD
2400/9600 bps
$45 (non -backlit)

Power easa
serial interface
Lolr

SGX -120L
Mini graphics LCD

SIZES

just $99

The PRIMER can be purchased as an unassembled kit ($120) or as an
assembled/tested kit ($170). Upgrades provide battery- backed RAM and PC
connectivity via an RS232 serial port (shown in picture). Additional options
include a heavy -duty keypad (shown in picture) and a 9V power supply -see our
website.
Quantity discounts are available.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Since 1985
OVER

16
YEARS OF
SINGLE BOARD
SOLUTIONS

EMAIL'

inc.

,

Phone 618-529-4525
Fax 618 -457 -0110
2390 EMAC Way, Carbondale, Illinois 62901
World Wide Web: http: //www.emaclnc.com

Start A Career With High Wages,
Excellent Benefits and Job Security!!

:itlpie

2400/9600 bps

Construct a Capacitance Meter
Interface and Control Stepper Motors
Design a DTMF Autodlaler I Remote Controller

'Gr33hCc,;

With UCANDO's extraordinary maintenance training programs you
can quickly and easily enter a high paying field as a maintenance
technician for a very small investment of time and money.

Many other models available-see www.seetron.com!

RC-M ONLY $165 RC -M is a 15 hour training
course on relay ladder logic systems. Includes a 5part video and workbook. Great Value!

Scott Edwards Electronics, Inc.
www.seetron.com 520 -459 -4802

PLC-M ONLY $198 PLC -M is
a 32 hour training course on
PLC systems, Includes (2) 4 -part video's and
workbook. This training is valuable.
A device

programming system

for design, repair and experimentation

EXCEPTIONAL POWER FOR THE PRO
EASY -TO -USE FOR THE :NOVICE
INCLUDES STEP -BY-STEP TUTORIAL

Here's what you get:

A rugged. portable programming unit including the power pack
and printer port cable both of which store inside the case. A real printed user and technical manual
which includes schematic diagrams for the programming unit plus diagrams for all technology faintly
adapters. Comprehensive, easy -to -use software which is specifically designed to run under DOS.
Windows 3.1. 95 and 98 on any speed machine. The software has features which let you READ,
PROGRAM. COPY and COMPARE plus much more. You have till access to your system's disk
including LOADING and SAVING chip data plus automatic processing of INTEL HEX, MOTOROLA S- RECORD and BINARY tiles. For detailed cork the system sotto are provides a full
screen buffer editor including a comprehensive bit and byte tool kit with more than 20 functions.

Broad device support:

FIRST GENERATION EPROMS (222708. TMS2716, 25XX1
SECOND GENERATION EPROMS (2716- 28C0804 40 AND 42 PIN EPROMS 127C1024- 27('1601
FLASH EPROMS 1284.29C.29EE,29f4 EEPROMS l22 816 -2800101, NVRAMS ( I2XX.X2210(12)
8 PIN SERIAL EEPROMS 124, 25. 85. 93 95. 8001 I. Al PI LS F.R1400/8158657' AND ER59m
BIPOLAR PROMS* 1722 5/8251. FPGA Ct)NFIGtIRATORS 117(' XXXI
X11
89S XX, 8
OSXXI
RO
8-40)
(AYR)
ATMELIC
ATMEL
MICROS' (8 -0111 PIN 895X051, 89SXXXX 1AVR190SXXXX
PIC MICROS' 8. in 2_8.411 PIN (12CXXX- 16CXXX. 161XX. 17C
I

MOTOROLA MICROS

168705p3(112 R3, 68111'705. 6811C7 III
OH HI'II I,

1

YEAR WARRANTY

-

30 DAY^ MONEY!

l

BACK CNARANTF,E

55.00 SHIPPING

55.00 C.O.D.

Y'IS.AMASTERCARDAMEX

P.O. BOX 222, MILFORD, OH 45150
website - www.arlabs.cnm
(513) 831 -9708 FAX (513) 831 -7562

ANDROMEDA RESEARCH,

82
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HYD-M ONLY $209 HYD -M is a 32 hour course
on Fluid Dynamics, Includes (2) 4 -part video's
and workbook. This Module is a must.

SCAM ONLY $215 SC -M is a
32 hour training course on AC 8 DC Servo
Controllers. Includes (2) 4 -part video's and

workbook. Learn everything you need about
AC and DC servo Control Systems.

Ä

F!

.

,

4

1

:r
(trf

Electronic Training Videos:

Basic Electronics, Digital
Electronics, TV Repair, LASER and Fiber Optic training videos
available at very affordable prices starting at Only $35.00 each.

For information or to place an order call:

1- 800 -678 -6113
www.ucando- corp.com

UCANDO VCR Educational Products Corp., Greenville, OH

need at MCM Electronics.
For your installation jobs, MCM carries hole cutters,
saws and drills. Don't forget our solder stations and
hand tools that will make your workbench complete.
See how much more smoothly your project goes with
the right tools. Visit our website for our complete
offering or call and request free literature.
You can find the tools you

HARDCASE
Dual Heat
Soldering

0

Station

*Dual wattage
for light and heavy

You Must Provide this
L

Source Code to Recieve
Discount Pricing

soldering Ideal
for the profession
as well as the
do- it- yourselfer
20/40 watt temperature
settings Quick heat-up
and recovery Station includes power
base with 20/40 watt control, soldering
iron, holder and sponge
Replacement
tip available
#21-6055)

(

UL listed
Order #
21 -6050

Re

call toll free

1- 800-543 -4330

customer service call toll free

1-877 -626-3532

Security Bit Set

Handy pocket size set contains many of
the bits commonly used to remove tamper
resistant screws found in many of today's
electronic products. Items like IBM
PS/2 monitors, cable boxes, telephone
equipment and much more, commonly use
these type of screws. Hit contains: 6mm,
8mm, and 8mm torq bits; 4, 6, 8 and
10mm spanner bits; #1, #2, #3 and #4 tri
wing bits; 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5 and 6mm security
hex bits; %a", %l', Ssl','/", %z", and %:' security hex bits; T8, TN, T15, T20, T25, T27,
T30, T35 and T40 security torx bits; 60mm
magnetic bit extension; all housed in a
pocket sized carry case. Bits fit any
standard 7:" hex
driver such as
#22 -1620 or
22 -1621 and
most power
screwdrivers.

fax toll free

1- 800-765 -6960

iI

32 Piece

Fluorescent Magnifier Lamp

Order #
22 -1875

Reg
$

Fluorescent light with precision 3x
magnifying lens Spring. balanced arm
reaches 45" 22W fluorescent tube
provides perfectly balanced lighting
'4
5" magnifying lens Beigeq
finish Metal clamp

Replacement

bulb
- --95

available ( #21 -936)
Order #
21 -935

rimping Tools

Re

-

$gB!95

and Tools

abor Saving Dev ces
user Level Producti
Magnifier Lights
Multipurpose Tools
dower Tools
rewdrivers
Idering and
Desoldering Stations
Idering Irons
fool Cases
oo! Kits
ire Strippers

Visit

Laser Leveler
High output, high precision laser projects
a

(ii"

round dot up to 1,500 feet away

Ideal for sight alignments over long distances Match heights in large rooms or

across buildings Align speakers, cabinets,
shelving, and electrical fixtures Locking
on/off button allows
for hands-free
operation
Operates on
two "AAA"
batteries included
Order#

Reg

22 -4145

$94.5

ana order from our secured website

www.mcmelectronics.com

Source Code: POP88

Pr ces effective July 10 through October 6, 2001

CIRCLE 324 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

System 4
Interchangeable
Anti-Static Precision Set
Interchangeable blade set is ideal for
precision repair and assembly All tips
machined to Wiha exact fit quality
standards Narrow profile tapered handle
for better accessibility Collet lock blade
holder keeps blades tight while in use
Easily adjust blade length for the job
(.60 to 3.75 ") Handles are ESD safe for
electronics Set includes: ESD safe collet
lock handle; slotted tips (2.0, 3.0, 4.0 mm);
Phillips tips ( #00, #0, #1);
Ball hex tips (X,
3áx,, 3, %o, %a)
Set is packed in
compact anti -static
storage pouch
Order#
Reg
28084

8

A Premier Farnell Company

83

WELLER SOLDERING STATION - MODEL
Variable power control (5 to 40 watts)

$3695

Replaceable heating element
Quality light- weight pencil iron
LOWEST PRICE

20MHZ

- 20MHZ
s299og
MHZ

$1295

SWITCNABLEXl, X10

-

31/z Digit

frequency. Rubber Holster Included

DIGITAL/ANALOG TRAINER
Complete
portable

$U

supplies, function generator
digital VO, rugged design,
high impact case.

Assembled

Kit

$110m

MODEL HY3003

In NJ: 732- 381 -8020
FAX: 732 -381 -1006

PNP Blue 5 Sheet .... $9.90

values. 365

PNP Wet 5 Sheet

pieces total.

$15

Min.
Min.
Min.

Green LED T 11/4 to

Min.

Yellow LED T V/4 to

Min.

Photo Cell

$215gg

100K Pot,

RoadAvenel,

tow

1 shaft

Transfer Film
9.90

each of 73

PNP Blue 20 Sheet .. 28.95

_-

--

PNP Wet 20 Sheet

$395

28.95

220 ea
270 ea

Red LED T 11/4 to

TRIPLE OUTPUT

365 Blair

PC Board

5.00
8.00

Min.

2N3904 to
PN2222 to

Two 0 -30 VDC, 0 -3 Amp

variable outputs plus 5V 3A
fixed, Digital Display.

10+

741S00 to Min.
7805 Regulator to Mn.

DIGITAL DISPLAY
Variable output, 0-30 VDC, 0-3 Amp $8900

-

-9

1

For

5%

5.95
8.95

10 Min.

LM741 to

-

MODEL HY3003 -3

1/4W

LM555

1"
$2"
"""$2"
DC POWER SUPPLIES

KIT
film. 5 pieces

$2 ea. -10

With Cushion Grips and Return Spring
Diagonal
Wire
Pliers¡
Stripper
Cutter

Variable and
fixed power

RESISTOR

and aluminum backplate.

MOTION DETECTOR

Needle Nose

workstation.

$150°0

3-WIRE

HIGH QUALITY TOOLS

PAD -234

PRESS -N -PEEL

model features 3 binding posts

Part No.
MB102
MB102PLT

500 ea

HIGH PERFORMANCE
#060501
sue.

AC/OC Volt/Current, Res. Cap.,

MODEL TCM =100

830 tie points. MB102PLT

$zg

SET OF 10

SOLDERING IRON

$2795

MODEL MY-64

119.95

SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD

ALLIGATOR LEADS
SWITCHES
Nil Toggle SPOT

DIGITAL MULTIMETER
32 Ranges

$19900

MODEL 8216

$19995 ".,,,...,,

37.95

Tool Kit

.1

Only

$199.95

Lab Manual / Work Bok
Component and Supplies Kit

Digital Display

3 MHz,

MODEL GOS -620

SCOPE PROBE so

T-Comm Trainer (TCM -100)

FUNCTION GEN.
WITH INT/EXT FRED. COUNTER

OSCILLOSCOPE

(INCLUDES PROBES)

HANDS -ON TELEPHONY, LAN, CATV EXPERIENCE
WITH ONE SELF -CONTAINED UNIT

irlSTEK

ir1STEK
Dual Channel

RSR-ri-TELECOMMUNICAT1ONS TRAINER

WLC 100

PC

@1L

tow

180
300
60
60
60
70
80
650
150

ea
ea

MORE

ea.

Low -Priced

ea.

Items In Our

ea.

FREE

ea
ea
ea

256-Page Catalog

ea

NJ 07001 -2293

http: //www.elexp.com
email: electron @elexp.com

800- 972 -2225
CIRCLE 206 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

NVEN22001EVEN

AMAZING DEVICES

See and Order from Our "Action"
Web Site at www.amazingl.com
Take Control!!
Electronic
- is

Laser Window Bounce Listener PLASMA FIRE SABERS
Powerful listening system, yet simple in operation. You shine a laser at
a window and intercept the reflected beam with our ultrasensitive
filtered optical receiver. Vibrations on the window from internal
sounds and voices are now clearly heard. Range can be up to several
hundred meters depending on laser power and optics used.
LWB9 Plans for 3 Laser Window Bounce Systems
LWB6K Kit of 100' Complete for Science Project
LLR3K Low Cost Optical Receiver Kit
LLR30 Ready to Use Above Optical Receiver
LLR40 Higher Performance of Above Receiver/ Optics
LM650P3 Visible Red 5mw Laser Module to 100'
`CWL1010 mw Class IIB Invisible IR Laser up to 500'
I

Jacob's Ladder

Caution! Do not aim at people!

A 1/2" arc expands to over 4
as it travels up the Jacobs

Rental units available.
PPP1 Plans
PPP1K Kit/Plans
PPP10 Ready to Use

$8.00
$49.95
$79.95

Hover Board

Electronic circuitry places subject under your
control! Induces ALPHA relaxed mind states.
HYP2 Plans

$10.00

We stock all size and color blades, mauleradapters, tubes
digital drivers, and parts for authentic designs. Wireless

HYP2K Kt/Plans
HYP20 Ready to Use

$49.95

interactive sound modules change tone with motion
SABI 5 Assbled with 15" Blade..$39.95

MIN D2 Plans for Mind Control

$15.00

MIND2K Kit/Plans
MIND20 Ready to Use

$49.95

SAB24 Assbled with 24" Blade..$79.95 SAB24K Kit ...$59.95

SAB36 Assbled with 36 "Blade.$149.95 SAB36K Kit..5129.95 J

Safety shock shut down
Full 20" ladder length
110/220 vac 150 watts
JACK3K Kit
$149.ti

84

1

GRA3Plans/book
$20.00
G RA3K Kt Pwr Sup
$99.95
GRA30Aaantldabve..$149.95

yBox 716

Mile.

Video/Audio Rebroadcaster

1

Mi.

TV /FM Radio Disrupter. Neat Prank!

Discretion Required

Includes Hints Usinr Wireless Devices

$1199.95
Smaller Version (8-10 " Sparks)
BTC3 Runs $15.00 BTC3KKit....$349.95
BTC30 Ready to Use
$449.95
MINI TESLA COIL Lights 4'light tube!
MTC1 Plans...55.00 MTC1K Kit
$19.95
MTC10 Assrnbld for 12 volts
$34.95

1

Mile+ Telephone Transmitter.

Tracking/Homing Beacon Beeping
Transmitter

BTC4K kit
$899.95
BTC40 Ready to use

ACK30 Ready toUse $249J

579.95

Line Powered Phone Transmitter
Never Needs Batteries!'

BTC4 Plans........$20.00

COMBOX Above 6Kits/Plans
COMBOPAbove 6 Plans Only

$59.95
$10.00

r4

KV HV MODULE for hovercraft, plasma)
guns, antigravity, pyrotechnics. 12vdc input.
MINIMAX4

L

$19.95

Amherst N.H. U.S.A. 03031
603 672 5406
Information 1 603 673 4730 Free Catalog on Request
Pay by MC, VISA, Cash, Check, MO. Add $5.00 S &H
Overseas Contact for Proforma

Information Unlimited PO

1

Ultra clear
Voice Transmitter.

a

$69.95

Transmitter Kits
slyer sensitive

display of nature's own
lightning. Many amazing
experiments possible.
See coil In action on our
web site!!

Float an object using anelectnc
force field. With handbook
4
$25.00

6

30" Spark
Tesla
Coil
Create spectacular

Anti Gravity

28 pages of data related
to the most revolutionary

advance in transportation. Cutting edge R8D
HOVER Plans and Data

Specify blue, gm, pur, red or yel.
Moving light appears to evaporate into space
Blades screw into handle for easy replacement

Ladder evaporating in space.
Adjustable arc control
Uses safe high frequency,

Handheld and battery
operated with all controls.

a

Duplicates effect in the motion
picture epic of the century!

$20.00
$129.95
$69.95
$99.95
$199.95
$29.95
$199.95

Pain Field Pistol
Blast out rodents with
high power ultrasonics.

Kits, Parts and Accessories

800 221 1705 Orders /Catalogs Only!

Fax

1

CIRCLE 220 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SINGLE CHIP COMPUTER
NEW! 8K SUPER CHIP

-ZERO external components oem (1k)
-Built-in BASIC / Assembly
-RS232 program download
1
-1K flash,64ee,3irq,2timers
eval (1)
-15 I/O bits, A/D comparator
-20mips,faster than pic/8051
-20 pin DIP part #MV1200

40x the BASIC program space!
-32 i/o, 12 irq, 3 timers, Bus
-8K flash, 512ee, 512nvram
-Watchdog with internal osc.
-40 pin DIP part #MV8515
oem(1k) $7.10 eval(1) $25.00

$ 99
$ 7 00

CREDIT CARD COMPUTER PC WATCHDOG CARD
\

New P1.1 G- -G(), no cables /power supply to buy!

Lo-power RISC cpu 1Ox faster than PIC, 180, 8051
256k \1 mem,ser,par.RTC,4ch 50khz ADC,ISA bus
Built -in BASIC /Assembly, other compilers avail.
Friendly instruction set, unlike PIC or 8051
oem (1k) price 14.20 eval kit (1) $50.00

LO COST MINI -PC
\\

No More Hangups!
Reboots PC on hardwarelsoftware hang
3 versions: RESET,

PC SOLID STATE DISK
Replace mechanical drives with faster,

mem,ADC,RAM,clock,ISA bus
Includes DOS,
Ports for serial, parallel. LCD, keyboard
Program in Turbo C, BASIC, MASM, etc.
Complete, no costly development kits required
Lowest power lowest cost P(' compatible available

\T:

oem $27 eval 595

more relaible, more secure solid -state.
Use FLASH, NVRAM, UV EPROM.
Both DIP and PCMCIA versions from
32Kbyte(PCMI) to IGigabyt (PCD2)
starting at $14.20oem(1 k) $50.00eval(1)

AT: oem $55 eval $195

640x480 VGA LCD $27
Controller for most single /dual scan LCDs
Works with lo-res (160x120, 320x240,ete.)
Use with PC or SBC. standard VGA BIOS
Source code demo shows VGA initialization
Adaptable for other CPUs (Le. 7.80,
oem(1k) $27 evalkit(1) $95 w /10 "I.C'D $195

TIMER, PHONE
kit $75

reset version oem $21.30, eval

SERIAL MINI -TERMINAL
for Stamp, PC, Z80, AVR etc.
-super low- current, powers from serial line
-LED backlit LCD, visible in all conditions
-I 15.2kbps, DB9 coon, simple commands
-specify 20 customizable or 16 tactile keys
eval(I) S75,oem(l k) $21.30,w /BASIC cpu $27
RS232 terminal

WI

le

El

oe,e,ra
a13rlcs

es®a

STAMP DRIVE!!

Read / Write PC compatible hard
disk, PCMCIA, & Compact Flash.
RS232 to ATA drive adapter for
Stamp, 8051, AVR, PIC, Z80, x86
ANY controller, big or small:
-up to 4 gigabyte capacity
-low power operation 5v 2ma
-simple software commands
-baud rates up to 115.2kbps
-$14 IDE & $21 ISA/104 versions

oem(1 k)

27
$95

eval kit(1)

WWW.STAR.NET/PEOPLE/-MVS
MVS Box 850
Merr. NH 03054
(508) 792 9507
,

V

Syr Limited Warranty
Free Shipping
Mon -Fri 10-6 EST

o0

-D

o

SERVING THE EMBEDDED
COMMUNITY SINCE 1979!
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No Rolls /Jitters /Flickers /Fading
Works on all Ws, VCRs, Beta, á Cable

Gold Video Connectors k Cables Included
1 Year Warranty

Money Back Guarantee

'5
C

F

a

at

controlled airplane!

Intuitive Circuits, LLC
2275 Brinston Troy, MI 48083
(248) 524-1918

http: //www icircuits.com

aspE'

CABLE TV Descramblers. One -piece units.

Omaha, NE 68130

www.modernelectronics.com

Ever wish your LCD module
could display more lines of text?
OSD-232 is the solution! From
any RS -232 serial source like
a PC, PIC, or Basic Stamp,
display 28 columns by 11 rows
of information (308 characters
total) directly onto any NTSC
or optional PAL baseband
(video in) television or VCR.
OSD-232 can overlay monochrome text onto an incoming
video source or display colored
text on a self -generated colored
background screen.

1-800-488-:::7

Product Catalog
1

Year Warranty

100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Let us point you in
the right direction ...

rrow
Technologies
Omaha, Nebraska

F R E E

888'554 ARROW
888-554-2776

site at www.tandmelectronics.com
TinyTenna's and more! SASE to: "Shortwave Catalog", POB 87, Hanover, MI. 49241.
http: //gth.com/dwm or http: //gth.com/danger.

FREE Satellite TV Buyer's Guide. Best
Products Lowest Prices Fastest Service!
Dish Network, DirectTV, C/Ku -band, including 4DTV. Parts- Upgrades Accessories!
SKYVISION - 800 -543 -3025. International
218 -739 -5231. www.skyvision.com

-

-

CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK

30 Day Trial

MISC. ELECTRONICS FOR SALE
T &M ELECTRONICS. Large variety of
electronic parts since 1966. Visit our Web

-

PRICES!

Go back to antiquity and build

Scientific Atlanta, Jerrold. Pioneer, and others.
Lowest Prices Around. Precision Electronics
Houston, TX Anytime. 1-888 -691 -4610
ABSOLUTE BEST PRICES ON CABLE
TV BOXES! FREE 30 DAY TRIAL! 1 YEAR
WARRANTY! FREE CATALOG. 1 -888242 -0539 WWW.ALLCABLEBOXES.COM

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

Get your copy of the

TIM >

86

eARì1-1 cAtLL

Unbeatable

CONVERTERS FILTERS
VIDEO STABILIZERS

TOLL

to heLp
SAve

Visa/Mastercard /Prepaid check

DESCRAMBLERS

TaM >
FREE >

Forz 26 eASY
wAYS

OSD -232 $99.00

CABLE TV

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$400 WEEKLY ASSEMBLING Electronic
Circuit Boards /Products From Home. For
Free Information Send SASE: Home
Assembly-PT Box 216 New Britain, CT
06050 -0216.
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble
Products At Home. Call Toll Free 1 -800467 -5566 EXT. 1190

CABLE TV
2609 S. 156th Circle

ON SCREEN DISPLAY CHARACTER OVERLAY BOARD

OSD-232 on board a radio

CLASSIFIEDS

the

radios that your grandfather built.
Build the "Quaker Oats` type rig,
wind coils that work and make it
look like the 1920's! Only $10.95
plus $4.00 for shipping and handing. Claggk Inc., PO Box 12162,
Hauppauge, NY 11788. USA
Funds ONLY! USA and Canada- no foreign orders. Allow 6-8 weeks
for delivery.
MA01

C SAVINGS

Take
Stock

.BONDS

inAmerica

A public service of this magazine

Introducing Robotics with
Lego° MindstormsTM

Electronic Projects 1.0

For Robot Lovers. Shows how to build a
variety of increasingly sophisticated corn puter-controlled robots using the brilliant
Lego mindstorms Robotic Invention System

A series of ten projects to build along with
audiovisual information to support hobbiests
during construction. Each project is complete
with schematic diagrams, circuit and PCB

(RIS). Covers the fundamental building techniques needed to construct strong and efficient robots. Explains to the reader how robot
control programs may be simply constructed
on their PC screens.
Detailed building inintroduung
structions are provided
Robot cs wen
Lego Mindstonns
for all the robots fea-

tured. 270 pages,
71i2x10517 in. $19.99.
Plus $2.45 shipping
in U.S. Order from
CLAGGK Inc., P.O.
Box 12162, Hauppauge,
NY 11788
CLX1

By Max Horsey

layout files, component lists and comprehensive text to guide the hobbyist through the
project. A shareware version of CAD PACK-schematic capture and PCB design
software is also provided. Projects include a
reaction timer, logic probe, egg timer and
seven more. Get
E-a_trorac
your own copy of
p.ofFct
this CD-ROM today.
$75 including shipping in the U.S.
Order from CLAGGK
Inc, P.O. Box 12162,

Hauppauge, NY
11788. Visa, MC,
Discover, OK.

by -MO> xorr<y

CLX2

Inc.
Gernsback Publications,
Hauppauge
NY 11788

275 -G Marcus Blvd.

POPTRONICS®
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Advertiser Information

Payment Information

Name
Company
Street Address
City/State /Zip
Telephone (
)
Signature (required on all orders)

Charge my:
Master Card

Discover

Visa

Account No.
Exp. Date
Full payment enclosed. Prepayment discounts offered
for multiple insertions (except on credit card orders).
Payment for first insertion enclose; additional payments
will be made prior to closing dates. Prepayment
discounts not available.

Do you want any special options? (where available)

-

Screened Background Add 30%
Boldface Type* Add 25% for entire ad
Special Heading Add $35.00
The first word of your ad and your name will be printed in boldface caps, at no additional charge.
For individual boldface words, add .50e each.

-

In what month(s) would you like

your ad to run?

Entire year for publications selected above.
Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

May.

Apr.

June

(July

Aug.

Oct.

Sep.

;Dec.

1Nov.

Here's how to calculate the cost of your Regular or Expanded -Ad Classified:
Rate X Numbers of Words + Rate for Boldface + Rate for Screened Background =Cost per Insertion X Number of Months =

Cost

Magazine

Rate

x

Number
of Words
(min. 15)

+

Boldface

+

(add 25 %)
x

+

Screened
Background
(add 30 %)

+

=

Cost Per
Insertion

=

x

Number
of Months

=

Cost

=

x

Rates:
$3.50 per word
Minimum 15 Words

Here's how to calculate the total cost of your advertising:
Subtotal

Prepayment Discount:

Less Prepayment Discount

(Full payment must accompany order, not applicable on credit card orders)

Prepay for

6 insertions in one magazine, 5 %'

12 insertions in one magazine, 10%

TOTAL COST S

Please use a separate piece of paper to write your copy, or for any special instructions you may have.

HAVE A QUESTION? CALL: 1- 631 -592 -6720 ext. 206
Fax signed orders with credit card information to (631) 592-6723
:

GPI895
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ADVERTISING INDEX

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES

Poptronics does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear in the
index below.
Free Information Number

-

Abacom

64

-

All Electronics

76

Free Information Number
309

Page

Fax: 631 -592 -6723

IVEX Design

71

LDP LLC

74

Larry Steckler
Publisher (ext. 201)
advertising @gernsback.com

e -mail:

Amazon Electronics

69

-

LT Sound

74

Andromeda Research

82

-

Lynxmotion

78

Antique Electric Supply

65

-

M2L Electronics

74

Arrow Technologies

86

324

MCM Electronic

83

-

B.B. Electronics

65

323

Mendelsons

78

290

C &S Sales, Inc.

66

296

Merrimack Valley Systems

85

-

Carl Taylor Inc.

68

-

microEngineering Labs

69

133

CircuitMaker

CV2

Modern Electronics

78

For Advertising ONLY
EAST /SOUTHEAST

233

Circuit Specialists

80

-

Mondo-tronics

76

Marie Falcon

-

CLAGGK, Inc

18 30

-

Ohio Automation

68

320

Cleveland Inst. of Electronics

....75

-

Ontrak Control Systems

74

321

Command Productions

70

275

Parts Express

79

275-G Marcus Blvd.
Hauppauge, NY 11788
Tel. 631 -592 -6720 x206
Fax: 631 -592 -6723
e -mail: mfalcon @gernsback.com

Communications Surplus

68

-

Pioneer Hill Software

74

MIDWEST/Texas /Arkansas/

Conitec Data Systems

65

228

Polaris Industries

63

-

Consumertronics

68

219

Prairie Digital

64

EDE Spy Outlet

69

-

RC Distributing Co

69

210

Electronic Design Specialists

64

263

Ramsey Electronics

77

-

Elect. Tech. Today

46, 54

256

RobotiKits Direct

78

130

Electronic Workbench

-

Securetek

72

CV4

Scott Edwards Electronics

82

Smarthome.com

82

70

Techniks

69

Explorer Electronics

65

-

Technological Arts

74

-

Fort777.com

73

322

Test Equipment Depot

72

-

Global Specialties

72

217

Tie Pie Engineering

65

Globaltech Distributors

69

-

UCANDO Videos

82

282

Grantham College of Eng.

5

-

Vision Electronics

86

220

Information Unlimited

84

-

William Andrew Publishing

76

Intec Automation

68

140

Wittig Technologies

CV3

Intelligence Here

69

141

Wittig Technologies

3

Intronics

76

-

World Wyde

Intuitive Circuits, LLC

86

Electronix

74

206

Electronix Express

84

-

EMAC Inc

82

-

Engineering Express

-

-

Adria Coren
Vice -President (ext. 208)

Ken Coren
Vice -President (ext. 267)

-

-

-

88

Page

Gernsback Publications, Inc.
275 -G Marcus Blvd.
Hauppauge, NY 11788
Tel. 631 -592 -6720

Square

1

Electronics

70

68, 69

Marie Falcon
Advertising Director (ext. 206)

Adria Coren
Credit Manager (ext. 208)

Oklahoma
Ralph Bergen

One Northfield Plaza, Suite 300
Northfield, IL 60093 -1214
Tel. 847 -559 -0555
Fax: 847-559-0562
e -mail: bergenrj @aol.com

PACIFIC COAST

Megan Mitchell
9072 Lawton Pine Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89129 -7044
Tel. 702 -240 -0184
Fax: 702 -838 -6924
e -mail: mmitchell @gernsback.com

Subscription/
Customer Service/
Order Entry
Tel. 800 -827 -0383
7:30 AM - 8:30 PM CST
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FREE

Virtual Lab with
Poptronics Circuits
Check out the circuits from recent
issues, including this month's!
Tweak the circuits and see the

instruments respond instantly.
Download the Multisim demo with
pre-built Poptronics circuits from
www.electronicsworkbench. comlpoptFonics

F

a

"":13

BEST PRODUCT! BEST PRICE!
Electronics Workbench is recognized around the

gobe for developing highly advanced, yet eEsy-touse electronics software. Over 150,000 users tell us

that they have completed projects using Electronics
Workbench in less time than it takes to even install
other programs.
And now we've just released Version 6.2! If you've
never tried electronics simulation, this is your chance you can now have your very own virtual lab! Work
on your own or create circuits together with others
across the country - live on the internet. Start with
the FREE Electronics Workbench /Poptronics demo
and then take advantage of this best price ever when
you buy. Tried other products? You owe it to yourself
to experience what only the market leader can offer there is no comparison. And if you own earlier
versions of Electronics Workbench, call us now for
upgrade pricing starting at just $149!

multisiM V6.2

Lilt BOARD
Powerful PCB Layout

Schematic Capture & Simulation

$299
or get BOTH
products for $49
or to find out why
our products are the most
popular in the industry, call
1 -800- 263 -5552 or visit
www.electronicsworkbench.com
(FREE demo available)
To order,

Ultiboard Highlights

Multisim Highlights
Advanced schematic capture

I. Powerful & easy -to -use PCB layout & editing

Reroute while move (full rubberbanding)

Intuitive auto & manual wiring (no toggle)
Change circuits while simulating
Mixed -mode SPICE

P.

Built -in symbol and component editor

P.

6,000 parts in component database
9

virtual instruments & 8 powerful analyses

Interactive design on the Internet
OLE

integration with Excel /MathCAD

Automatic net highlighting (selective)
Density histograms /placement vectors

Parts organized into bins (no alpha lists)

Don't settle for a program that has
less than:

Built -in autorouter
Real -time design rule check

analog /digital simulation

Don't settle for a program that has
less than:
3,000+ library of footprint shapes

r

h Capability for boards of any shape, up to 50 "x50"
E.

32 layers support
1

nanometer internal resolution
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Electronics
WORKBENCH

approved. Provides isolated channels for safe operation

Master Unit 22 -320 with backlit display
includes 20MSa /s Dual Channel Oscilloscope Module 22 -321,
2 Signal 1:1/10:1 Probes, MS- Windows95 /98/NT compatible Software, PC RS232 Serial
Interface Cable, AC Adapter, Protective Rubber Boot and Manual in English /French/
Spanish /Italian or German available. Shipped in a suitable hardshell carrying case for
US$ 398.00, stock available.
100 MSa/s Dual Channel Oscilloscope Module 22 -331 (option),
2 Signal 1:1/10:1 Probes, PC- Software and Manual for US$ 599.00, stock available.

Pricing does not include any taxes.

information visit our web site
www.wittigtechnologies.com
For more

Developed by Wittig Technologies AG
Sales (516) 794 4080 or Toll -Free (800) 247 1241
Fax (516) 794 1855

sales@wittigtechnologies.com

Dual channel 2GHz Frequency Counter Module 22 -323 (option)
features isolated channels, external and internal triggering, 9 Digits, Temperature Compensated Time Base 10-9, statistic analysis, includes Manual, MS- Windows95 /98/NT
compatible Software. Available October 2001 for US$ 298.00
Logic Analyzer Module 22 -322 (option)
features 16 channel, 4OMSa /s, various external and internal triggering, 32 Kb /channel,
16 bit event counter, includes dis -assembler for 8051 and Z80 (more in preparation),
signal cable, Manual and MS- Windows95 /98 /NT compatible Software. Available
September 2001 for US$ 349.00
CIRCLE 140 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Technical Support available by e-mail or fax, only.

support@wittigtechnologies.com
All trademarks belong to their respective owners.
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